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ABSTRACT 
The aim of the research described in this thesis wcs to 
investigate students' approach to and experience of lectures. I 
did this by carrying out case studies of three lecture courses. 
I found that students' experience of the relevance of lectures 
varies qualitatively across three levels of experience af relevance: 
intrinsic, vicarious and extrinsic. My findings suggest that 
extrinsic experience of relevance is associated with, and may well 
• 
be an essential eleffient of, 'surface' level learning. Intrinsic 
experience, on the other hand, may well be an essential element of 
'deep' level learning. 
I a180 suggest that 'good' vicarious experience is most likely 
to be associated with 'deep' level learning anc argue that it is, 
potentially, a transitional level between intrinsic and extrinsic 
experience. Vicarious experience is, consequently, of possible 
major significance in the facilitation of 'deep' level learning. 
Finally, I found a number of possible factors that influence 
students' experience of relevance, in particular, the following three: 
characteristics of the lecturer, the teaching and learning context 
and students' background knowledge of the subject. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
CHAPTER 1 : Literature Survey 
1.0 Introduction 
A vast amount of literature purports to concern itself with the 
'lecture method'. It ranges from informal, almost light-hearted, 
discussion on the 'art of lecturing' (see, for example, vJalton 1972) 
to highly empirical and 'scientific' research studies (see Centra 1977). 
A newly arrived serious reviewer is faced with one (at least) over-
riding problem when trying to get to grips with this literature, wtat-
ever the nature of the writing. \Iihat is meant by the 'lecture method'? 
Authors frequently do not describe what they understand the lecture 
method to be. Even so, the definition given by Gregory seems to be 
adequate for most of the literature: 
"essentially, it involves a single teacher teaching a group 
of students, usually n~ering 20 or more, mainly, or 
exclusively, by verbal exposition. In its extreme form 
communication is one-way, from teacher to student, but 
today more and more teachers are using hybrid modes. Thus, 
as an integral part of its structure, a lecture may contain, 
for instance, audio-visual aids and other means of demonstration, 
questions frem the audience, questions addressed to the audience, 
brief discussion and testing." 
(Gregory 1975.) 
That this definition can be said to be adequate is significant. 
It is symptomatic of the prevailing approach to lecture research. 
This approach does not tend to focus upon a given lecture situation 
and all the factors intimately intertwined within it. As a c9nsequence 
there is very seldom a more specific descripticn than Gregory's. 
Instead, we would appear to be left with the implicit assumption that 
lectures are isolated phenomena which happen to stuc.ents ratter tr.an 
are experienced by them in a given situation. 
One aspect of this assumption is that ~uch of the literature is 
apparently written primarily from a teacher's perspective considering, 
in particular, the 'function' of lectures as a teaching ffiethcd. This 
is true, if neither surprising nor unreasonable, fer most of the 
considerable number of 'how to lecture' texts. Not so reasonably, 
however, is they tend to ignore any other perspective. Similarly, 
most of the research into lectures, upon which these texts are usually 
based, is carried out from the teacher's perspective: the emphasis is 
upon teaching skills and teaching characteristics associated with 
'effective' lecturing. There may well be potential value in taking 
a teacher's perspective towards lecture research, but it must be 
equally as important to carry out research directed towards the studen~' 
perspective: that is, to try to understand lectures as they are 
experienced by students within the specific situation that they find 
themselves. 
The only studies that can be truly considered to take the stucents' 
perspective are those that seek out student views and opinion in an 
open and unstructured way. Thus, I believe, that the approach of 
administering lecture questionnaires, in order to obtain student feed-
back is, generally speaking, too structured and teacher-biased to be 
considered as attempts to look at lectures from the students' perspective. 
Consequently, research that has utilised lecture feedback questionnaires 
should be considered as belonging to the category of teacher's -
perspective research. 
I shall discuss (section 1.6 of this chapter) research vlhich 
try to get close to students' experience. First, however, I sr . .?ll 
examine in more detail the literature and research taking primarily 
the teacher's perspective. This tends to be ccncerned with five areas 
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and these provide the basis for a l.:seful framework for reviewing the 
literature: 
The function and use of lectures 
How· to lecture 
The evaluation of lectures and lecturing 
Learning frore lectures 
Lecturers' views about lecturing 
I will only discuss examples of each of these five areas because 
of the amount cf literQture to be found in each. 
1.1 The Function And Use Of Lectures 
Three possible functions for the lecture method described in the 
Hale Report are frequently repeated in tile literature: 
1) Basic teaching - to give students a framework for reading 
and guidance on what to read~ 
2) Provide information, or show points of view not available 
in a suitable form in the Ii tero_ture; 
3) Kindle enthusiasm and stimulate thcught, inspire. 
(Hale Report 1964.) 
Most of the literature accepts that the lecture can be used to 
good effect to fulfill the first two functions but regards the third 
as more controversial. As the U.T.M.U. book, 'Improving teaching in 
higher education' states: 
"It must be said that lectures can be a source of great 
inspiration to students; but this is probably the exception 
rather than the rule". 
(U.T.M.U. 1976.) 
This is a view apparently supported by several authors (see, 
fer example, Laing 1968, Bligh 1971, Costin 1972 and Rogers 1977). 
However, there is as ffiuch support for the view that to kindle 
enthusiasm is an important function of lectures. Beim, for example, 
comments that a lecturer will rarely say that his aim in lecturing 
is 'tc stimulate interest' or It 0 provoke discussion', anc. adds: 
"The purpose of the first Chapter of this book is to plead 
tha t these should be tr~e major aims of the :ecturer and to 
su;gest means of achieving them." 
(H.ei.ll 1976.) 
Other authors, whilst not stating the case quite as strongly, 
also see the kindling of enthusiasm as one of the functions of lectures. 
(See, for example, Powell 1969, Walton op.cit., Gregory op.cit., Bro\OTn 
1978) • 
Other uses are also given for the lecture. Gregory offers the 
following three: 
- to encourage a critical attitude; 
- to provide an appropriate model of such qualities and 
attitudes as precision, clarity of thought and expression, 
authority and humility; 
- to summarise the results of group activity (Gregory op.cit.) 
The last gets little discussion else'-lhere in the liter2.ture. 'The 
first two, however, do; they can possibly be equated \07i th Eligh' s main 
objectives of different teaching methods) 'proffiotion of thought' and 
'change of attitude' which, he celieves, are not achieved through 
the use of lectures. (Bligh OPe cit). HOv;e-v-er I HcKeachie (whc st:<;gests 
that discussion methods are probably mere Effective than the lecture iL 
developing concepts and problem skills), a~its: 
"The results of the experimentation are generally in line with 
our hypothesis but are certainly not ccnclusive." 
(McKeachie 19~8.) 
He goes on to COIT~ent: 
"Hov!ever, a suggestion, sUFPorted by bits of evidence, arises 
that other methods of teaching may be more ef~ective than 
lecturing in achieving the higher level cogLitive and 
attituc.inalobjectives. 1I 
In both statements, therefore, there is the suggestio~ that tr~e 
question whether lectures can be used to prcIT_ote thought or change 
attitudes remains a matter of debate. Thus, of all the fcssible 
functions and uses cf lectures, there is a COEsensus around t\OiO cr-.ly, 
basic teaching and providir..g infcrmation. 
This is not surprising, given that lectures are viewed as 
isolated, definable phenomena. We are, • .t: t ~n .L.ac , reminded that they 
are not this by McKeachie himself when he remarks: 
lilt seems to us important to remind the reader also, that a 
college course cannot be divorced from the total college 
culture ••.•••• A wethod which may be greeted enthusiastically 
by students in one college may encounter open rebellion in 
another. " 
(ibid) • 
The important point here is that lectures are not isolated 
phenomena. They are part of a whole teaching and learning context, 
and each lecture situation will have its own character and individuality. 
In some situaticns, with some lecturers and some students,lectures may 
very well stimulate enthusiasm or change attitudes. In others it is 
just as likely they will not. I do not believe it is possible to say 
categcrically that lectures do or do not achieve certain objectives. 
It is not that simple. This criticism is one that applies to a 
significant amount of lecture literature and one which I will refer 
to again in this survey. 
1.2 How To Lecture 
Numerous texts and articles have been written around the topic 
of 'how to lecture' in order to be more effective. ~hesc may be cf 
value, but again there is a tendency to treat lectures as if the~' we:re 
isolated phenomena, focussing on such aspects as preparaticn, structure, 
organisation and delivery. This discussion often seems to be to the 
exclusion cf an understanding and awareness of the students as people 
\,lith their ovm problerrs, concerns and priorities. 'The student, :"n 
this literature, is given the role of 'patient' v!ho receives lecture 
treatment, while the lecturer plays the 'dcctor' Nr .. o I:11.:St aspire to 
areater skills in administering the treatment. 
~ 
This is most apparent in those texts that deal r:ri~arily v:i th 
lectures as ene-off public occasions. McL :sh seems to iCflicitly 
suggest that this ~s wten the lecture method is most appropriate 
when he discusses the virtues of the lecture method but condems the 
idea of the lecture system that is 'compulsory daily lectures 
unleavened by tutorial discussions, seminars, workshops, etc.' 
(McLeish 1968). 
There is, of course, something in what MCLeish says, but this 
does not mean that we can, as some authors appear to do, sin:ply 
dismiss the lecture system in general, whatever the context, Ylr.oever 
the lecturer. 
One of the prime examples c,f a text which advises on how to 
lecture for an event seen primarily as a one-off public occasion is 
the Royal Institution's 'Advice to lecturers'. This bock is a 
compilation of comments and suggestions made by two emiLent lectur~rs, 
Michael Faraday and Laurence Bragg. 
Bragg is quoted as saying: 
"A good lecture is a 'tour de force', a good lecturer should 
be keyed up to a high pitch of nervous tension before it and 
limp and exhausted after it." 
(Bragg 1974.) 
'Advice to lecturers' is obviously based on accounts of perscr..al 
experience and ideas. The same is essentially true for a nurr~er of 
'how - to' texts. (For example Heim op.cit and Walton op.cit.) Others 
draw much more on empirical studies and psychological principles (see 
Powell op.cit and Bligh op.cit.) Few, hcwever, direct their focus 
far from the preparaticn, structure, organisation and delivery of 
lectures. Sound advice and guidelines are given on how to set abou:t. 
the task of preparing a lecture according to different ideas of hOH 
the material might be structured. Eligh, for exarr.ple, rro,\y:"des a 
ccmprehensive list with descriptions of ~lternative ways cf structuri~g 
material. Having organised the m~terl'al the lecturer 's th d' ~ ~ - l .en a v~sea
on the most effective way of 'unloading it' on to the unsuspectin£ 
students. The emphasis given by most authors is well represented 
by Heim's summary of the obvious requisites of lecturing. These are: 
audibility 
Unavailability (i.e. of material) 
Intelligibility 
Order of subject matter 
Pitching of level of difficulty 
Rate of presentation 
Amount of material 
(He im op- cit. ) 
I am not suggesting such advice is not relevant. But it is 
rarely considered alongside students' actual experience. Surprisingly 
little is said, for instance, about the relationship the lecturer has 
with the students above the level of something like maintaining eye 
contact. Thus, according to the U.T.M.U. book it is: 
"Essential to make frequent glar,Lces around the audience, 
allowing one's eye to rest briefly on individual students." 
(U • T.M. U. op. cit.) 
The refusal to go beyond this level ignores Rosenshine's findir.g 
that the characteristics particularly valued cy students are 
interest and enthusiasm, warmth and systematic, business-like 
behaviour (Rcsenshine 1971) • 
McKeachie takes more account of the lecturer - student relation-
ship when he comments: 
"two characterist~c's seem tc be especially appreciated ty the 
student (1) objectivity, the student will call it 'fairness', 
(2) a sl'IIlpathetic atti tude to\~-arc1s thE: problems of the 
student. " 
He goes cn to advise that: 
-I 
"the simplest way of getting tte latter of these r.ot:"ons across 
is to let the students know that you are willing tc ffieet and 
advise students." 
(McKeachie op.cit.) 
So there is here the implication that ever ana above how a 
lecturer prepares, structures and delivers a lecture, he should take 
note of other factors, such as his attitude towards the students and 
how they perceive him. 
Brown, by the way he structures his book, dces allo\-, his readers 
(lecturers) an opportunity to experience for themselves, as a learner, 
the lecture situation. He does this by alternating text with practical 
exercises and tasks for lecturers to carry out in learning groups. As 
he comments at the end of one of his 'units': 
"You should have learnt many of the more central skills of 
lecturing and small - group teaching and have re-experienced 
the problems of listening, understanding and note-taking." 
(Brown op. cit.) 
Thus, by doing the exercises, the lecturers not only try to improve 
their lecturing skills but also are themselves put in the position of 
the student. They get the opportunity to appreciate a little better 
how it feels to be in the student role again. 
P.osenshine's characteristic of Enthusiasm is frequently alluded 
to in the literature. Bligh, for example, mentions tr..e rol.e cf the 
lectllrer's enthusiasm in his discussion on the motivation of s,tudents. 
That enthusiasm is commonly accepted as important is reflected in its 
frequent inclusioL in lecture feedback questionnaires. Walton's 
explanation of the reason for its importance is as gcod as any: 
"A subject which bores you is ur.likely tc excite your audience" 
(Walton Ope cit.) 
Halton is implicitly referring to t.he students' experier_ce of 
the lecture and the influence of the lecturer's enthusiasm upcn th~t. 
8 
In view of the explicit and implicit recognition of the importance ef 
the lecturer's enthusiasm, particularly with respect to its pcssible 
influence on the students' experience, it is again scmewhat surprising 
there is little discussion in 'how to lecture' texts on the conveyance 
of one's enthusiasm. 
Bligh, comments: 
"We may conclude that some acting ability may be advantageous 
to a lecturer who wishes to enthuse his audience." 
(Bligh OPe cit). 
and seems, thereby, to devalue any natural enthusiasm a lecturer may 
already have for his subject. He certainly doesn't say anything which 
might help the lecturer to recognise how he might better convey any 
such natural enthusiasm to his audience. 
Brown is one of the few authors to include a section on conveying 
interest and enthusiasm, and to discuss how a lecturer may successfully 
convey such characteristics. 
9 
"Most of us, even the dullest", he says, "can improve" (Brown op.cit.) 
Generally, however, the literature gives little advice to lecturers 
which really takes account of the students' experience of the lecture 
and the lecturer's influence on it. 
1.3 The Evaluation Of Lectures And Lecturers 
A large proportion of the research literature upon lecturing is 
concerned with evaluation, the aim of which is often to identi~y the 
characteristics and skills of tr:e ' effective' lecturer. 'J'he aFproach 
mest frequently adopted is to develop and adIT.inister teaching rati~g 
forms (TRF's) or, as they are more frequently referred to in this 
country, feedback questior..naires. At the S2.me time, there are at 
least as many studies examining the usefulness, reliability ar.c 
validity of TRF's and highlishting potential drawbacks. 
The remaining literature on evaluation is concerned Fri~ar~ly 
with the effectiveness of the lecture n:ethod as of-posed to other 
teaching methcds. Many of the views about the function of lectures 
described in section 1.1 profess to be based on this kind of research. 
But, as I have explained, the results of research comparing the lecture 
with other teaching methods tend to be both contradictcry and incon-
clusive. 
In this section I shall examine in detail the literature on 
a) the identification of lecturing skills a~d b) the validity and 
usefulness of feedback questionnaires. 
a) The Identification cf 'effective' lecturing skill~ 
Much of the skills research follows a similar format. In the 
first instance, a questionnaire, containing generally 20 to 60 
questions, describing various lecturer characteristics and skills, 
is developed. The questions are usually generated frcm t\vO main 
sources - past research; and students and lecturers themselves, who 
are asked about the characteristics they believe important for the 
'effective' lecturer. 
Once the questionnaire has been developed, the next step is to 
ask as many students as pcssible to complete it. The resFonses are 
then analysed to see which characteristics they consider the ~ost 
important. F..n:.ong others, Cooper & Foy{l967) and Hiron and Segal (1976) 
take this approach. Other stuc~es carry out a more SOFhisticated 
analysis of student responses, the latter being inter-ccrrelated end 
factor analysed to isolate the mcstimportant factors. (For exc.r:-.ple, 
Smithers 1970, Wimberley and Faulkner 1978, anc Isaacson et al 19f t .) 
1..0 
Such studies tend to trxow up similar factors. Cohen, ~re~t ar.d 
Rose list five frequently ider-tified factors as: 
(1) Clarity of organisation, interpretation and explanation. 
(2) Encouragement of class discussion and the presentation 
of diverse points of view. 
(3) Stimulation of students' interests, IT.otivation and 
thinking. 
(4) Manifestation of attentiveness to and interest in students. 
(5) Manifestations of enthusiasm 
(Cohen, Trent & Rose 1973.) 
These characteristics are similar to those identified in studies 
taking slightly different approaches. For example, Hildebrand asked 
stucents to rate their 'best' ana 'worst' teachers they had had in 
the "previous year. His aim was, thus, to identify not the characteristics 
associated with the students' 'ideal' lecturer but those which discri-
minated between 'best' and 'worst', (as perceived by students and other 
lecturers) • 
Having identified the questionnaire items associated with 
effective performance, he then factor-analysed the responses and 
derived five distinct clusters. These do not differ significantly from 
those described by Cohen Trent and Rose. They are: 
Analytic/synthetic approach - or command of the subject 
Organisation/clarity 
Instructor - group instruction or rapport 
Instructor - student interaction 
Dvnamism/Enthusiasm 
... 
(Eildebrand 1973.) 
Swain takes a slightly different line, using semantic differential 
because of his belief that "good teaching is not a sin:ple ccncept and 
so instruments for its measurement must tE cc:-~structed v;ith consider.J.ble 
cc_re ll • He explains semantic differential in the following y.jay: 
lithe technique involves tr~e. use of a series of tipolar 
adjectives scales, with sever.. steps bet\;een them, CE 
which the respondents are c.sked to rate specified stimuli 
that is lectures o.nd ccurse." 
(~~ain 1977.) 
(Other studies ~sing the semantic differential ap~ear in the 
literature, for example, Sherman and Backburn 1975.) 
In developing his semantic differential Swain first asked 
subjects to supply adjectives which were descriptive of the relevant 
stimuli, that is lecturers. He then asked a second group to supply 
antonyms to these adjectives. In both cases he only kept those 
adjectives and antonymes where there was a high degree of agreement. 
Like Hildebrand, Swain elicited adjectives that were supposedly 
descriptive of students' (and staff's) best and werst lecturers and 
courses. 
Once he had developed the bipolar scales from the adjectives, 
Swain gave these, plus some standard semantic differential scales, to 
21 classes. A principal component analysis of the response yielded 
11 distinct and stable factors or clusters of scales and from these 
he identified eight lecturer and five course factors. He then examined 
whether these could discriminate between 'geod' and 'bad' lecturers, 
and courses. 
He found the following 5 dimensions were good discriminatcrs: 
Interest - inspiring and interesting. 
Verbal clarity - audible, distinct, articulate. 
Organisation and efficiency - prepared, organised. 
Inter-personal warmth - ~~rm, considerate. 
Practicality - practical, concrete. 
(Swain 197"7.) 
Swain's dimensions, \'Ti th the exception of Practicali tv, are 
again fairly consistent with other studies. 
l~ 
Despite the consistency of identified factors in such studie5 a 
r.umber of problems have been perceived \l7i th the approach. Kelly, for 
instance, says: 
"~ne thing many of these investigaticns have in COI:1lllon, hovvever, 
lS that they appear to regard the lecture as a single ur.differ-
entiated activity. That is to say, that what is true of one 
lecture is implied to hold for lectures in general, whereas 
lecturers themselves may, and do, hold widely differing views 
concerning the function of lectures - Can all these various 
functions be accommodated under the single umbrella term of 
, lectur ing"?" 
(Kelly 1976.) 
Kelly maintains that it is better to know what actually happens 
as oFPosed to what is generally believed to happen. So he believes 
it is first necessary to know exactly what the lecturer does and then 
to decide which of these oeserved lecturing behaviours can be regarded 
as desirable skills. 
In his own study - in which the aim was to identify those aspects 
of lecturing which mightbe improved by microteaching techniques -
Kelly's approach was to videotape 16 lectures and to analyse the ol:served 
lecturer behaviour in terms of content, structure and presentation. 
According to his analysis the content of the lectures consisted mostly 
of exposition as opposed to interaction. The least occuring structure 
elements were those of summarisation and discussion, whilst his 
remaining categories of 'orientation', 'instruction', 'demonstration', 
and 'consolidation' all appeared frequently. 
Fran his analysis of presentation, Kelly developed a list of 
lecturing skills. It is reminiscent of the Banders t~~e classroom 
observation schedules, including cehaviours such as pcsitive and 
negative reinforcement, stimulus variation etc. Most of the 'ski~ls' 
are thus described in rrechanistic, cehavioural terms, which is ~ecessary 
if he is to fulfil his aim of helping train lecturers through ~icrc-
teaching techniques. But it does mean that his list sr..culd net be 
regarded as a comprehensive description of effective lecturing. T-r 
..... -
is based soley on observational data of 16 lectures and does not 
include the students' experience or response to the lectures. 
Kelly may work on what actually r .. appens but he does this from eLl'; 
one perspective. 
Elliot has made one attempt to develop questionnaire items 
based on students' perceptions of their lecturers. Elliot believed 
that many lecturer rating scales were too biased by lecturer s· 
preconceptions. Consequently, he used the Repertory Grid technique 
as a way of getting students to generate their own scales. He asked 
each student to list 9 lecturers who had taught them that year. The 
student was then asked to consicer3 of the lecturers at anyone-time 
and to think of a bipolar scale such that two lecturers could be 
placed at one ,end and the third at the other end. In t~is way Elliot 
generated 12 scales from each student. 
A content analysis of these scales revealed 10 variables which 
were frequently used to describe the lecturers. tlttotthen used these 
variables to develop an evaluation form, which he believed could 
discriminate between lecturers. Elliot's 10 variables are not 
dissimilar to those factors that have already been described. They 
are: 
Overall impression of courses 
General interest 
Practical use 
Lecturer's organisation of content 
Presentation 
Clarity of expression 
Oraanisation of time 
-' 
Choice of examples 
Attitude to students 
General manr.er 
(Elliot 1969.) 
All the studies I have discussed are primarily concerned \·.'i th tr.e 
identification of effective lecturing skills. In most studies thE: 
aim is to use these to d.evelop feedback quest::'onnaires YThich the 
lecturer can then use to improve his own lecturing skills. hs Marcel 
Goldschmid has remarked: 
"the evaluation data should above all else serve the professcr 
as valuable feedback on his performance as a classroom teacher.1I 
(Goldschmid 1976.) 
The question as to whether TRF's do in reality achieve this has 
itself been the centre of much research, along with the question of 
their validity. 
b) The Validity and Usefulness of Feedback Questionnaires 
Most validity studies correlate student achievement in the class-
rocm with lecturer ratings cn a particular TRF, thus identifying if 
there is a relationship between good grades and good ratings. Usefulness 
.J....J 
is considered both in the same terms, and in those of apparent improvement 
as a result of using TRF's. 
A paper by McKeachie Lin and ~ann represents very well many of 
the studies into validity. Having said that liThe ultimate criterion 
of good teaching is student learning", they go on to analyse the data 
from five studies correlating achievement with ratings (on skill, 
\'lorkload (or difficulty), structure, feedback, grcup interaction and 
student teacher rapport). But they are unable to discover any relation-
ship. They, therefore, conclude: 
"These, plus other data, indicate that teacher effectiveness is 
not a unitary concept but one involving a number of ccmplex 
interactions. When 'Vole ask, II which teachers are mest effective?" 
we need to add further- "For vlhich objectives?1I and "for which 
students?" vIi th such additional specificatior.s student 
evaluation may provide evicence of teacher effectiveness." 
(McKeachie et. ale ~971.) 
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The results of other studies sUfport this view. They, like 
McKeachie et. aI, find fcsitive correlatior.s within individual studies 
cut there is no across-the-board correlation. ~e consistent pict~re 
emerges between the studies. (See for example, Brown 1976, Centra 
:977, Frey 1973, Gessner 1973, Hoffman 1978, Selomon, Rosenberg ane 
Bezdek 1964 and Sullivan and Skanes 1974). 
Further studies have demonstrated that there are numerous, 
different factors affecting the ratings students give their lecturers. 
These factors include annony~ity of the rater (see, for example, Stene 
et. ale 1971, Abrami et. al 1976); grade eXfectation (for example, 
Synder and Clair 1976); and timing of the T.R.F. completion (for 
example, Kohlan 1973). It has also been demonstrated that lecturer 
'charisma' has a significant influence and can be conciously projected 
or manipulated to foster high ratings, irrespective of whether students 
still achieve well or not. (See, for example, the 'Dr. Fox' studies; 
Naftulin, Ware and Donnelly 1973; and t~are and Williares 1975. Also 
Coats, Swierengal, Wickert, 1972 and Shermain 1976) • 
In a not dissimilar study to the 'Dr. Fox' studies, Zelby 
(Zelby 1974) feund that lecturing techniques could be ccnciously 
~anipulatec fer the same reasons. A particularly worrying aspect 
about Zelby's study was that students gave high evaluations to 
lectures aimed at the level of 'Information, storage and retrieval'. 
Lectures aimed at the 'development of an ability to ~arn independently 
and cope with novel situations· received the lowest eval~aticns. 
Further 'Dr.Fox' studies demonstrate that an incentive to learn 
(arising from money rewares) and the amount of content included in the 
lecture were more important influences upon achieven:.ent than c_LY cI!".O'l..:.:-.t 
, , 
of 'expresslveness demonstra ted by the lectt".rers (v;i 1 1 ian:. s and \';are 
1976) • 
The important implication of these studies is that mere ::acters 
than 'lecturing skills' influence students and what they learn. A~d 
they are a further ;na~;cat;on h h 
... ... ... t at \ve s ould takemore account cf 
students themselves and their experiences, preoccupations c:.-nd 
. cencer:-' ..s. 
If we are to conclude that student achievement is net a very 
good validation of T.R.F.'s, the question still remains of hew useful 
lecturers find them. Goldschmid says that lithe evaluation data should 
above all else serve the professor as valuable feedback on his 
performance as a classroom teacher" (Goldschmid OPe cit.) Is this 
borne out in practice? 
A survey of physical science teachers indicates lecturers de 
have doubts about their usefulness (Simpson 1966). Other Studies, 
too - for example Centra 1973, Miller 1971 and Fay 1969 - all found 
that the showing of ratings results to lecturers had little effect on 
latter ratings. One clue as to why this should be the case appears 
in Centra's study. He found that lecturers did apparently improve 
their ratings but only if they were given normative data against which 
to compare their ratings. Centra concluded that the lecturer needs 
something in addition to straight questionnaire results to assist him 
to interpret his results. This conclusion is supported by later studies 
by Pambookian (1977), Marsh et. ale (1975), McKeachie et.al. (1980) and 
Aleamcni (1978). However, notwithstanding such normative data there 
are other difficulties Schultz, for example, comments: 
"The information the TRF does provide is neither diagnostic nor 
prescriptive. It is one thing to tell a teacher that students 
don't think he is well prepared. It is another thing to tell 
a teacher who has been diligently preparing what to do when he 
is rated unprepared. It is one thing to rate an instructor's 
explanations as unclear. It is another thing to tell a teacher 
who has been struggling for clarity what to do when he is rateG 
unclear. These important questions which must be answered if 
teachers are to improve are nei ther asked ncr answered by TP.F' s" . 
(Schul tz 1977.) 
Similarly, Pambookian, discussing the giving of feedback to 
instructors, explains: 
"In my study at Michigan, the instructors expressed satisfaction 
on receiving feedback but, apparently, did not know how to use 
it. They asked me to specifically tell them what to do and cow 
to develop appropriate skills or teaching styles. 
(Pambookian Ope cit.) 
There are further problems with TRF' s. One major one is the 
vagueness of the terms. This is well pinpointed by Rosenshine: 
" ••• the variable labelled 'clarity' is rather vague and we 
do not know the specific behaviours which comprise high ratings 
on clarity." 
(Rosenshine OPe cit.) 
Yet, even if we were able to identify the specific behaviours which 
ccmprise high ratings for different teaching skills, there still remain 
doubts about the process by which such skills are identified. Many 
of the identified skills are based on 'ideals' rather than what 
lecturers do in reality. Even when they are based on the differences 
between 'best' and ~worst' lecturers Levinthal's research shows there 
is still likely to be an 'ideal' effect in the completion of the 
relevant scales. He found that items which were relieved to be highly 
desirable were frequently the ones observed. He concluded that a_n 
implication of this was that: 
"interpretation cf numerical scale values obtained from scales 
of this type are problematic without independent kno\-,7lec.ge cf the 
ideal points of observers rating teaching performance." 
(Levinthal eta ale 1971.) 
As Johnson, Rhodes and Rummery point out in their critical review 
of existing evalua:ion instruments: 
"Consistency of response can be attributed just as legi tirr.a tely 
to a collective student mythology of teaching as to any 
rigorously cor.ceived model of teacher behaviour." 
"a-~ ) (Johnson, Rhoces and RUIIUr.ery .:..~,~. 
There does seem to be legitimate doubts about the value of TRF 
feedback to lecturers particularly when th . d~ 
ere ~s no a ~itional sUfport. 
A ccnsiderable effort has been put into its cevelopment yet ttis se~s 
disproportionate to the effort put into other approaches of looking at 
the lecture situation. 
1.4 Learning From Lectures 
At the top of his list of how a lecturer may improve himself, 
Laing puts, "Deepening one's kncwledge of the ps}-chology of learning" 
(Laing op. t~t. ) 
And, in fact, there are several discussions in the literature 
on how students learn from lectures, and a number of the 'advice to 
lecturers I texts profess to base their ideas upon particular learning 
principles and theories. 
Thus the U.T.M.U. book 'Improving Teaching in Higher Education' 
claims to base its advice upon the three main learning principles of 
motivation, reward and practice. (UTMU OPe cit.) In a similar way, 
Bligh discusses the psychological limitations of the student when the 
pri~ary objective of the learning situation is the aquisition of 
knowledge. (Bligh believes that this is the objective for which the 
lecture can be considered a suitable method) • 
I do not wish to discuss Blighrs psychological limitations in 
detail but it is interesting to note some of their underlying principles 
and their similarity to the 3 UT~ru learning principes. 
For instance, Bligh maintains that one of the functions of ncte-
taking in lectures is "to arrest the decay of memory ty rer.earsal of 
h . . tt " w at ~s w-r~ en. He presumatly believes that some kind oi rehearsal 
of the materic_l is essentially for learning tc occur. The principle 
underlying Bligh's rehearsal factor is basically the same as the U~~ 
'r.ractice' rrinciple. Sl.IIl' ;larly Bl' h l' ~ ~ ~, ~g. ~sts repetition as another 
important factor in the ccnsolidation of learn;ng. Th' lIt ~ . _~ s a sere a e s 
closely to the 'practice' principle. (The same factor is implicit in 
Heim's advice to lecturers - Heim Ope cit.) 
Both the UTMU book and Bligh stress feedback, though they/as the 
literature as a whole, regards the lecture as a situation where the 
opportunity for feedback is little. The UTMU book believes feedback 
is an important aspect of 'practice'. Bligh sees feedback in terms 
of reward or punishment (reward being another of the UTMU principles) • 
Both the reward and punishment types of feedback, according to 
Bligh, have benefits. Bligh's discussion on students' need for social 
interaction closely relates to the discussion on 'reward' in the UTMU 
book. 
The UTMU's third principle of 'motivation' is regarded as important 
in many of the 'how to lecture' texts, which direct much of their advice 
towards it. Both the UTMU book and Bligh link relevance to motivation, 
suggesting that a possible way to 'motivate' students is by making the 
material more relevant to them. Enthusiasm from the lecturer is also 
regarded as important to motivation. 
In a different vein, Powell's 'advice to lecturers' is based 
upon a behaviourist, conditioning, view of learning. He describes 
'conditioning' as: 
liThe process of learning to reccgnise, associate and discric:linate 
as a consequence of 'operating'o~ the environment, of re~ecting 
what does not reduce discomfort and repeating what brings 
satisfaction, is regarded as the tasic b~ilding precess of 
learning. " 
(Fowell, 19E9.) 
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Powell sees learning as the development of more and ITore adaptat:'cns 
to the environmer.t by a process of internalisa tion of experiences, \..;hich 
are organised into a so called schema. More complex or 'schematic 
behaviour' results from the integration of sfecific resfonses into 
complex activity. Powell sees such a view of learning as hav:'ns a 
wide application and development. In this, his overriding principle 
is that of conditioning by reward and punisr~ent. 
In contrast, Brown r s ideas about learning frcm lectures, are 
based upon human - information - processing studies, such as those of 
Lindsay and Norman (1972.) He summarises his ideas about the processes 
of learning from lectures in the following schema: 
Messages to Students 
p 0 
verbal ~ E A U ". b 
-r 
R T 
short long T 0 
-r -+ 
C T term term 
-+ p -+ T -+ 
-r -T memory memory E E U E 
Lecturer 
t--- Extra - verbal ~ 
Non - verbal -+ 
Use of AVA -r 
P N T S 
T T 
I I 
0 0 
N N 
Fig. 1 G.Browns schema for Learning from Lectures 
(In Brown 1978) . 
f 1 . which this schema is based From the principles 0 earn~ng on 
a l ;st of bas;c lecturing skills (although he does not Brown derives. • 
. ) n_n examination of Bro~m's list reveals that suggest it is definit~ve. r. 
many of the skills alse relate to the UT~ru learning principles. Brown's 
list reads: 
> 
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1) Explaining : giving understanding, using exa~ples a~d i:l~s~at~cns 
(N.B. motivation principle) • 
2) Orientation : opening a lecture, introducing a topic or theme. 
3) Closure : su~~arising themes and linking tcpics and tr.emes 
(N.B. practice principle). 
4) Liveliness: generating interest and enthusiasm giving and 
holding attention (N.B. motivatio~ principle). 
5) Using audio-visual aids : the effective use of blackboards, 
overhead projectors, slides and rrodels. 
6) Varying student activities: 
7) Giving directions : indicating how to carry out procedures or how 
to solve various types of problems. 
8) Comparing: comparing and contrasting, giving similarities and 
differences or advantages and disadvantages, or 
various methods, approaches and perspectives. 
9) Narrating: reading from a novel, play, poem or a text to 
illustrate or exemplify a point of view. 
The work of the writers I have discussed differ, to varying degrees, 
in their underlying assumptions and principles, but each represents an 
attempt to apply a particular theory about learning to the lecture 
situation. At the same time, there seems to have been little attempt 
to look at the learning process in the lecture situation itself. 
It is often said that practising teachers don't always find the 
theoretical ideas and concepts about learning of much relevance or use 
to their day-to-day task of teaching. The reason often put for\varc1 is 
that the empirical laboratory experiments on which many learning theories 
are based are simply too divorced from the reality of the classrcom to 
be very meaningful. It may, therefore, be worthwhile tc attempt to 
look at students' learning processes in the actual lecture situaticn 
and thereby gain a better understanding of learning from lectures. The 
vlork of Ference Marton of Gothenburg is in such a vein, leoking at the 
learning process as experienced by students, tho~gh on their le2r~ing 
frcn: texts. I will discuss his wc:rk in deta~l ir.. the next Chc:ptE.r and 
suggest hOyT his apr-roach might be 2.pplied tc the lecture . 
I menticned earlier Bligh's views ateut the fur.ct':'en of note-
taking in lectures, and it seems appropriate at ttis peint to refer 
to the quite extensive amount of research in this area (see, for example, 
Howe 1974, Carter and Var. ~atre 1975, Davies 1976 and Hartley 1976.) 
One may apply to this research the above comments on the dorrinance 
of empirical laboratory experiments over natural sit~aticn approaches. 
As Hartley and Davies conclude at the end of their review of this 
research: 
"In our analysis of why students take notes we have distinguished 
between the process of notetaking and its resultant product. 
This distinction has been studied in the research literature but 
natural ~otetaking situations have largely been ignored. Further-
more the amount of information communicated and remembered has 
been the only criterion of success. It is perhaps not surprising, 
therefore, that the research literature on notetaking does not 
have a great deal to offer in terms of practical utility fer 
teachers and learners." 
(Hartley and Davies, 197~.) 
(This view is further reinforced by Elton and Lau;i.lloJ.J .. (1979) 
in their discussion of approaches to educational research and the 
relationships between education researchers and practising teachers.) 
Hartley and Davies stress three inadequacies of many note taking 
studies: 
1) The problem of individual differences; 
2) The institutional requirements of learning situations; 
3) ~fuat students do with their notes once they have taken them. 
Each of these - in particular, the second - has relevance to the 
general spectrum of research into lectures, institutional requirement, 
or demands, being seldom considered alongside studies of 'the lecture 
method' • 
1.5 Lecturer's Views ~~out Lecturing 
Given that most of the literature on lecturing is written fro~ 
a teacher's perspective, it is surprising that only relatively few 
studies actually ask lecturers themselves about the experience. 
Admittedly, some of the previous texts I have mentioned are based as 
much upon the author's own experience of lecturing as anything else, 
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(for example Walton OPe cit, and Laing OPe cit). There have, nonetheless~been 
few attempts to go out and obtain the views of other lecturers beyond 
eliciting feedback questionnaire items. 
A number of studies have shown that lecturing, or the thought of 
lecturing, frequently causes anxiety, in particular, to inexperienced 
lecturers. (See, for example, King 1973, and Sunderland 1974), and 
Walton depicts some of these 'anxiety' feelings most vividly in his 
book (Walton OPe cit). But beyond these allusions the literature 
mentions little more about the experience of lecturing. Throughout this 
review I have emphasised the need to lock at students' experience of 
lectures. But, of course, the lecturer himself is just as intimately 
involved in the lecture situation and to ignore his or her experience 
would seem as serious an omission. 
I referred earlier (in section 1.2) to the Rcyal Institute bock 
'Advice to Lecturers'. In this book the Institute quote the ideas of 
the two eminent scientists, Michael Faraday and Laurence Bragg, both 
renowned for their lecturing abilities. In this way the Institute provide 
readers with the opportunity to adapt these ideas to their own lecturing 
situations. If this works it is a valuable contribution. In his book, 
'Teaching in the Universities, No Cne Way' Sheffield takes a similar, 
but more systematic approach. Ee identified 23 Canadian lecturers 
considered tc be excellent teachers by a sarr~le of their previo~s st~CEhtS. 
He then invited each ef the 23 to write an essay, each l:eing teld: "Wr~at 
is wanted is a personal expression of 'vhat yeu believe at-out teacring 
undergraduates and how you go about it." (Sheffield 1974). 
Sheffield includes all 23 essays in his book and at the ~nc 
attempts to summarise areas of agreement between the lecturers, and 
between the comments of their for~er students about the good teaching 
they had experienced. 
Sheffield's first comment is: 
"One of the points on which the essay writers are generally 
agreed is that the teacher's most important role is tc stimulate 
students to become active learners in their own right." 
This is interesting in the light of earlier discussien (in section 
1.1) about whether or not the stimulation of students should be considered 
ene of the functions of lectures. It is particularly interesting when 
one considers that "almost without exception the professor - essayists 
use the lecture as the chief vehicle of their teaching." 
Much along the same lines Sheffield goes on to say: 
"As a group they are firmly of the opinion that the presence of 
the teacher in the classroom, communicating and interacting with 
the students, is essential to the educational experience." 
Other areas of agreement among the lecturers include the belief 
that there is no one way to teach; the general acceptance that students 
are important, or are liked, respected or cared for; enthusiasm and love 
for their subjects; and, lastly, stress upon the importance of r:-reparaticn 
and aso the conveyance of general ideas rather than details. 
Sheffield also asked the students tc: 
"describe the characteristics, qualities, reethods, procedures, 
etc., which in your view identify each ef these as an excellent 
teacher." 
Here Sheffield does not stray ver~{ fa.r frcm tr..e studies, described 
earlier, which ask students to describe their I best' and I \.;erst I lecturers 
(e.g. Hildebrand op.cit.) Sheffield isclates ten characteristics frcrr. 
their descriptions and these do notlindeed,differ sharply from those 
in other studies. And yet they do not contradict the ide~s he extracts 
from the 23 essays. They are: 
l.) Maste~of subject, competent 
2) Lectures well prepared, orderly 
3) Subject related to life, practical 
4) Students' questioIB end opinions encouraged 
5) Enthusiastic about their subject 
6) Approachable and friendly, available 
7) Concerned for students progress, etc. 
8) Had a sense of humour 
9) vlarm, kind and sympathetic 
10) Teaching aiq.3 used effectively 
One of Sheffield's most telling ccnclusions, based on his exam-
ination of both the essays and students descriptions, is the following: 
"Attitudes towards students and teaching are more important than 
methods and technique." 
He goes on to say: 
"little is known about how attitudes are formed, less about how 
they may be changed." 
I suggest that one way in which attitudes may be changed is to 
create in lectureffia greater understanding and awareness of the lecture 
situation as experienced by students. It is for this reason that I 
believe:it. is important to research the students' perspective of lectures. 
A few studies do take more of a student perspective, exploring 
students' experience. h"1lilst none of these are specifically upon 
students' experience of lectures, they do include lectures as pert of 
their investigations into student experience. I shall describe these 
in the next section. 
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1.6 The Students' Perspective 
A studyty Peter Marris, called 'The Experience cf Higher Educaticn' 
is based on 'discursive interviews in which students ~"ere encouraged 
to talk freely.' Its aim is concerned: 
"with the experience of education as it appears to the student 
who goes through it." 
(Marris 1964) 
Marris interviewed students on a wide range of topics. One question 
he asked students was what they wanted from lectures and v.·hat in the±' 
experience distinguished good lectures from bad. Thus, like Sheffield, 
he used an approach which depends ultimately upon students' perceptions 
of the 'ideal' lecturer as well as Fossibly, as Johnson et. a1 (1975) 
comment, upon 'a collective student mythology of teaching.' Despite 
this, Marris elicited comments from his students which add to the belief 
that students 
"respond to a total package, to speakers as well as to what they 
speak, to the medium as well as to the message." 
He summarises his lecturing data thus: 
"In summary, students put a high premium on the personal impact 
of their lecturers - their presence, way of projecting themselves, 
way in which they spoke about their s1;bject, the intellectual 
pleasure they experienced and displayed. Attitudes to a cause 
were also mixed up with students' personal responses to the figure 
who simultaneously served as mentor, guide and cOlnmunicator." 
A reore recent study is that of Parlett, ~mnons, Simmond~and 
Hewton, 'Learning from learners'. Similar to Marris they say. The 
purpose of their study was 
"to examine and discuss the eXFerience of ctcademic life more 
directly from the points of view of its principal consumers, 
undergraduate students." 
( 1 t '°7"") Par e t et. a~. ~_ I • 
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Again, as Marris in his approach, they tried: 
"Especially at the beginning, .to let students talk freel v about 
... 
their courses, the way they were taught, the way they learned, 
the staff they knew, the problems they Encountered, and the 
hopes and disappointments they privately harboured." 
In their interviews Parlett et. al apparently adopted an approach 
which was delibe~ately informal and relatively unstructured. Although 
their intention was to look at Universities as a whole experience they 
inevitably collected many comments about lectures. These were mostly 
made in response to the question; 'What are the hallmarks of good 
teaching~" This, of course, still does not avoid the likelihood of 
responses based on students mythology or 'ideals'. That aside, they 
too found a major differentiation between teachers who were 'interesting 
and enthusiastic' or alternatively 'boring and lifeless.' 
Their summary of students' experience of lectures is reminiscent 
of that of Marris and puts emphasis upon the attitudes towards students 
and teaching which Sheffield talks about. 
"the important point was that teachers should demonstrate their 
conunitment and their "interest in communicating the subject" 
students want to be stimulated and enlivened by lectures." 
(ibid) 
A study by Bliss and Ogborn, upon 'Students Reactions to Under-
graduate Science', takes a somewhat different approach. They asked 
students to tell them 'good' and 'bad' stories about learning. As 
they comment: 
"Lectures fwrm a great part of the normal work of science students, 
indeed it is no accident that nearly half Of all the stories were 
about them. This makes it particularly important to understand 
a little better what makes a good, and what makes a bad, lecture 
experience." 
(Bliss and Ogborn 1977) . 
Thus Bliss and Ogborn are no longer asking students\hat is the 
, d' d 'bad' lecturer but bet~,Tee~ a 'geed' difference between a goo an a " •. 
and a 'bad' experience. From the student stories of experiences 
they attempt to identify some ef the associated feelings. They found 
in several stories: 
"a strong element of reacting well to the personal I:uman <;t:.alities 
of the teacher as well as his teaching ability as such." 
In good lecture stories typical feelings were interest and 
increased involvement in the subject: lack of involvement was apparently 
the most cammon feeling in 'bad' stories. Indeed, Bliss and Ogborn 
comment that: 
"Running like a thread through both 'good' and 'bad' lecture 
stories are both involvement and understanding. Essentially all 
'good' stories mention interest, enthusiasm, and so on, if they 
mention nothing else. Essentially all 'bad' stories mention their 
gloomy opposites. Again, both kinds stress understanding or not 
understanding as the single most frequent reason for feeling 
'good' or 'bad'. 
Bliss and Ogborn also examine the reasons students give for their 
experiences being either 'good' or 'bad' ones. They conclude that: 
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"in 'good' stories, reasons to do ,"Ti th the emotional aspect of the 
teacher-student relationship are more prominent than in 'bad' stories, 
where the emphasis is heavily on ideas. It shows also how in 'good' 
stories, reasons to do with human interaction come more to the fore." 
Thus, in common with the other two studies, Bliss and Ogborn 
emphasise the teacher - student relationship. In all three studies, 
as in Sheffields study, there is a distinct move away from discussing 
lecturing methods and techniques towards discussing the teacher - student 
relationship and students' perceptions of the teacher. Yet the importance 
of these kind of issues to discussions about the lecture method would 
probably never be really recognized from those studies that take the 
teacher I S perspective. There may \'lell be other factors which can only 
be identified by examining the students' perspective. 
None of the last three studies focuses sfecifically upon the lecture 
situation: this study does and, more important, does so ty examining the 
lecture situation as it is experienced by students rather than reducing 
it to a number of isolated phenomenon outside the ccntext of that 
experience. 
CHAPTER Ty~O 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND OUTLINE 
OF THE RESEARCH 
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CHAPTER 2 Statement of the Prctle~ 
Outline of the Research 
2.0 Introduction 
I explained in Chapter 1 that ffiOst of the research in the lecture 
literature takes a teacher's and not a student's Ferspective. Consequently 
lectures cease to be regarded as phenomena that are experienced by students 
in a specific situation and become isolated elements that happen to them. 
There is insufficient ccnsideration of what influences students to respond 
positively, or negatively, to a given lecture situation. Thus ffiany 
pertinent questions remain unasked. What influences students to perceive 
their lectures in the way they do? How do such perceptions influence 
their approach to the lecture material? The research cannot tell us. 
The isolation and identification cf lecturing skills and character-
istics as important for 'effective' lecturing - and presumably therefore 
learning - breaks down a total integrated experience into parts, and 
treats them as separate entities without contexts. In contrast, the 
reality is that they are parts integrated within a given context. 
Such research, it is true, is trying to simplify a complex situation. 
But, as Giorgi points out: 
"simple situations may indeed be easier for conducting research but 
they are often much more difficult to relate mea.ningfully to the 
life-world, whereas complex situations may actually be more 
difficult to research, but if they are researched, then the 
relevance of the research results for the life-world is relatively 
straight forward." 
(Giorgi 1975.) 
'Life-world' is the "every day world we all experience, cr scce segment 
of it." 
That it has sometimes been difficult to relate the lecturing research 
to the 'life-world' of lecturers and students Has pointed out in Chapter" 
Giorgi, a phenoIIlenologist argues that: 
"one IIlUSt always tegin with the concrete behavict.:r and experience 
of the person in a given situation." 
(ibid) 
Such a phenomenlogical perspective relates well to my own wish tc 
concentrate upon students' experience of lectures. 
My interest was in student learning from lectures. I wanted to 
explore students' approach to and learning from lectures; what kind of 
things influenced their approach; and, in particular, the extent and 
importance of the lecturer's influence. The best way of exploring these 
and related issues is, I believe, to talk to students themselves about 
their experience of lectures. 
2.1 Student Learning From Lectures 
It is important to explain what I understand "student learning from 
lectures" to be. As I explained in Chapter l,research on lectures and 
the efficacy of the lecture method has assumed that such learning can 
ce described in terms of general learning theories. And that it can 
be quantitatively measured by tests of how much knO'.;'ledge has been 
acquired fram a given lecture. However, to know which bits of knowledge 
have been retained gives no indication of the understanding and meaning 
that the lecture content has for the student. Nor does it give any 
indication of the learning process (the researchers assuming, anyway, 
that that can be generalised from learning thecries.) 
Yet, learning outcomes are supplementary to and consequential on 
process. The quality of a student's understanding of the lecture content 
depends on the extent he is able to discover its meaning in his own terms. 
This, in turn, depends on the approach he takes tc tte lecture. 
Thus I see student learning frorl 2..ectures as the process \{r~ereby 
students d:'scover for themselves the meaning of 'I,-r ... at is ceir_g said 2.!",~Q 
as the approach the}' adept in carrying out that process. This 
description, together with its inherent emphasis upor.. qual::"tative, 
rather than quantitative, differences between students, is closely 
linked to F'erence Marton's view of student learning (Marton 1975, Marton, 
Dahlgren, Svens~ land Salj~, 1977, and Marton 1978) Marton and his 
colleagues state that their research interest over the past few years 
has been: 
"in the type of learning which characterises the everyday life 
of most students, namely the type of learning whose idea is to 
find out about things through writter .. or spoken language. II 
(Marton et al 197i) 
In their ltlork, which is focused upon learning from the \,,'ri tten 
text/they have paid particular attention to qualitative rather than 
quantitative difference in outcomes of learning. And they have been 
able to relate differences in outcomes to differences in process. 
Marton believes that students have either a 'deep' or 'surface' 
orientation to reading a text; that is, in their approach to the task, 
students either concentrate primarily on what the text is intended to 
impart or they focus their attention, in a more surface way, on the 
text itself. Marton describes a 'deep' orientation to the learning 
task as an active approach to learning where: 
"the subjects thus appear to have teen actively attempting to 
connect what they were reading with Hhat had gone before and 
utilise their own capaci ty for logical thinking." 
(Ear ton 19i5) 
He regards a 'surface' orientaticn as a .r;assive approach to 
learning where the subjects concentrated: 
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I!on the discourse itself, cn subsequent achievement require!:'.ents 
and so on." 
He elaborates his description by continuing: 
"these subjects were confronting thE: discour~e passively. It 
was treated as an isolated phenomenon and they teuched only 
its surface (w ithou t making any con tact with wt .. at it was about) ." 
(ibid. ) 
One of the main findings of Marton and his colleagues was the 
close relationship between deep and surface learning approaches and 
learning results. Those students who \<ITere deep orientated were much 
more likely to appreciate and understand the author's meaning than 
those with a surface orientation. 
Marton rela tes the students' orientation to their vie"" of the 
'reality' of their subject. 
Students with a 'deep' orientation 
"grasp the fact that the university subjects they are reading have 
to do with the same reality as that of their dailylives. This 
means they make use of their knowledge and skills." 
In contrast, he says this of the 'surface' orientated: 
"many students did not even seem to assurr.e that their subjects 
had anything to do wi th real i t~l. " 
(ibid. ) 
The main difficulty for the student, accorc:ing to r'1arton, is 
srasping what is behind the written er spoken disccurse that is, if he 
is to change his 'conception of reality' which, is ultirr.ately what 
!·1arton believes learning to be (r.larton 1978). In order to do this it 
is presumably necessary for the individual to experience what he reacs 
as relevant. Hcwever, as Harton himself points cut in his earlier 
paper: 
"We car..not even take it fer granted that the inc.ividual aSSUI::es 
there is sorr.ething behind the written er sfcken word." 
(Marten 1975.) 
Marton's ideas about student learning, together T'y'ith a smal: pilbt 
study of my own, had an important influence upon the rest cf my research 
and my thinking. I shall now briefly describe this study a~d then 
relate the results to Marton's views. 
2.2 Description and Results of Pilot Study 
2.2.1 Introduction 
The pilot study was of a group of students who had just 
completed a lecture course on Social Research Methods. It was one of 
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three lecture course into which I was to carry out an :in-depth investigation 
the following academic year. 
The Social Research Hethods course comprised of 1 lecture and 1 
tutorial class per week over two terms. It vias given by a lecturer 
from the Sociology department to students from two different departments. 
There were second year Human Science students, and Second and Final 
(Fourth) year Home Economics students. The final year Home Economics 
students were taking the course after a year in industry: the second-
years were taking it because the department had decided that from that 
year the course would be given before the industrial experience. 
The tutorial classes were led by the course lecturer and another 
staff member. Whether or not students had the lecturer as their tutor 
was an important factor. Thus it m~~es sense to divide the students 
into four groups according to department and whether they were lecturer 
tutored. 
The four groups were as follows: 
12 Home Economics 2nd year, non-lecturer tutored - Ho.EconII NLT 
11 Ho~e Economics 2nd year, lecturer tutored - Hc.EconII LT 
15 Home Economics final year, lecturer ::'utoreC: - Ho. Econ IV, LT 
22 Human Science 2nd year, non-lecturer tutorea - Et<.Sci. II NLT 
The main source of data in the study was an end-of-course 
questionnaire which the lecturer circulated to all students (see 
Appendix A). There were also interviews \Ali th several students and 
discussions with the lecturer. The questionnaire covered a wide area: 
lectures, tutorial classes, hancouts, coursework and course-assessment. 
It included basically open questions on these areas, and also three 
sets of rating scales, dealing with the content, the lecturer and the 
tutors. Table 2.1 gives the mean responses obtained for the lecturer 
scales,the most relevant to the present research. 
In the interviews, I spoke to five students: three Human Science, 
one final year Home Economics; lecturer tutored, and one second year, 
lecturer-tutored, Home Economics student. These interviews, plus the 
discussions with the lecturer, gave more meani~g to the questionnaire 
results. I will now discuss these. 
2.1.2. Questionnaire Results 
The response rate of the questionnaire was as follows: 
Ho. Econ II NLT 25% 3 (of 12) students 
Ho. Econ II LT 55% 6(of 11) students 
Ho. Econ IV LT 85% l3(of 15) students 
Hu.Sci. II NLT 45% 10 (of 22) students 
~he response rate vias quite significant and in accord with other 
data obtained: But any further inferences must be tenta ti ve vli th such 
a low response rate. 
a) Home Economics II ~'"LT (non -lecturer tutored) 
This is the most difficult group to discuss since that w'as a 
very low response rate to the questionnaire (25%) and no-cne from the 
group was interviewed. 
The views of those Tdho did respond are reflected well in Table 2.1. 
They had a low opinion of the lectures, the lecturer and also the classes 
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Table 2.1 
Table of mean lecturer - scale items rating for each 
research methods group of stucents 
(1 - 5 Scale, 1 is Low, 5 High or Positive) • 
1. Organisation of 
course 
2. Interest in 
subject 
3. Presentation of 
subject matter 
4. Skill in guiding 
the learning 
process 
5. Course work 
6. Willingness to 
Help 
7. Course ~1aterials 
8. Contribution to 
Intellectual 
Development 
9. General estimate of 
Course 
~. General estimate of 
Lecturer 
HE II ! 
NLT (25%) 
3.7 
2.3 
• 1.3 
3.3 
1.7 
2.7 
4.7 
3.3 
2.0 
3.0 
HE II 
LT (55%) 
4.0 
3.8 
2.2 
4.3 
4.6 
4.6 
4.3 
4.0 
3.2 
3.8 
, 
HE IV 
LT (85%) 
4.6 
4.2 
4.3 
4.3 
4.0 
4.4 
4.7 
4.4 
4.4 
4.8 
I 
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HSII l 
NLT (45%) , 
. 
4.1 
3.8 
3.9 
3.1 
J LI. 
~ . -
4.3 
4.3 
3.8 
3.8 
4.3 
.; I 
and they seemed uncertain about the relevance of the ccurse to the!:. 
The only part of the course they made favcuratle co~ents about ','Jere 
the handouts and the exercises (see t' 7 ta~l 2 1) ~. ~ ques ~on, J,.; e • ..... Wl.O.~CL 1 .. :ere, 
it seemed, the essence of the course for them. It is impossible to say 
how far one can safely generalise from these students tc the otr~er Ho. 
Econ. II NLT students. If the lowness of this group's response rate is 
any indication of negative feelings towards the course it can Fcssibly 
be assumed that the remaining students felt much the same wal:'. There 
is support for making such an assumption from the overal correlation 
between response rate and student feelings: the higher the rate the 
II!ore the students \V'ere favourably inclined to the course. 
b) Home Economics II LT (Lecturer tutored) 
.-
These students, like the previous grcup, were second year Home 
Economics students but they had the course lecturer as their tutor. For 
this group the questionnaire data (for six of 11 students) is supported 
by one interview. 
Tatle 2.1 suggests that these students had a more positive 
perception of the lecturer than their non -lecturer tutored col:eagues. 
They felt the classes were the most important as~ect of the course and 
were critical of the lectures, often finding them difficult. The one 
student interviewed accredited some of her difficulties to her lack of 
background. knowledge of social science concepts and vccabulary, her cmd 
her colleagues overall course beir.g tcdate, for the most part, er.gineering 
and science subjects. The estimate of the research methcd course by these 
students \Vas not high but they did feel it to be, at least potentially, 
relevant to them. 
c) Home Economics LT (Lecturer tutored) 
This group comprised all the Final (Fourth) year Home Ecor.c~~cs 
d . other viords, all final v_ear students ,,,ere lecturer tt:.tcrec. stu ents: In 
F-.gain the questionnaire data (13 of 15 replies was the higr.est response 
rate) is su~r.orted by one interview. ~~ t d ~~ - ~uese s u ents, acccrc~~g to 
table 2.1, Here the most favourable to\\rarc.s the lecturer, the lectures 
and the course gener~l_'Y. They felt th t t~ ~ a He course was a rele7ant one 
to them: the interviewed student explained that Guring her industrial 
Year she had designed quest;onna;res d h' • • an t ~s practical experience helped 
her to see the relevance of research methco skills to home-economics. 
d} Human Science II ~~ (non -lecturer tutored) 
This group comprised all the Human Science students - a second 
year course only for them - none of \'lhom had the lecturer as class tutor. 
The questionnaire data (from 10 of 22 students) is su~ported by 3 
interviews. According to Table 2.1, these students had a fairly high 
overall estimate of the course and a positive perception of the lecturer. 
They were, in fact, not highly critical of any aspect of the course, 
although some would have preferred it to be more comprehensive and 
sociologically orientated. Presumably it is fair to infer from this that 
they felt the course to be relevant. 
2.1.3 Discussion of Questionnaire Results 
Although the human science students did not have the lecturer 
as a tutor they did come from the same department aLd, ~nlike the home-
economics students, had other o[portunities of contact with her. Also, 
as second year students in human science, they could reasonably be 
assumed to have had a fairly strong (if theoretical) background knowledge 
of sociology and social science concepts. (Their's was theoretical as 
the final year Home Economic students' was practical). These t\iO 
characteristics of 
1) How well they know or were personally acquai.nted \-li th the 
lecturer; and 
2) The extent of their background kncwledge and familiari t~{ 
with sociology, 
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seemed to have a~ influence upon how the students from the different 
groups viewed the course. Thus we can look at the four groups in the 
following way: 
Ho Econ IV LT 
Hu Sci II NLT 
Ho Econ II LT 
. 
. They had the lecturer as their class tutor and 
also, as a result of their industrial year 
experience, had a practical background knowledge 
and familiarity with the subject. They were, as 
a group, the most positive towards the course and 
felt it to be relevant. 
They knew the lecturer, although not as their 
class tutor, and had a background in this t}~e 
of subject. As a group, they were the next most 
favourable towards the course and could be 
inferred as seeing it as relevant. 
They had the lecturer as their class tutcr 
but, apparently, had little background knowledge 
or familiarity with the subject. As a group, 
they \-Tere less favourable towards the course and 
less certain about its relevance. 
Ho Econ II NLT: They had neither the lecturer as their class-
tutor nor a good background knowledge of the 
subject. They were also the least positive 
to\vards the research methods course and most 
uncertain about its relevance. 
2.3 Discussion of Pilot Study Results 
The fact that the four groups seemed to differ in their views 
a~d opinions according to 
(1) how well they knew the lecturer, and 
(2) the extent of their background knowledge 
points to a number of important issues. One is the ina~equacl of 
obtaining only students' ratings of the lecturer on characteristics 
such as, 'Interest in subject', 'Presentat~on of subject matter', and 
'Willingness to help' etc. 
. t' f t ble ? 1 sho~·-s ;t pro"~;dec ... l-ittle useful An exam~na lon c a _._ ~ ~ V~ ~ 
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inforrr.ation. It is possible to see, for eXaID}?le, that tr:e non lecturer tutore(~ 
second year Ho~e Economics rate the lect~rer anc course le.-rer 
... ":h2.r. other 
students, but there is no indication of why. Similarly there is no 
indication why the lecturer tutored second year EOITe Ecenoffiics st~de~ts 
did not rate the course overall higher ,",hen their perception of t.he 
lecturer, according to table 2.1, \-Tas apparently positive. Nor by 
table 2.1 alone is it possible to see that personal acquaintance with 
the lecturer or the extent of background kno\,ilecge might influence 
students' perceptions. 
In much of the literature where only rating scales are used the 
results are not even broken down according to student sub-groups, but 
calculated as a mean score for the whole class. This approach gives 
even less information about the difference in students' feelings about 
courses. 
I stated earlier that rey interest was in student learning froffi 
lectures; that is, 'the process whereby students discover for them-
selves the meaning of what is beiLg said and the approach they adopt 
in carrying out that -process.' It is conceivable that if stucents 
acquaintance with the lecturer aLd the extent of their background know-
ledge apparently influence how the students feel about a course they 
may also influence their learning from lectures and whether or not they 
take a 'deep' or 'surface' approach in their learning. 
A deep approach, it will be recalled, is described by Marton as an 
active approach to learning where: 
lithe subjects thus a~pear to have been actively attempting 
to connect what they were reading with \-lhat had gone before and 
utilise their own capacity fer logical thinking." 
(Marton 1975) . 
h th h d ~ surface approach is a passive one where the subjects On t~e 0 er .ari , ~ 
concen tra te: 
4C 
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"on the d;scou_rse . t If 
• ~ se , on subsequent achievement· . a~_'a-and so on." reqt::.rEc.er_ t .... 
(ibid) 
As I have already explained, Marton believes that i~ students are to 
take a 'deep' approach to learning they must: 
"grasp the fact that th U' . e n~vers~ty subjects they are readir_g t.ave 
to do with the same reality of that of their daily lives." 
(ibid) 
In contrast, if students do not believe the subject has anything to do 
with their own reality they are more likely to take a 'surface' approach. 
As far as learning from lectures is concerned one could imFly from 
this that it is important, if 'deep' learning is to occur, that students 
recognise what they hear as having something to do with the same reality 
as that of their daily lives; or, put another way, thel'- perceive \o\-hat 
they bear as relevant. 
It may, however, be very difficul t for students to reccgnise \-ihat 
is being said as having anything to do with the same reality as that of 
their daily lives if they have little background kno\-Tledge or familiarity 
with the subject. A student '-lith little or no existing knowledge and 
understanding who comes across ideas and concepts for the first time may 
have no framework in which to take in these ideas. He may, as a consequence, 
be forced to confront the material as if it were an isolated phenomenon 
'Kith which he is unable to make contact in any 'deep' sense. For sorrle 
students the subject may seem so removed from their reality that their 
attitude towards it becomes one of extrinsic motivation. In that case 
they are again likely to process the lecture material at a 'surface' 
level (Fransson 1978). 
However, that is not to say that stuc.ents with little backgrounc 
knowledge and familiarity inevitably process the material at ~ '~t:rface! 
level during lectures or never appreciate tr.e relevance of the ~:.ub~ect. 
One of the key roles of a lecturer ~ay ~ell be telping suet students 
recognise that the subject does have something to ao with the san:e 
reality as that of their dai:y lives - in other words that it is relevc.nt. 
The extent a lecturer is able to do this could depend verj ~uct 
on the relationship that exists between himself and the student. Cb~icusly, 
the more the student knows, or has contact with, the lecturer the arEater , -
is the possibility of a good relationship and the student taving a favcurable 
perception of the lecturer. For example, the extra f~iliarity which the 
second year Home Economics students got by being tutored by the lecturer 
may have made them more open to seeing the subject as relevant during the 
lectures. The second year Home Economics students who were not tutored 
by the lecturer certainly see~ed to have the poorest opinion of the lecturer, 
of the course and of its relevance. 
Thus both factors - background kno\,lledge and personal acquaintance 
_ identified in the pilot study as having an influence upon students' 
views can be arguably viewed as influencing student learning, and, in 
particular, their ability to recognise or experience the relevance of 
the subject. 
The possibility of such a relationship interested ffie very much: the 
experience of relevance may be a key aspect of student learning from 
lectures and also an essential element for a 'deep' orientation. 
Thus I decided to investigate more closely student experience 
of the relevance of specific lectures (as op~osed to a lecture course) 
and to look further ~t the influences upon this. I believed the best 
approach was one which involved talking to students themselves al:out 
their experience. I discuss in more detail my reasons for this and 
cescribe the methodologies I adopted in Chapter 3. 
CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGIES 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODS. 
The Phenomenological Perspective to Educational Research Methodologies 
At the beginning of Chapter 2 I quoted Giorgi as saying: 
"One must always begin with the concrete behaviour and experience 
of the person in a given situation", 
(Giorgi op.cit.) 
In recent years there has been an increasing realisation amongst 
educational researchers of the benefits of adopting qualitative and 
naturalistic approaches. And,for some researchers, this trend has been 
accompanied by a belief that they should start with the concrete 
behaviour and experience of the person in a given situation. 
The trend towar"ds quali tative and naturalistic approaches arose 
from a dissatisfaction with the traditionalpsychometricapproaches. These 
were felt, generally, to be divorced from the reality of the classroom 
and, as a consequence, unlikely to produce results of much use to the 
practising teacher. 
As Atkin commented in an early critique of the traditional approaches: 
"Activity in a classroom is complex and subtle. Anyone of the 
traditional perspectives from which investigators have viewed the 
educational process has been extremely narrow in relation to that 
process. It may be true that these perspectives that have been 
used from the behavioural sciences are all that we have. Perhaps 
it is best to work with what is available. Eowever,the end result 
has been a view so simplified/or so segmented, as to have little 
relation to the total education process." 
(Atkin 1968) 
Much of the momentum for the change to more qualitative research 
methods has come from the field of curriculum evaluation. ~Ji thin this 
field there has been an increasing realisation of the need to lock at 
whole situations rather than individual parts, as in the reductionism 
of traditional research. A number of related models of curricul~ 
evaluation have evolved which attempt to be more holistic in their 
approach. These have been labelled as ''illuminative'', "responsive", 
and "holistic" evaluation. 
These models, according to Hamilton, have inherent characteristics 
which are not present in traditional evaluation models: 
"They are all extensive (not merely restricted to test data) , 
naturalistic (based on programme activity rather than programme 
intent) and adaptable (not constrained by preordinate designs)". 
(Hamilton 1976) 
A key feature of the models is that they are set in the real world 
of the classroom and a prime aim is to understand that world. Thus, 
Parlett and Hamilton describe the primary concern of illuminative 
evaluation as: 
"With description and interpretation rather than measurement and 
prediction. " 
(Parlett and Hamilton 1972) 
The advocates of these holistic models of evaluation are aligning 
themselves with the interpretative approaches of the hermeneutic 
sciences such as history, anthropology, and psychiatry. Indeed, Parlett 
and Hamilton describe illuminative evaluation as belonging to the 'social 
anthropological paradigm'. 
Although these new approaches put much greater emphasis upcn 
qualitative methodologies the models are not offering 'standard metho-
dological packages' but rather 'a general research strategy'. Of 
illuminative evaluation, Parlett and Hamilton say: 
If It aims to be both adaptable and eclectic. The choice of research 
tactics follows not from research doctrine, but from decisions in 
each case as to the best available technique; the problem defines 
the method used not vice-versa." 
(ibid) 
The methods adopted by holistic curriculum evaluators are, in fact, 
quite diverse and, in certain situations/quantitative methods are 
considered as appropriate. The major methods adopted include observaticn, 
interview, questionnaire, documentary evidence, case studies, etc., in 
varying combinations. Frequently, they are those adopted in sociological 
field research. Indeed, the position of the evaluators regarding the 
status of quantitative data is probably similar to that of the sociologists 
Gla.- ~r and Strauss who state: 
n ••• there is no fundamental clash between the purposes and capacities 
of qualitative and quantitative methods of data. ~fuat clash there 
is concerns the primary of emphasis on verification or generation 
of theory." 
(Gla ' er and Strauss 1967) 
(Gla$er and Strauss are concerned with generation rather than verification.) 
The traditional psychometric approaches to curriculum evaluation 
are generally nomothetic: their prime concern is essentially with 
establishing general laws, the ultimate aim presumably being the 
establishment of a definite law of either learning or teaching. The move 
towards holistic qualitative approaches is also generally a move away 
from nomothetic towards idiographic approaches - ones that concentrate 
on the intensive study of individuals; 
However, as Kemmis (1978) points out, their focus of study has 
been more on the individual's response to the environment and the 
conditions of learning than on learning per. see 
Parlett himself, whilst not foresaking his sensitivity to milieu, 
seems to suggest that a useful contribution to the study of learning 
might be to pay greater attention to the individual and the 'experience 
of education'. 
As he says: 
"Thus a useful study of 'learning' might begin with a discussion 
and analysis with those undergoing 'learning experiences' and 
what they feel is happening (or has happened) to them ,,,hat 
. , prec~sely they are doing and thinking abcut." 
(Parlett 1978) 
The notion that a useful approach to study learning may be an 
exper ie. n.l:\al, phenomenological one has also been advocated by some 
educational researchers outside the field of curriculum evaluation, in 
particularlby Marton, he argues for: 
"research which has as its aim to find and systematize forms of 
thought in terms of which people interpret and systemize aspects 
of reality. The kind of research argued for is complementary to 
other kinds of research; it aims at description, analysis, and 
understanding of experiences, that is, it is directed towards 
experi.e.n tial description." 
(Marton 1978) 
Marton believes that educational research questions can be asked 
from two different perspectives. The intention of the first is to 
describe the world as it is, or to describe reality in 'matter-of-fact' 
statements. He calls this the first-order or noumenal level of 
description. The intention of the second,on the other hand, is to 
describe the world as people experience it, to describe the 'world-as-
perceived': he calls this the second-order of phenomenal, experiential 
level of description. 
In the past, Marton says, the learning process and specific content 
have tended to be described separately by means of a combination of 
matter-of-fact (first-order) stateffients. But, he maintains, the two can 
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not be separated since during the learning process the student~ conceptions 
of the content is likely to change. Consequently, content ought tc be 
viewed in terms of what is in the studen~s mind rather than what is in 
the text book. Thus it needs to be described at the exper~ntial or 
second-order level of description. 
Marton's argument is that the process of learning is not an 
independent entity, divorced from the experience of content, and should 
not, therefore, be studied as such. It is part of how an individual 
experiences and conceptualises the content and should therefore be 
studied from this perspective. 
From my reading of both the work of the illuminative evaluators 
and Marton I came to the conclusion that educational research should: 
1) be grounded in reality; and 
2) focus on the individual and the individual's experience. 
In my research I have chosen methods that fulfil these two requirements. 
3.1 The Case Study Method and Approach 
The case study method is one frequently adopted by the illuminative 
evaluators in their attempts to ground their work in reality. As a 
method it has the virtues of being both holistic in its approach and in 
harmony with human experience. That it is ce~tral to illuminative 
evaluation is reflected in the number of papers (see, for example, 
Macdonald and Parlett 1973, MacDonald and Walker 1975, Adelman, 
Jenkins and Kemmis 1976 and Stake 1976) and the two conferences which 
have discussed its use in illuminative evaluation (The Cambridge Conferences 
1973 and 1975) • 
MacDonald and Walker define a case study as 'the examination of an 
instance in action' and point out that: 
lias a method of research, the case study cOlmnands a respected 
place in the repertoire of theory builders from a wide range cf 
diciplines. Medicine, law, engineering, psychology and 
anthropology are examples." 
(MacDonald and Walker op.cit.) 
stake reminds us of the holistic, naturalistic features of the case 
study: 
"descr~Ption~ are complex, wholistic and involving a myriad of 
~ot h~ghly ~solated variables; .•. Themes and hypotheses may be 
~mportant but they remain subordinate to the understanding of 
the case." 
(Stake OPe cit.) 
Adelman, Jenkins and Kemmis (op.cit) list the advantages of the 
case study, as seen by the participants of the second Cambridge conference: 
These can be summarised as: 
a) The case study is strong in reality: as a consequence the reader 
of a case study is able to employ the same process of judgement 
used to understand life and social actions around him . 
• 
b) The case study allows generalizations, either about an instance, 
or from an instance to a class. 
c) The case study recognises the complexity and discrepancies of 
different and alternative viewpoints held by participants. 
d) The case study provides a rich, descriptive data source for other 
researchers. 
e) The case study occurs in a world of action and may contribute to 
it (e.g. in a formative evaluation sense) • 
f) The case study allows, at its best, the reader to judge its 
implications for himself. 
In their first point Adelmen e~ a~make reference to the applicability 
of the case study for research into human experience. Basically, they 
are saying that it is a method that is in harmony with everyday experience 
and is thus an appropriate one for studying experience. 
~.acDonald and Walker similarly COIIlII!ent: 
"Whereas experimental method is conceptually asocial, the most 
important feature of case study in the human sciences is that it 
is pursued via a social process and leads to a social product." 
(MacDonald and Walker op.cit.) 
In the same vein, Stake writes: 
"Its best use appears to me to be for adding to existing eXfer:'ence 
and humanistic understanding. Its characteristics match the 
"readiness" people have for added experience. As Von Wright ar.c 
others stressed, intentionality and empathy are central to the 
comprehension of social problems but so also is i~formation that 
is holistic and episodic. The discourse of perscns struggling 
to increase their understanding of social matters features and 
solicits these qualities. And these qualities match nicely the 
characteristics of the case study." 
(Stake OPe cit.) 
Accepting the arguments made out by these writers, I concluded 
that the case study went a long way to fulfilling my two criteria of 
wanting to ground my research in reality and to focus on the individual 
and individual experience. I therefore decided to base my research 
around case studies of 3 university lecture courses. 
I chose three lecture courses whose subject I was familiar with. 
I believed that an understanding of the subject and, more important, 
a knowledge of the language and jargon would facilitate ~y communication 
with participant3. I was fortunate in that I had the full spectrum of 
first, second and final year students represented in my three case 
studies. 
One course was an applied physics and energy course for first-year 
engineering students, the intention being to ensure that they had the 
equivalent to an 'A'-level in Physics. I myself had an 'A'-level in 
Physics. The second was on research methods (for second-years). This 
was a·subject, it was to be hoped, I had some familiarity with. The 
third was a final-year micro-biology course. I had read Biological 
Science for my first degree. 
As with other methodologies which may ce adopted by the illurr.inative 
evaluators, Adelman et al point out ... case study methodclogy is eclectic. 
They list the most co~~onmethods: 
"teChn~q~es and procedures in common use include observaticr. 
(par~lc1pant and non-participant), interview, (conducted with 
varYlng ~egre~s of structure), audio-visual recording, field 
note-taklng, aocument collection and the negotiation of products 
(e.g. discussing the accuracy of an account with those observed)." 
(Adelman et. ale op.cit.) 
In my three case studies I employed all of the above methods to 
a greater or lesser extent. I will outline these in the next section 
(3.2) and then, in the following, describe them in greater detail. 
3.2 Outline of the Case Studies 
As I wanted to examine students' experience of lectures within their 
teaching and learr~ng context, it was important that my approach allowed 
the uniqueness of each situation to show. Consequently, the precise 
approach taken in each was dictated by what was the most appropriate 
to that situation. I had a general plan both to try to understand the 
relevant teaching and learning context for each of the three courses, 
and to focus on a chosen sample of students' experiences. However, how 
I carried out the plan depended on individual circumstances. 
For example, I wanted both to sit in and observe the lectures 
given on each course and also to talk informally to students about the 
lectures and the course in general (tutorials etc., as well as lectures) 
I hoped, with the interviews, to increase my understanding of the teaching 
and learning context of which the lectures t,vere a part. 
With one course, (first-year applied physics) I was able to talk 
to the students in a scheduled half-hour coffee-break immediately the 
lectures ended. This was not possible with the other two lecture courses. 
Consequently, in order to talk to these students about their perceptions 
and feelings, I attended, in addition to the lectures, the research rr.eL~cd 
seminar classes and the micro-biology laboratory classes. 
sc 
As I was not able to talk to everyone I asked all the students 
to complete an end-of-course questionnaire. This was in order to gain 
further information about each groups attitudes and perceptions. 
The remaining aspects of the three case studiesIDcused upon the 
chosen sample of students. I focussed on the experiences of thir~y-three 
students. The nureber was determined by the amount I could handle: the 
selection by the structure of one of the courses and the students' 
feelings about the influence of their perceptions of the lecturer as a 
person. 
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The research methods course was split into three groups, consequently I 
I decided to work with a number from each. There were sixty-four students 
taking the course and I chose to work with five students from each group, 
less did not seem sensible. 
Working with fifteen students from this course necessarily restricted 
the number I could handle from the other two courses. I chose eight 
from the seventeen doing micro-biology and ten from the ninety-eight 
doing applied physics. 
It was not practical to work with more applied physics students or 
with a representative sample. In any case this was not my objective. I 
was more interested in focussing on students representing a full range 
of opinion on whether or not they were influenced by the lecturer. 
I showed, in describing the pilot study (Chapter 2), that students 
were apparently influenced in their opinion of the course by whether 
or not they knew the lecturer. Here, therefore, in the main research, 
I wished to explore further the influence on learningtt student perceptions 
of the lecturer. I thus developed a key-factor questionnaire which I 
gave to all the students on the three courses. I was then able to identify 
1 ) h t ~ b) the ~east those who apparently perceived the~se ves a t~e mes , ana 
influencel 1:::y the lecturer and those c) ,.,ho fell in the middle of the 
spectrum. 
v7i th each of the thirty-three students I planned to carr~7 out 
two stimulated recall sessions in which I played back to them tapea 
extracts of lectures to stimulate their recall of their expe~iencing 
of them. I asked each to complete a repe-rtory ~rid test and also when-
ever possible informally interviewed each. (Which I did with the other 
students too.) 
My interest in the student perspective did not preclude an interest 
in developing an understanding of how the lecturers perceived the course • 
• I maintained close contact with all three lecturers, having informal 
discussions with them and carrying out a stimulated recall with each 
of one of their lectures. 
My research approach thus comprised the following methods: 
Observation of lectures 
Informal interviewing of students 
Questionnaire survey of case study students 
Selection of students by key--£actor questionnaire results 
St~ulated recall of lectures with selected students 
Repertory Grid testing with selected students 
Informal interviewing of lecturers 
Stimulated recall of lectures with lecturers 
3.3 Methodological Procedures and Techniques 
I would like now to describe in more detail each of the methods 
that I chose to adopt in my tbxee case studies. 
3.3.1. Observation of lectures 
My observation of the lectures served several purposes, including 
the following: It allowed me to develop a greater understanding of the 
teaching and learning co~text; it gave me detailed (t~Iough an observer's) 
knowledge cf the content and process cf the lectures which alloy'ed me 
to identify the taped extracts to use in the stimulated recall sessions; 
and it allowed me to develop both credibility and personal contact with 
the students. 
My knowledge of what and how to observe was enhanced by the literature. 
In particular, by the classroom observation literature. Relatively few 
studies have concerned lectures. The aim of one, reported in two separate 
articles, (C~sper 1973 and Carrol 1973) was primarily to help individual 
lecturers improve or change their lecturing style/presentation. casper, 
in particular, emphasises the importance of the creation of trust (between 
observer and the lecturer being helped) and the need for discussions 
between observer and lecturer immediately after the lecture. Casper's 
suggestions may. ~':e. important but they were not central to my work. Carrol, 
on the other hand, with her list of mechanical aspects on which the 
observer might focus provided me with a useful, practical guide, particularly 
in my initial efforts at identifying each lecturers characteristic style. 
She stresses the following six aspects: 
1. The lecturer getting the attention of students at the start of the 
class. 
2. Communication among instructors and students, e.g., voice projection, 
hand movement and direction of voice. 
3. Communication among students, e.g., repeat questions, look for 
hands. 
4. Relative physical position of ins.tructor and students. 
5. Use of visual aids - including chalk. 
6. Transition points and digressions. 
In the classroom observaticn literature I found a wide s~ectrum 
of approaches, ranging from those which use pre-determined structured 
observaticnal schedules t th th t 1 o ose a are exp oratory and much less 
structured. 
The structured schedule has developed primarily from the work of 
Flanders and his system for the analysis of classroom interactions, FIAC. 
A number of studies which have used this type of approach are described 
in Channon (1973). However, the trend in educational research for· more 
qualitative, naturalistic studies has meant a significant ffiove away 
from structured toward more exploratory studies. A number of such 
studies are reported by Stubbs and Delamont (1976), \-lho also appraise 
the FIAC and other structured approaches. They make three main points 
about FIAC (which are pertinent to most such approaches): 
1. It is designed to classify interaction, that is public talk 
involving more than one person. 
2. It concentrates in its design on teacher talk. 
3. It assumes the greatest learning occurs in a democratic, 
integrated classroom. 
Factors 1 and 3, in particular, tend to confirm the inappropriateness 
of adapting a schedule of this type for the purpose of observing lectures. 
Taking the first point, an instrument which is designed to classify 
interaction that is public talk,involving more than one person, is not 
likely to be of great value in the lecture situation where most of the 
public talk involves, usually, the lecturer alone. 
This very point makes Delamont's second factor not so inappropriate; 
it would seem reasonable for me to use an instrument designed to 
concentrate on teacher talk. 
As far as the third factor is concerned, it cQnnot be assumed that 
lecture represents a democratic integrated classroom, which is not the 
to say that it could not be that. In any case, the question of whether 
more learning OCcurs in such a classroom - assumed in the Flanders 
schedule - is not one my research sought to explore. My research is 
not a comparative study of the amount or kind of learning that occurs 
in lectures as opposed to other teaching and learning events. It is 
confined to lecture situations and is a study of student learning in 
and experience of these. 
The more qualitative and holistic emphasis of the exploratory approaches 
seemed to have more in common with my own methodological emphasis. 
Consequently, I looked to these as a more useful source of ideas. 
One particularly valuable source was Walker and Adelman's "A guide 
to Classroom Observations" (1975), which is aimed at helping researchers 
who want to acquire a holistic understanding of the classroom. The authors 
offer a wide range of guidelines of what to look for and observe and, 
for the most partJI thought their ideas were as valuable for guiding 
observations in the lecture room as in the classroom. They divide their 
suggestions into five categories: 
1. Physical Setting: Location, wear and tear of furniture, unexpected 
equipment, posters, temperature, etc. 
2. The pupils: Number, sex, age, who arrives first, pattern of spacing, 
who sits at back, jokers, etc. 
3. Teacher: When enters room (first, last, etc.), first gesture, 
how different inside classroom to outside, response to questions, 
use of analogies, pauses, etc. 
4. 
5. 
Resources: What apparatus, material are available, what technical 
assistance is available, who has access to resources etc. 
The Lesson: Designation on time-table, who teaches it, aim of 
lesson, how does it relate to a sequence or theme, etc. 
Walker and Adelman alerted me to a number of points that I might otherwise 
have let slip by, at least initially. These were often quite obvious 
t k y were pointed out: who sits at the back?, when does points, once l~e 
the teacher (or lecturer) enter the room?, "'hat 1.'S 
w their first gcst~re?, 
is there technical . t ? ~ ass1.S ance., ana does the lesson (lecture) relate to 
a sequence or theme? 
3.3.2. Informal Interviews 
I hoped through informal interviews to understand better the teaching 
and learning context of which the lectures were a part. In particular, 
I wanted to understand the common definitions each group of students made 
of their situation. 
The idea that groups come to a common definition of their shared 
situation is one discussed by Furlong (1976). He refers to the group 
who have such a common definition as an 'interaction set'. He explains 
that this does not necessarily mean individuals act in the same waYj only 
that individuals, within the interaction set, see the situation in the 
same way. However, this common definition is likely to influence how 
the individuals within the set do act. One would expect each individual's 
definition of the situation as likely to be initially different from 
that arrived at by the interaction set. It is thus necessary for each 
to establish a common point of contact between their own definition a~d 
that of others in the interaction set which, according to Furlong,demands 
compromise. 
Furlong found in his work that the teacher and the learning context 
he cr she provided were significant influences on students in their making 
of definitions of classroom situations; and that student interest in the 
subject was strongly dependent upon the learning context provided by 
the teacher. 
Furlong's findings give sUFport to both the importance of acknow-
ledging that the individual's approach to a lecture occurs within a 
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specific learning context and of taking into account the group's definition 
of the situation when looking at the actions of the individual. 
The informal interview I conducted would appear to be of the type 
described by Sdt',':.zman and Strauss as'situational conversatior-' or, in 
further descriptions, as "brief situational or 'incidental' questioning 
or conversation" (Sd,~zman and Strauss 1973) . Thus, I talked to my 
interviewees when and where I could, in whatever situation they happened 
to be in, and for relatively brief durations. Generally, I tried not 
to direct the conversation but more listen to and note what the students 
had to say. As Sc~zman and Strauss point out, it is not really possible 
to describe in detail how one should conduct interviewing of this type, 
except to say, the researcher needs to be patient, polite and cautious. 
3.3.3. The Course Questionnaires 
The purpose of the course questionnaires was again to explore the 
common definitions of each of the 3 lecture situations.I used a different 
questionnaire for each. 
In the informal interviews - where I~oke to most of them in any 
case - the micro-biology students came over CE fairly homogeneous in 
their views. Consequently, I asked these students to complete only a 
short questionnaire on their perceptions of the lecturer. 
The questionnaire was one that I had developed with David l-'!cConnelLl 
in a separate project on lecture - feedback. In this project we had 
1 h ' varJ.'ables such as 'clarity', tried to describe genera teac J.ng 'rapport 
with students', etc., in termsof what, specifically, they meant to students. 
From our descriptions we developed a series of eight questionnaires each of 
which dealt with one general teaching variable in more specific terms. 
d 1 que~tJ.'onno.-J.'re which inccrporated a selec~ior. We also develope a genera -
of questions from each of the eight specific questionnaires. 
Kelly's personal construct theory and repertory grid technique as a 
basis for constructing the questionnaires. (I shall discuss the rer:ertory 
grid in Section 3.3.6.) 
It was the general questionnaire which I gave to the micrc-bielo<;y 
students. It consist.ed of 19 questions covering 8 general variables. 
The research method students, unlike the micro-biology students, 
were, on the basis of my interviews, mere diverse in their views about 
the course. Each of the three distinct groups on the course had 
different ideas about it. Consequently, I asked the research method 
students to complete a questionnaire that included the micro-biology 
questionnaire but had further items that had arisen in the informal 
interviews. Theee were associated with issues upon which the groups 
of students seemed to differ from one another. 
The applied physics questionnaire was altogether different: it was 
developed in association with the 'Teaching Support Programme' at Sussex 
University, and was more far-ranging than either of the other two. The 
Sussex programme was evaluating the applied physics course as a whole 
and was looking at tutorials, seminars and practicals as well as the 
lectures. We did include a range of questions on the lectures and 
lecturer however and it was the students responses to these that I mainly 
concentrated on in my own study. 
3.3.4. Key Factor Questionnaire 
The aim of the Key Factor questionnaire, given to all students, 
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was to estimate the extent to vlhich they took into account their perceptions 
of the lecturer's attitude and feelings towards them Khen considering 
the lectures. All 18 questions (shovl!1 in Figure 3.1) \<7ere taken froe 
the lecture - feedback questionnaires. Seven of the questions were ctcser. 
STU 0 r. ~, T g" II [ S T I 0 ~: \ :;\ I R [ 
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for their focus on the lecturer's attitude to students, five of t..."'1ec 
were from the questionnaire an "lecturer' s att;tuc~e to . d " 
... s't.u ents , two 
from that II t d on s u ents percept.ions of the lecturer." 
I called these seven questions the 'key factor' (KF) questions. 
They ask whether the lecturer: 
(5) Does/Does not treat you as an equal and with respect 
(8) Does/Does not achieve good student - lecturer rapport 
(9) Is or is not open and outgoing 
(13) Appears interested in you or not 
(14) Is or is not approachable and friendly 
(16) Is or is not helpful in what he/she says or does 
(18) Is or is not concerned that students understand. 
The other 11 questions were chosen because they seemed to represent 
best other important, but not interpersonal, 'teaching behaviours such 
as the lecturer's enthusiasm and his structuring of lectures. I termed 
these the 'other factors' (OF) questions. 
In completing the questionnaire 'the students were asked, as Figure 
3.1 shows, to indicate on a 1 - 5 pOint scale whether they felt their 
opinion of lectures was influenced by the listed teaching characteristics 
and behaviours. A (1) response indicated the student felt they were 
highly influenced and (5) not at all influenced. 
From the student responses I calculated for each student a 
'Key Factcr score'. This was done by first calculating the mean rat:.ns 
c;i ven for the 7 KF questions and the mean rating for the 11 OF q1:estions. 
I then subtracted - for each student- the mean OF questions score (v.rhich 
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was proportionally higher the less a student felt himself to te irfl~enced 
by the points in the OF questions) from the mean IT question sccre (T,ihich 
was lower the more a student felt influenced by those specific points). 
This gave IDe the 'KF' score'. 
A negative KF score indicated the student felt himself to be ~cre 
influenced by his perceptions of the lecturer's attitude to students 
than by the types of teaching characteristics described in the OF 
questions. A positive KF score, on the other hand, implied the student 
felt himself to be more influenced by the OF characteristics in his 
opinion of the lectures. 
I ranked the students fram each course on the basis of their KF 
scores and chose equal numbers of students with the most negative and 
least negative (or most positive) KF scores and with mid-range scores. 
Thus, I chose students who were potentially the most and least 
likely to be influenced by therinterpersonal perceptions of the 
lecturer and also students who fell into the middle area. 
However, having used the KF scores to select the students on whom 
to focus, I did not rely solely on that method to investigate their 
perceptions of the lecturer. To gain greater depth I asked the students 
to carry out a repertory grid test, which I will describe£ter. 
3.3.5. Stimulated Recall 
The methods described so far were mostly used to investigate 
the teaching and learning context of the lectures andfue students' 
experience of this. Now, I will describe the methods I ~sed to focus 
on individual student's experience of specific lectures. One method 
was Stimulated Recall, which was originally developed to compare students 
thought processes in lectures and discussion groups (Bloom 1953) • 
stimulated recall involves audio taping the teachir.g situation ar.d 
. 2 days, playing back to individual students extracts from then, with1n 
the session. The student is then asked to recall the thcughts he or 
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she had during th 
e original situation. As Bloom explains: 
"Th b . 
- e aSlC idea underlying the ffiethod of stimulated recall~ trat 
a. s~bject may be enabled to reli ve an original situation ',,-i th 
vlvldness and accuracy if he is presented with a large number o~ 
cues or stimuli which occurred during the original situation." ~ 
(Bloom op.cit.) 
Sieg.:l and his colleagues, in a later study, made a somewhat 
different use of the method. Here, the students attended not a live 
lecture but a video-recorded lecture. Immediately after watching it 
they were tested on the content of what they had been lectured on. 
Then extracts were played back to them (still as a group) and they were 
asked to write down what they had been thinking during the original 
presentation (Sieg(d L,Siegel L.C., Capretta P.J., Jones R.L. and 
Be -kowitz, H. 1963). 
Sie.g~l et.al. found a correlation between the test score (assumed 
to be a measure of the knowledge gained from the original presentation) 
and the relevance of the thinking recorded by the students. They argue 
tha t they were improv:ing upon Bloom's approach in t~xee ways: 
1) The recall is better the sooner it is done. 
2) Audio-tape reproduces only a portion of the original classroom 
experience. 
3) Their version is less laborious than that of collecting data on 
an individual basis. 
Bloom, in his defence of using only auditory cues, points out: 
"The cues which would seem to be most a ttenc.ed to and which are 
most equally available to all in the classroom are the auditory 
cues. In most classrooms, verbal forms of communication are 
central and all members of the group are expected to attend such 
cues. In addition, sound cues are most easily recorded and ffiOst 
convenient for playing back to students." 
(Bloom OPe ci t. ) 
The point, in fact, is not whether ViC80 - recordings are r:rererat,le 
but whether audio-recordings provide adequate cues. For, as Bloom remarks, 
r ~ 
r / _ ....
they are much more easily obtained (in that they can be obtained more 
discreetly) and are also more convenient for playing back. 
Bloom tested the adequacy of audio cues for stimulating recall of 
overt events by playing back extracts to students who were then asked 
what overt events (i.e. activities, specific talk, or particular 
gestures and mannerisms) followed immediately after that particular 
point in the recording. He found recall of the events was 95% accurate 
provided this was done within 2 days of the original experience. (Bloom 
op.cit.) It might possibly be assumed from this that students can recall 
their own thoughts during the extract with similar accuracy. 
I thought that Bloom's results did provide support for the 
effectiveness of the more convenient method. I decided, therefore, to 
use audio and to play back the extracts well within Bloom's safe period, 
in factI within 24 hours. Like Bloom, too, I preferred to do recalls 
with individual students since, in my case, it allowed me, when necessary, 
to pzobe further students'responses. 
Both Bloom and Siegel et.aLthemselves chose the extracts 
("critical incidents") to play back to students. Bloom gives no 
indication of the criteria he used for his choice. Sie~ 1 et.aLhowever, 
explains: 
"A cri tical point was grossly identified as any point in the 
lecture that would be likely to evoke some kind of student thinking. 
Operationally, at such points the lecturer generally asked a 
question, defined a term or attempted to synthesise and relate 
concepts." 
(Sieg . .l et. ale op.cit.) 
I chose the extracts in my research in a way that was operationally 
" My main criteria however was whether the extract not dissimilar to Sieg,JJ.s. 
reflected What I had observed to be aspects of each lecturer's ctaracteristic 
:: -
style of lecturing. In this way, I hoped to examine the influence their 
different strategies had upon students' experience. 
An alternative approach was used by Kag~ and Krathwohl who video-
taped a number of interactive si tua tions. They then played back the 
tapes to the participants who, \'lith the help of a trained recall inter-
viewer, were encouraged to call for the tape to be stopped when they 
had something to recall. The interviewer's overall purpose was to help 
partic~pants relive their experience and to interpret their feelings, 
thoughts, bodily motions and other processes (Kagan and Krathwohl, 1967). 
The key difference in this approach is that the participants themselves 
are mainly responsible for the selection of extracts. 
The emphasis in KagCUl and Krathw ... '11' s approach is upon interactive 
situations, which are not entirely comparable to lecture situations. 
Nonetheless, I think it would be worthwhile to explore their approach 
in any future study of students' experience of the lecture situation. 
3.3.6. Repertory Grid Technique 
The repertory grid technique was one way in which I explored each 
student's perceptions of the lecturers. Other data about their perceptions 
came from stimulated recall sessions and interviews as well as the end-
of-course questionnaires. 
The repertory grid was invented by G.A.Kelly as a method for explcring 
personal construct systems.through which Kelly claims we make sense of 
./ 
the world. 
As Fransella and Bannister describe the grid: 
"It is an attempt to stand in the others' s:t.oes, to. see t1:eir .,,-~y~c. 
as they see it, to understand their sit~ation, thelr concerr.s . 
.:J • 1°7'"') (Fransella an~ Eannlster ~- I. 
,-. 
C~ 
To understand hew Kelly believes repertory ~rid achieves this it 
is necessary tc refer briefly to his perscnal construct tr£ory frcw ' •. 'hich 
it derives. P 1 ersona construct theory is based en :Celly's phi2.osophical 
position of 'Constructive Alternativism' (KellYl9551 Kelly 1966). 
Kelly explains that constructive alternativiE~ assumes all events (and 
all facts) are subject to as great a variety of constructions as we are 
able to think up, and more if we only had the capacity to invent 
alternative constructions: 
"Whatever the world may be, man comes to grips with it only by 
placing his own interpretations upon what he sees." 
. (Kelly, lSf6). 
The process with which, according to Kelly, each person perceives 
and understands their \vorld is described in what he terms the "Basic 
postulate" of personal construct theory: 
"A person's processes are psychologically channelized by t..'1e way 
in which he anticipates events." 
(ibid. ) 
What Kelly is saying is that hew one anticipates what will hapfen 
in the future determines what one does now. Thus Kelly's view of man 
is often described as 'man the scientist' , continually exploring- his 
world. 
Kelly elaborates the process in 11 corollaries. According to the 
'construction corollary', a person anticipates events by construing their 
replication. He accepts events never repeat themselves but maintains 
that one can only look forward to events, or anticipate them, by devising 
some construction which permits one to perceive one's experience of tviO 
events in a similar way. But, as he points eut, the same constYUcticn 
that serves to infer this simi:arity must serve also tc differentiate 
them from others. 
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So Kelly is not only saying that each event can be perceived (cr 
construed) in as many ways as it is possible to invent constructioLs 
for it: he is also saying the constructions one uses are formulated c~ 
the basis of how we perceive (or anticipate) the similarities and 
differences of that event with other events (experiences) previously 
experienced (or construed). The repertory grid derives from the noticn 
that we simultaneously note likenesses and differences: it is an attempt 
to explore the structure and content of a person's construct system and 
thus 'see their world as they see it.' 
Thus, when completing a repertory grid, the subject is asked to 
compare and contrast elements in his environment stating the constructs 
by which they perceive two of them as being alike and at the same time 
different fram a third. Through this process constructs used by the 
subject are elicited and a picture of how he or she uses them Vlhen 
discriminating between the different elements in the grid emerges. 
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I did not assume students' grids would provide a definitive description 
of their perceptions, they did however, provide some indication of how 
each student perceived their lecturer - whom I made one of the elements -
particularly in relation to other significant people, including other 
lecturers they liked or disliked (the other elements). 
The grids that I asked the students to complete and the analysis 
of them are fully described in Chapter 8. 
I had also used the repertory grid in the lecture feedback project 
(see section 3.3.). There, McConnell and I had asked students to select 
lecturers - to be the elements in the grid - on the basis of specific 
criteria. There were, 'stimulation of student interest', 'enthusiasm 
for lecturing', 'attitude towards students', 'ccmmunication cf kncw1edse 
of subject' and f encouragemen"t of st1.:dent participation I •. 
We then asked them to compare and contrast the lecturers 
their oVon constructs. From the students' responses we were able t.c 
compile lists of students' constructs which described general teaching 
variables more specifically. It was from these that we constructed the 
eight questionnaires - each dealing with one general teaching variable _ 
and the general questionnaire used in the micro-biology and research 
method courses. 
3.4 SummaIT 
My choice of research methods was determined by my objective to 
ground the research in reality and to focus upon individuals'experience. 
By choosing to do 3 case studies of lecture courses I immediately 
grounded the research in reality, and I used both informal interviews 
and course questionnaires to gain a better understanding of that 
reality, as experienced by the students. Through the use of stimulated 
recall I focussed upon individual students'experience of the lectures 
and of specific lecture content. These students were chosen on the basis 
of the responses to the KF questionnaire which identified these students 
at either end, and in the centre, of the continuum of whether or not 
they were influenced by interpersonal perceptions of their lecturer in 
their opinion of the lectures. I used the stimulated recall, intervieH 
questionnaire data and repertory grid to explore f~rther what their 
perceptions of their lecturers were. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
CASE STUDY 1 : THE SOCIAL RESEARCH METHODS COURSE 
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CHP..PTER 4 Case Study 1_: 
The Social Research Methods Course 
4.0 Introduction and Background 
In this, and the following two cr4pters, I sp~ll look at each 
case study in turn. I shall describe the teaching and learning 
context of the lecture courses and how students experienced the 
relevance of specific lectures. 
The social research methods course was the same course as that 
in the pilot study (Chapter 2) but one year on. The types of student 
groups, however, were slightly different. The course was still taken 
by second-year Human Science (H.Sci.II) and Home Economics (Ho.Econ.II) 
students, but not by the fourth-year Home Economics students. There 
were, though, two additional groups: second-year students taking 
Economics, Social Science and Statistics (ESS 11) and Social Administration 
Diploma students (from Guildford College of Technology). This last 
group of students only sat in on the lectures and I excluded them from 
the study. 
The term 'teaching and learning context' may not be immediately 
clear. It is the social-psychological and material environment 
forming the background to the experience of any individual or group. 
From the point of view of my study it is the total environment that 
has to be taken into account to begin to understand the experiences 
of each of the three groups. It can be contrasted with the 'learning 
milieu', which is the course environment (i.e. research methods course) 
and is defined by Parlett and Hamilton as: 
"The social-psychological and material envircnment in vlhich 
studen ts and teachers "'lork together. The learning milieu 
represents a network or nexus of cultural, social, 
institutional and psychological variables. These interact ~n 
complicated ways to produce in each class or course a unique 
pattern of circumstances, pressures, customs, opinions and work 
styles which suffuse the teaching and learning that occur there. 
The configuration of the learning milieu, in anY:tarticular 
classroom, depends on the interplay of numerous constraints 
(legal, administrative, occupational, architectural and 
financial) on the organisation of teaching in schools; there 
are pervasive operating assumptions (about the arrangement of 
subjects, curricula, teaching methods and student evaluation) 
held by faculty; there are the individual teacher's 
characteristics (teaching style, experience, professional 
orientation and private goals); and there are student perspectives 
and preoccupations. n 
( Parlett and Hamilton, 1972.) 
What is not made clear in Parlett and Hamiltons definition 
is that the different groups of students within a given learning 
milieu may came from, or form part of, different teaching and learning 
contexts where similarly there are networks of cultural, social, 
institutional and psychological variables, particular constraints on 
the organisation of teaching, different perspectives and preoccupations 
etc. Thus the teaching and learning context of an individual or group 
comprises of those learning milieu variables and conditions that are 
particular to them. 
The elements of the research methods course, of which the lectures 
were one, varied for the different groups.! willi therefore, now describe 
the main elements contributing to the teaching and learning context 
for each of the student groups. 
There was only one aspect of the course that was common to all 
three groups: the weekly lectures on a Thursday afternoon at 2.00p.m. 
All the students, however, also attended tutorial classes and carried 
out}as individuals , assessment exercises. A different tutor from the 
sociology department took each of the student groups fer their tutorial 
classes. Each group was split into two for these classes, the time-
tabling and format of which are set out in tables 4.1 and 4.2. ! have 
designated the two halves of each group as A and B respectively. 
Table 4.1. Timetable and format of research methods course 
--- _. 
1) Autumn Term Only. 
Student Group Nos. of Students Day of Class 
~--- +-------
H. Sci. II A 7 every other 
Tuesday 
H. Sci. II B 8 alternate 
Tuesdays to A 
-----.--------.---t--------
ESS 11 A 1 every other 
Tuesday 
ESS 11 B 1 alternate 
Tuesdays to A 
t---------------4-1 ----------
Ho.Econ. II A 1 Monday 
Bo. Econ. II B 1 Tuesday 
----- ---- -_.- .. -------
-' 
--
. 
Time of Class Length of Class 
11.00 - 2 Hours 
1.00 p.m. 
11.00 a.m. - 2 Hours 
1.OOp.m. 
~-
11.OOa.m. - 2 Hours 
1.OOp.m. 
11.OOa.m. -- 2 Hours 
1.00 p.m. 
~-- . -
4.00 - 1 Hour 
5.00p.m. 
10.00 - 1 Hour 
11.00a.m. 
-- --------. . 
-------- ------
Tutor 
----------
Course Lecturer 
Course Lecturer 
Tutor 'X' from Sociology 
Department 
Tutor 'x' from Sociology 
Department 
. ----- - ---. -
Tutor 'Y' from Sociology 
Department 
'l'utor 'Y' from Sociology 
IJepdrtment 
--- ------ - --_._- ....... 
(; 
Table 4.2. Timetable and format of research methods course 
II) Spring Term Only. 
- -- .---
Student Group Nos. of Students Day of Class Time of Class 
HU.Sci. II A 7 every other 11.00 -
Tuesday 1.OOp.m. 
Hu.Sci. II B 8 alternate 11.00 -
Tuesdays to A 1.00p.m • 
.. -1--- .. -
Ess. II Pt 12 Thursday 11.00 -
12.00 
Ess II B 12 Thursday 3.00 -
4.00 
-
Ho. Econ. II A 12 Monday 2.00 -
3.00 
Ho. Econ II B 13 'l'Uesday 2.00 -
3.00 
L-
-
--
--
Length af 'I'utor 
Class 
---i-- ---- -------. 
2 Hours Course Lecturer 
2 Hours Course Lecturer 
1-------- ------
1 Hour Tutor X 
1 Hour Tutor X 
_. 
1 Hour Tutor Y 
1 Hour Tutor Y 
..... 1 
t-· 
Summarising the above tables: The human science students had a 
two-hour class every alternate week with the course lecturer for both 
the Autumn and Spring terms. The ESS students had a two-hour class 
every alternate week in the Autumn term and a one-hour class every 
week in the Spring term. This change was made by the mutual agree-
ment of the students and the class tutor. The heme economics students 
had weekly, one-hour, classes for both terms, but at different times 
for each term. 
The assessment exercises consisted of six set pieces of work. 
(This was later reduced to five for the ESS students). The exercises 
were essentially the same for all the students but contained slight 
changes of wording, etc., to make them more relevant fer the heme 
economics students. For example, in exercise 3, on sampling precedures 
for surveys, the human science and ESS students were asked to work on 
attitudes towards the redevelopment of the High Street; but for home 
economics students, this was changed to attitudes towards a plan to 
open a supermarket in the middle of Little Stipling. 
This course work represented the total assessment load for the 
course: there were no formal end-of-year examinations. 
4.1 Choice of Students 
The pilot study had indicated that students from the different 
student groups had different ideas and attitudes towards the research mettods 
course and its relevance. Consequently, I decided, in the main case 
study to study the experience of five students from each group. I 
chose the students, as I explained in Chapter 3, from their respor.ses 
to the key-factor questionnaire (administered at the beginning of the 
course) selecting those at three different points cn a continuum of 
whether they believed their opinions of lectures were influenced by 
their interpersonal perceptions of the lecturer. The assumptio~ I 
made was that students who felt their opinion was influenced by such 
perceptions would give relatively higher ratings for being influenced 
by personal factors (whether the lecturer 'does or does not achieve 
goed student - lecturer rapport'; 'appears interested in you or not') 
than more impersonal factors (whether the lecturer 'does or does not 
appear to have a wide knowledge of the subject'; 'does or does not 
have a dry formal delivery'). As I said earlier (Chapter 2,section 2.3) 
I was interested in the influence of students' perceptions of the 
lecturer upon their experience of the relevance of the lectures. 
By picking students at either extreme of the scale, I had students 
who were potentially highly influenced by personal perceptions and 
students who potentially were not. I chose the two students with the 
highest negative and the two with the highest positive key factor 
scores from each group, (excluding those students with scores with 
a standard deviation cf one or more) and I also took one student I 
chosen at random, with a mid-range score from each group. 
The students chosen were respectively designated as human science 
I - S H Sci., economics social science and statistics students 1 - 5 
ESS and home economics students 1 - S Ho Eccn. Numbers 1 and 2 in 
each group were those who might be more influenced by personal 
perceptions. 
My next task was to gain the consent of the relevant students 
to do two stimulated recalls of lectures and to complete a repertory 
grid. The first part of the autumn term was sFent getting to knew 
the students in general, discovering their views of the course as 
it developed and observing the lecturing style ef the lecturer. I 
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did not start on the stimulated recalls ur..til near the end of the 
term: consequently the majority were conducted in the spring term. 
However, a number of studer.ts had stopped attending lectures by the 
spring term and I was unable to carry out stimulated recalls with 
them. Since I was interested in these students reasons for non-
attendance and their experience of the relevance of the subject and 
course I did not find substitutes for them from among other students. 
Instead I endeavoured to interview them and ask them to complete 
grids, succeeding in three cases (lESS, 3ESS and 1 Ho.Econ.) but 
failing in the fourth (5ESS). According to his class-mates, 5ESS 
attended very little of anything and was considered, by them, very 
likely to drop out at the end of the year. In fact, 5ESS did not 
drop out but opted to do an industrial year before completing the 
final year of his course. Due to their increasing non-attendance 
I was able to do only one stimulated recall with one ESS student (4ESS) 
and one human science student (5 H. Sci.) 
4.2 The Course Questionnaire 
During my study I again (as in the pilot study) found that 
different attitudes and ideas about the course were expressed by each 
of the three groups of students. The prevalent ideas within a group 
are an important feature of the teaching and learning context. 
Consequently, I administered a questionnaire at the end of the course 
to all the students in order, primarily, to discover the extent the 
students' views differed on particular issues that were represented 
in the questionnaire. 
and 'reminder' notes.) 
(See Appendi. :) for copies of the questicnnaire 
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A preliminary analysis of the questionnaire identified these 
questions where the student groups showed the most distinct differences 
in attitudes and views in their responses and eliminated from further 
analysis the responses to several questions which generally ~licited 
little extra insight and to those questions which were better asked 
by other questions. 
I made a further analysis of the data from 6 of the 12 questions. 
These were about the inclusion of research studies and examples in 
lectures (Questions 2a and 2b); material displayed on the overhead 
projector (2c); a question on the use of sociological terminology (3); 
the organisation and structure of classes (4); the influence of time-
tabling (6); the general reaction to the exercise (7); and overal~ 
relevance of the course (12). 
I masked both the name and the degree course of each respondent 
before I analysed the questionnaires further. I then put them in 
random order. By this procedure I hoped to reduce the bias of any 
expectations of the different groupsfuat I already had or might 
build up whilst analysing the questionnaires. I then coded the 
responses to each of the 6 questions and got two people to check this 
by analysing the same sample of 20 questionnaires (alsc chosen at 
random) • 
Table 4.3 shows the percentage of students from each group who 
made: a) one or more positive, favourable statements in their responses 
to anyone of the questions considered and b) one or more negative, 
critical statements in their responses to anyone of the questions. 
(The figures represent the fact that students made both positive and 
negative statements in the same response) 
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Table 4.3. 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH METHODS QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
B.Sci. ESS Hc.Econ. 
Percentage of Students making 
Positive comments about: 
1) Inclusion of Research Studies 92 75 45 
2) Inclusion of Examples 85 100 82 
3) Material displayed on O.H.P. 77 50 64 
4) Reactions to Sociological terminology 92 62~ 41 
5) Organisation & structure of classes 92 12~ 34 
6) Influence of timetabling on lecture 
attendance 54 37~ 18 
7) Influence of timetabling on tutorial 92 62~ attendance 41 
8) General reaction to exercises 85 69 67 
9) Overall relevance of course 92 75 93 
Percentage of students making 
negative or critical comments about: H.Sci. ESS Ho.Econ. 
1) Inclusion of Research Studies 12~ 60 
2) Inclusion of Examples 8 12~ 23 
3) Material displayed on O.H.P. 6l~ 50 59 
4) Reactions to Sociological Terminology 8 12~ 59 
5) Organisation and structure of classes 18 87~ 59 
6) Influence of timetabling on 
attendance 
lecture 38 50 73 
7) Influence of timetabling on tutorial 31 36 
attendance 
8) General reaction to exercises 54 50 68 
9) Overall relevance of course 15 31 30 
Questionnaire Response Rate: 
H. Sci. 13 replies i.e. 87% 
Ho. Econ. 22 replies i.e. 88% 
ESS 8 replies i.e. 33 1/3% 
An examination of Table 4.3 shows clearly that there were 
differences between the three groups. For example, the human science 
students were decidedly more positive towards the inclusion of research 
studies than, in particular, the home economics students. The latter 
were decidedly the most negative towards the use of sociological 
terminology. The ESS students were the most negative towards the 
organisation and structure of the classes. The perceived relevance 
of the course was high for both the human science and home economics 
students and medium for the ESS students. 
I do not wish to labour the differences between the student 
groups. My aim is simply to illustrate that there was evidence of 
distinctly different ideas and attitudes. Again, I have not attempted 
to give a full description of the teaching and learning context of 
the course for each of the student groups. However, I think the above 
results, together with my description in section 4.0 of other, 
structurial, differences, provides sufficient evidence to support my 
statement at the beginning of this Chapter that "the teaching and 
learning context of the research method lectures was different for 
each student group." 
4.3 Students' Orientation to the Course 
I would like to now move away from different teaching and 
learning contexts to considering individual students' experience of 
the relevance of the lectures. I shall, however, take into account 
each student's group membership and, therefore, their particular 
teaching and learning context. 
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I started this examination with a preliminary analysis of the 
stimulated recall sessions. In these sessions the students had both 
described what they were doing and/or thinking at the time of the 
extract and explained why they thought they had responded in the way 
they had. The sessions were, thus, very rich in information. I 
attempted to impose some structure (though one low on inter 
on this information by categorising each statement made according to 
the general area of concern it reflected. The majority of statements 
fell into one of the following areas: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(i v) 
(v) 
(vi) 
Background experience 
Assessment 
Personal Relationships (and perceptions) 
Presentation 
Work and Study Habits 
Relevance and Interest 
I thus had an initial framework to help me make sense of and organise 
the stimulated recall data and come to the following descriptions of 
each students orientation towards the course. 
(1) The Human Science Students 
1 H.Sci: He emphasised the influence of assessment requirements 
upon his approach to the course. However, the lecturer's use of 
exampl~seemed to influence his experience of the relevance of the 
content, becau~e they related to "real life situations." 
Also, through an existing familiarity with some of the content 
he was sometimes able to integrate the content into his own frame-
work of knowledge and thinking. 
2 H.Sci: Although not experiencing as strong an influence from 
assessment requirements, did tend to see the relevance of the content 
either through the lecturer's examples or through her perception of 
the lecturer's interest or enthusiasm for the content. 
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She was not totally consistent in this, however, and did or. 
occasion relate to the lectures ;n a way . 
• more mean~ngful to .her own 
experience. As with 1 H.Sci. this often occurred if she had previous 
experience or knowledge of the content. 
3 H.Sci, 4 H.Sci and 5 H.Sci seemed, to a greater or lesser 
extent, able to experience the relevance of the lectures in a way 
more meaningful to themselves. As part of this they were able to 
relate the content to existing knowledge or experience. This was 
not without due account being paid to both assessment requirements and 
perceptions of the lecturer •. 
I have not in the above descriptions of the human science students 
mentioned presentation and delivery of the lecturer In fact, both 
1 H.Sci and 2 H.Sci commented that the lectures were straight-forward 
and easy to understand, and similar remarks were made by the other 
three human science students. 
(2) Economics Social Science and Statistics 
2 ESS was assessment-orientated in his approach to his degrees. 
An off-shoot of this was that he did not perceive the research methods 
course as very important to his academic needs. He did, none the 
less, seemb have the experience and knowledge quite frequently to 
experience the content in a way meaningful to himself and his framework 
of thinking. 
4 ESS was not, unlike the other ESS students, particularly 
assessment orientated. She did not, however, seem to experience 
the content as having a meaning and relevance to which she could 
relate. This was despite a professed familiarity with the subject. 
4 ESS did relate more to descriptions of studies which the 
lecturer had herself done, but in a way that was isolated from the 
~c 
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rest of the lecture content. Her appreciation of the relevance of 
research methods was at a very general level. 
Neither 2ESS or 4ESS apparently saw the relevance of the lecture 
content, like 1 H.Sci or 2 H.Sci, through either the lecturer's interest 
and enthusiasm or illustrations,and examples. 
Both 1 ESS and 3 ESS were assessment-orientated in their approach 
to the course. They considered it to be low priority and did not 
attend the lectures on a regular basis. In the inLerview they both 
said they had little previous experience or familiarity with the 
subject. 1 ESS did see the relevance to himself of doing the subject 
but 3 ESS had only a vague impression of its potential relevance to 
himself. 
(3) Home Economics Students 
All of the home economics students seemed to be assessment 
orientated to the research methods course. They viewed the relevance 
of lectures in terms of assistance with and completion of the assessment 
exercises. 
The students acredited this orientation as being due to possessing 
little or no background knowledge of the subject. In this they seemed 
to be saying that they did not have a framework of their own into which 
they could place the lecture content and consequently merely took note 
of points which, by their labelling, they thought would be relevant to 
one of the exercise they would later have to do. 
At the most extreme, the doing of the exercises was simply a 
means to the end of obtaining a degree. This was the view of the 
4 Ho. Econ. 
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3 Ho. Econ and 5 Ho. Econ.did find that the lecturer's exa~ples 
helped them to see better the relevance of the content. 2 Eo. Econ 
professed to like the example but it was in a way that was limited 
to the examples for their own sake rather than to the lecture 
content as a whole. 
None of the home economics students seemed to experiEnce interest 
or enthusiasm for the content as a result of the lecturer's presentation. 
None mentioned that they found the lecturer direct and understandable: 
if anything, the reverse. 
• 1 Ho. Econ. found the lectures so divorced from her assessment 
orientation that she had stopped attending them altogether. 
Finally, the home economics students seemed unsure of the exact 
relevance of research methods to themselves. 
4.4 Levels of Experience of Relevance 
It seemed to me that these descriptions of student orientation 
towards the course indicated that a.student was likely to experience the 
relevance of the lecture content in essentially one of three different 
ways. These were: 
1) Through assessment 
2) Through the lecturer 
3) Through their own understanding, knowledge and interest. 
The first is an extrinsic experience of relevance in that the 
content is regarded from the point of view of achieving some external 
demand upon the person. For example, the home economics students very 
often experienced the relevance of the lectures from the point of vie~v 
of the assessment exercises they had to do. 
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The second is vicarious in that either the lecturer's perceived 
interest and enthusiasm for the material is transferred to the student 
(for example 2 H.Sci.) or, in discussing a particular point, the 
lecturer provides scmething - an illustration, example or description 
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of her own experience - which the student finds he is able to identify 
with and take on board as something he can recognise and ~ind interesting. 
Thus, it is the illustration, etc., that the student relates to rather 
than any issues under discussion. 1 H.Sci and, to a lesser extent 3, and 
5 ho.Econ are examples of students who, on cccasions, experienced 
the relevance of the content vicariously. 
The third way (the student's own understanding, knowledge and 
interest) is an intrinsic experience of relevance because the student 
can see the relevance of the content in a way meaningful to him or 
herself. For example, 3 H.Sci., 4 H.Sci, and 5 H.Sci. apparently 
experienced the content in such a way. 
In the next stage of the analysis I attempted to ascertain the 
extent to which each student experienced the content of the lectures 
either extrinsically, vicariously or intrinsically. I extracted frcm 
both the transcripts and tapes of the stimulated recalls and interviews 
each statement with the slightest indication of an experience of lecture 
relevance. 
Thus, I extracted all statements: 
(i) describing, explaining or discussing the students response to 
any part of a lecture; 
(ii) referring either directly, or indirectly, to influences upon 
approach or response to the lectures or the specific extract; 
(iii) referring to the lecturer and her presentation. 
I excluded statements that were essentially background information 
about self and thus not associated with the research methods course; 
process statements about the session/interview; and also statements 
that were straight repetitions of what had already teen stated. 
The next step was to evaluate the extent each statement 
was apparently a represenation of either extrinsic, ~various or 
intrinsic experience of relevance. 
Examination of the students' stat~ents indicated that within 
each of the three levels of experience that I had identified there 
were different types of statements. 
For both extrinsic and intrinsic levels it was possible to 
differentiate between general and specific statements. The extrinsic 
general or specific statements could be further sub-divided according 
to whose perspective the student seemedto be taking into account; 
their own or another person'sJusually the lecturer's. 
It was, therefore, possible to place extrinsic stateDents in 
one of the following four categories: 
1) Extrinsic; other person's perspective, general 
2) Extrinsic; other person's perspective, specific 
3) Extrinsic; student~ own perspective, general 
4) Extrinsic; student's own perspective, specific 
Statements in categories 1 and 2 indicated the content was being 
regarded from the point of view of a) achieving some external demand 
and b) how the student thought the other person (e.g. the lecturer) 
would expect or want this result achieved. 
In the general case the students were simply recognising the 
material's potential usefulness without relating it to any specific 
extrinsic demand. For example: 
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"y ou expect what the lecturer writes on the board to ce the 
important things, so whatever you write you get that do\\rn." 
In the specific case the students were actively considering how, 
where or which extrinsic demand the material might assist them to 
fulfil. For example: 
"Actually, I found it was quite useful when we t,lere dOing that 
questionnaire (an assessment exercise) thing, you knew, in the 
lecture, because there were certain points that she wrote down 
which you wouldn't normally think of because you think they are 
blatantly obvious. But it's quite important to write them down." 
Statements in categories 3 and 4, like those in I and 2, referred 
to the content in terms of achieving some external deffiand but, this 
time, from the perspective of how the students saw themselves ac~~eving 
the demand and recognising the material's potential in assisting them. 
In the general case it was a matter of straight recognition of 
the materials potential usefulness without exact consideration of how. 
For example: 
"I just note things I'm listening to, understand and 
anything I think is relevant to the h0!pework we're doing." 
In the specific case the students were actively aware of how, \'lhere 
or which extrinsic demandsfue content might help theffi with. For 
example: 
"Well, when I clicked on to it being experimental design -
the next piece of work is on that - we have to design something, 
design a piece of research work, and I kept-all the way through -
I kept asking how am I going to use this in my work." 
Both the vicarious and intrinsic levels of experience had two 
categories. 
Vicarious experience of relevance were: 
(5) Vicarious; perceived 
(6) Vicarious; illustrative 
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Statements in category 5 were those that referred to perceived 
lecturer's interest and enthusiasm for the material which was 
apparently transferred to the student. In fact, examples of this 
category tended to be of a negative nature, the student disrr:.issing 
something simply because they felt the lecturer had diSmissed it. 
For example: 
"I don't think she was convinced by the methodology either. 
She was laughing and seemed mere relaxed. I think it was just 
additional material that she was giving us." 
Statements in category 6 seemed to indicate that the lecturer 
had succeeded in providing the student with an illustration, description 
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of experience, etc., that the student could identify with andfind interesting 
irrespective of whether or not they could relate to the issue 
being put across or illustrated. For example: 
"It was interesting wasn't it? Interesting to see what -
just the information - her explaining her work in another 
country, ~lha t the attitudes are like. It was in teresting. " 
The two intrinsic experience of relevance categories were: 
(7) Intrinsic; general 
(8) Intrinsic; specific 
In the general case the students were recognising the material 
had seme sort of meaning and reality to their way of thinking. At 
the same time, however, they did not seem to consider actively the 
exact implications of the information to their reality. For example: 
"I understand it and I found the content interesting, so I 
. d d;dn't wander." didn't stray, my m~n • 
In the specific case the students were actively relating the 
content to their own understanding and framework of thinking 
during the lecture. For example: 
"I can imagine that so rt of si tua tion .•. it' s verv vivid I 
• J. , 
mean ~ul.te vivid description. I think I had tFO thoughts: 
Yes, ~t does happen in the hospital situation where they 
te~d, - because staff just forget this person,ummre, that ~t's 
th~s person's private life - it becomes part of their form 
filling. And my other thought was: I don't think it ever 
happened where I worked." 
4.5 Analysis of Students' Stimulated Recall Sessions and Interviews 
Having established these eight categories the next step was to 
categorise each of the students' statements. I n~ered each statement 
and put them in random order, keeping a separate record of which 
statement belonged to which student. This procedure increased the 
probability of each statement being considered independently and not 
on the basis of how previous statements made by the SaIDe student had 
been categorised. 
The statements were analysed in two batches. In the first were 
those from the recall sessions and interviews that were transcribed in 
full. I did not transcribe in full students' second recall sessions 
but took the relevant statements direct from the tape. These statements 
constituted the second batch. 
There were 146 statements from the transcribed interview and 
recall sessions and 123 from the taped only recall sessions. 
After categorising the first batch myself I asked two other 
people independently to categoriee them. The only guidance I gave 
these independent judges was a list and description of the eight 
categories (see appendix B .. ) 
The three of us categorised only 18 statements (12%) completely 
differently from one another. For a further 64 statements (44%) 
however agreement was only partial, in that one person differed to 
the other two. complete agreement between all three was obtained for 
the remaining 64 statements (44%). 
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I then met with the ether two judges tc discuss the first 24 of 
82 statements where there had been either total (181 or partial (64) 
disagreement. After this meeting we each went away and again 
independently categorised the remaining 'disagreement' state~ents. 
This second categorisation of statements resulted in 82% total 
or complete agreement and left 26 statements \-There we still all 
Qiffered, or one judge differed to the other two. After further 
discussion we reduced the statements where there was still disagreement 
to 4; giving 97% agreement. 
4.6 Problems in Categorising Statements 
From the point of view of both clarifying and developing the 
8 categories it is interesting to look at where there were disagreements 
between one judge and the other two. I have not attempted to examine 
those disagreements where all the judges disagreed with each other 
as it is too dif~cult to identify any consistent pattern among the 
'total' disagreements. 
The majority of the 64 'partial' disagreements were arr.eng 
categories within one of the three levels (extrinsic, vicarious, 
intrinsic) of experience of relevance: That is the disagreements were 
over types of extrinsic experience, or t~~es of intrinsic experience 
and not over extrinsic versus intrinsic etc. The main areas of 
disagreement \.,ere as follows: 
Intrinsic; general v Intrinsic; specific 16 disagreements 
Extrinsic; general, otherpersonP. v Extrinsic; specific, o~ter 
person~ - 9 disagreement? 
Extrinsic; general, own perspective v Extrinsic; specific, own 
perspective - 8 disagreereents 
Vicarious; perceived v Vicarious, illustrative 4 disagreements 
Only 28 disagreements occured between the 3 different ~eve1s of 
experience. The most commen differences (10 disagreements) bet~,,;eeE t.he 
vicarious and intrinsic levels of experience: 
Vicarious; illustrative v Intrinsic; specific 
Vicarious; illustrative v Intrinsic; general 
6 disagreements 
4 disagreements 
!n the two meetings between the other two judges and myself we 
tried to establish the reasons fur the differences of judgement. One 
of the main difficulties in separating specific and general categories 
was felt to be with statements where a singular instance led to a 
general conclusion: the following statements illustrates the difficulty: 
"Yeh, I hadn't thought about it (participant observation) 
before and, yeh, then I thought, well if you can use different 
methods then it's probably - yeh, I think I'd quite like that 
from many angles - from the actual scientific research angle 
it seemed much better and also from the point of view of 
having to do it." 
It was agreed that such a statement should be deSignated 
intrinsic specific because the student was going beyond recognition to 
thinking actively of the implications to both her view of scientific 
research and the prospect of using the methodology herself. 
We also discussed the question of when does vicarious experience, 
associated with an illustrative example, become intrinsic experience 
of relevance. Take, for example, the following statement: 
"She goes on to give the categories of non-response and she 
says the uninterviewable are the first category, includ'ing 
those people who are ill orat"e deaf and I thought, \'le11, it's 
the same thing really." 
The other two judges, without seeing any further evidence of how 
the student thought about the lecturer's illustration, felt this should 
be categorised as vicarious illustrative. However the transcript just 
before that statement reads: 
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"It was non-response, I thought, oh that's net very difficult 
we've done the problems of non-response before ....••.. " 
And after the statement, the transcript continued: 
In terviewer: "\-lha t, being ill and deaf?" 
Student: "Yeh, ill and deaf, I suppose, no, it's not really. 
You can be deaf and not ill." 
In this instance there was no other resolution to our differences 
than to know more of the context of the statement. When tl1e other 
two judges read these additional extracts from the transcript they 
both agreed that the statement was intrinsic specific rather than 
vicarious. The difficulties do, hO\tlever, emphasise the delicate 
boundary between vicarious and intrinsic experience: Possibly, 
'good' vicarious experience leads inevitably to intrinsic experience 
of relevance. 
The other area of difficulty was in deciding between extrinsic 
general, other person's perspective and extrinsic general, student~ 
own perspective. I am not altogether clear why this was the case. 
When we discussed the relevant statements, the 'odd-man' out would 
invariably agree with the other tvlO wi thout further debate. 
4.7 Analysis of Taped Stimulated Recall Sessio?s 
The research methods students' statements taken from tapes were 
categorised by the same two judges and myself. A slightly different 
procedure was followed, however. 
I had intended that all three of us should see the statements 
where there was disagreement over. We could each then reconsider our 
. t' But, due to the laroe time commitment original categor~za ~on. 
of the O ther t'\"o J'udges agreed to reconsider his involved, only one 
ca tegorisa ticn. 
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In the first categorisation there ~ffiS total agreement between tr.e 
three of us over 47 cf the 123 statements (38%). There was thus 
62% disagreement. There was total disagreement between us, hcwever, 
on only nine statements (7%). In 40% of the 'disagreed' cases the 
judge who felt unable to reconsider his categorising disagreed with the 
other two judges, who were in agreement. In 46% of the 'disagreed' 
cases the other judge or myself was in the minority situation. 
The rest of the analysis concerned only myself and the judge who 
was prepared to reconsider his categorisation. He and I disagreed on 
34 statements, thus we were in complete agreement for the remaining 
87. After reconsideration this increased to 115 (94%). This was 
without discussion or knowledge of each other's categorisations: He 
never knew mine and I could no longer remember his. 
As with the first batch of statements, much of the initial 
disagreement between all 3 judges occurred within one of the three 
levels of experience rather than between levels.l4 of the disagreements 
were within the extrinsic categories, and cf these the largest 
number were between the categories: 
Extrinsic; general, own perspective v Extrinsic; specific, 
own perspective - 8 disagreements 
The disagreemen ts wi thin the other two level s were: 
Intrinsic; general v Intrinsic; specific 9 disagreements 
Vicarious; perceived v Vicarious; illustrative 2 disagreements 
The main disagreements between the 3 different levels cf experience 
were again between the vicarious and intrinsic levels. 
follows: 
Vicarious; illustra±ive v Intrinsic; specific 
Vicarious; illustrative v Intrinsic; general 
These were as 
15 disagreements 
3 d.isagreen:e!1~s 
. d v Intrinsic,· specific - 2 disagreeme~ts Vicarious; percel.ve 
F.l sc r ... cwever there V.'erE:: 
Extrinsic; speci::ic, ov;r. perspective v Intrinsic; speci=~c -
10 disagresnen~s. 
(The remaining disagreements vlere 2 single instances cf between 
category disagreemen~s and the nine 'total' disagreements). 
Thus the pattern cf disagreements in the analysis of the second 
batch of statements \<!as similar to that for the first batch. The 
exception being the last ten disagreements noted above bet,..;een 
Extrinsic specific, own Ferspective and Intrinsic specific. 
4.8 Results of the ~~alysis 
Different students, not surprisingly, made a different number 
of statements in their interviews or recall sessions. It is possible, 
however, to compare the proportion of each student's total statements 
falling in each of the three levels and each of the 8 categories. 
Table 4.4 shows the percentage of a student's statments falling 
in each of the eight categories. The table also shows the date of 
the recall session or interview. All the interviews and the asterisked 
recall sessions ,,,,ere tre.nscribed. 
Table 4.5 groups together the statements intc the 3 levels. The 
tarle confirms that the home economics students did tend to experience 
the relevance of the lectures extrinsically; this was particularly 
the case for lectures held earlier in the term. For all but one of 
them (S HO. Econ.) the proportion of extrinsic statements declined for 
later lectures. This would support the idea that background knowledge 
and familiarity with the subject area is important. The second 
stimulated recall sessions were all near the end cf the lecture course 
\';hen all but one of the assessment exercises had been completed and 
rable 4.4. Percentage of Total Sta~ements i~ Each Categor~' 
Student Date --.----I -~--
of ! Percentage of total statements in eccr. category I 
'ro~l t;c 
S::.c. ::eme:-: 
!per s~u:5 Lecture I I I j I I 1 2 "J 4 5 6 8 .J I I 
1 
I , I i I 
1 H. I 9/12 6.7 6.7 6.7 I I - - I I 53 I 1~ I l3 Sci. l4/2 i 2 I 15 
----t------i ___ ~-_l~9. 5 14. 3 4.8 L_19_-+. _9_.5_+! _1_4_. 3 __ I 21 
24/2 ... 5 9.1 9.1 9.1 1 27 4. 5 I 31. 8 , 2 L 
8.6 
o ,20.0 I 1 30 •0 I _~ 
I - 5.9 l82.4 1"7 
2 H . I I I ~ . 112/3 5.0 5.0 20.0 20. .... c~. I 
I 3 H. ~21/1 - 26. -
I 
-
Sci. 17/2 
-
. 5.9 5.9 -
+ II 6.7 1 66 . 7 1-i 15 
--__ -----4----__ ~----~I----- __ __ -----+------~--_+--_4_-- I -- . lL-i _-~_~ 9.1 9. 1 I 63.6 I 11 ~ 11.1 '22.2 166.7 I 9 I - 14.3 ---+-1-4-. 3~~-'-' 1~ r,--1*21/1 i 4 B. 9.1 - I - a .-. Sci. 11/3 - - - -r 5 H. 
Sci. 
1 ESS 
2 ESS 
3 ESS 
4 ESS 
1 Ho. 
Econ. 
2 Ho. 
Econ. 
3 Ho. 
Econ. 
~ Ho. 
::con. 
9/12 
t 
I*Inter::- 1 
I view 26,4 
4/2 
4/3 
Inter-
view I 21 4 
17/2 
I 
Inter- I 
view 29/4. 
18/2 
11/3 
18/2 
11/3 
21/1 
4/3 
:; Ho. ,4/1 
~10/3 
9.1 
6.7 
27.3 
25.0 
12.5 
5.6 
15.4 
Transcribed in terview 
, 
-
I -
8.3 
sessions 
50.0 
100.0 
100.0 
45.5 
33.3 
10.0 
8.3 
37.5 
37.5 
5.6 
23.1 
I 
9.1 
20.0 
9.1 
11.1 
10.0 
12.5 
5.6 
7.7 
50.0 
9.1 
20 
60.0 
9.1 
22.2 
20.0 30.0 
16.7 
12.5 
12.5 12.5 
16.7 
15.4 
I 9.1 
20 
8.3 
11.1 
63.6 
53.3 
20.0 
9.1 
33.3 
30.0 
58.3 
12.5 
25.0 
55.6 
37.7 
2 
11 
15 
2 
5 
11 
9 
10 
20 
8 
8 
18 
13 
Table 4.5 Percentage of Student E"taterrent= Occu:!:":!:"inS l.f. "':I.e 
Three Main Leve:s of Experience. 
Student Date cf Extrinsic \7ice.r:...ous Ir,tr:"'nsic I Levels, Lecture Levels Levels 7 
, 
! ... 
-
c: and 6 -' 
1 H. 9/12 13.4 59.7 Sci. 
*4/2.2 57.2 23.8 
2 H. *24/2 27.2 36.1 
Sci. 12/3 50.0 20.0 
3 H. 21/1 26.0 
-
Sci. *17/2 11.8 
-
4 H. *21/1 18.2 9.1 
Sci. 11/3 - 11.1 
-
5 H. *9/12 - 14.3 
Sci. 
Average 22.6 19.3 
1 ESS *Inter- 50 50 
view 
26/4 
2 ESS *4/2 18.2 9.1 
4/3 6.7 20.0 
3 ESS *Inter- 100 
-
view 
21/4 
4 ESS *17/2 20 60 
Average 39.0 27.8 
1 Bo. *Inter- 100 -
Eeon. vie\,l 
29/4 
2 Bo. *18/2 81.9 9.1 
Econ. 11/3 44.4 22.2 
3 Bo. *18/2 20 .. 0 50.0 
Econ. 11/3 16.6 16.7 
---
4 Ho. *21/1 75.0 12.5 
Eeon. 4/3 50.0 25.0 
5 Ho. 4/1 16.8 16.7 
Eeon. *10/3 46.2 15.4 
Average 50.1 18.73 
* 
'bed interview or session Transer~ 
and E I 
1 
i 
i 
i 
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73.3 
-
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33.2 
-
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33.3 
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66.6 
12.5 
25.0 
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37.7 
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-
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22 
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-
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9 
-
7 
-
2 
11 
15 
---
2 
5 
4 
-
11 
9 
10 
20 
8 
5 
-
18 
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there haa been the opportunity for discussing these, the lectures 
ane. 
other aspects of the course. One would, therefore, assume that the 
students haC. a 9 +- b 
rea ___ er ackground kno\<lledge at this stage of the course, 
even if it Has achieved throuc;h the necessity of fulfilling assessr::ent 
demands. 
An interesting point can be made about students whose statements 
reflected relatively high vicarious experience in the earlier lectures. 
They seemed to represent some sort of transitional position between 
the extrinsic and intrinsic levels. Fo~, in later lectures, those 
students moved either to more intrinsic experience of relevance (for 
example, 3 Ho. Econ.) or more extrinsic experience (for example, 
1 H.Sci. and 2 H.Sci.) 
In general, those people who in the later lectures showed increased 
vicarious experience of relevance also showed more intrinsic experience 
(for example, 2 Ho. Econ, 4 Ho.Eco~) • 
In only one case (5 Ho. Econ) did a student show, in their 
statements, a marked move from relatively high intrinsic experiencing 
to more extrinsic. The results confirm that human science students 
3 H.Sci., 4H.Sci, and 5 H.Sci all tended to experience the relevance 
of the lectures intrinsically. The relatively high intrinsic experiencing 
shown by 2 ESS was, perhaps, not quite what I expected. He had revealed 
himself as being assessment orientated in his approach towards his 
degree and as considering the research method course as a low priority 
one for him. He did, however, seem to have a quite significant 
knowledge of the subject which, presumably, allowed him, none-the-less, 
to experience the relevance of the lectures intrinsically. 
Table 4.4 shows the extrinsic experiencing among the home econcmics 
students tended 10 be predominantly gene.ral as opposed to specific. 
T~is seerr.s to indicate a constant genera~ 
irrespective of present cemancs and needs. 
Exception. 
a~a~eness of assessmen~ 
3 Ho. Econ is the pcssitlE 
The same can not he said for the extrinsic human science 
students 1 H.Sci and 2 H.Sci: their extrinsic experiencing was ffic~e 
spread across general and specific. It is, however, the case for the 
extrinsic students 1 ESS and 3 ESS. Infact, as one might expect, 
statements of students \4,'ho did not attend the lectures tended to be 
extrinsic general, O\-ln perspective (1 ESS and 3 ESS and 1 Ho. Econ.) 
wllere home economics students did experience relevance ir.trinsicalll ' 
it was invariably at a 'specific' level. This seems to indicate 
favourable response to and appreciation of particular 'bits' only. 
The greater amount cf general as well as specific intrinsic experience 
of the intrinsic students, 3 H.Sci, 4 H.Sci, 5 H.Sci and 2 ESS might 
indicate an ongoing interest and attention interspersed with specific 
responses and appreciation of particular 'hits'. 
Table 4.4 shows that where these last students did make extrinsic 
level statements they tended to be specific, own perspective statements. 
This seems to indicate an active awareness of specific assessment demands 
as opposed to the ongoing more pcssive awareness of assessment of the 
home economics students which I mentioned above. 
c.:: 
4.9 Relation of Students' Experience of Relevance to General Orientatio~ 
The results shown in tables 4.4 and 4.5 and discussed above for 
the most part support earlier descriptions (section 4.3) of students 
general orientation to the research methods course. 
For example, one student (1 '[C S .) 
- .L... c~ is descr~be~ i~ th~ ear~ier 
section as having an essentiall'~ -ccessm t . t . ~ ~~~ en or~en at10n: he ~as Ecre 
ablt, however, to relate the lecture content to 'real ~if€ situations' 
vlhen the lecturer usee" examples. 'T'h' d .. 
- 15 escr1pt1on would seeffi tc be 
at one with the relatively high proportion of extrinsic and vicarious 
st-aternents which he made. 
In the earlier section 2 B.Sci was described as having a less 
strang assessment orientation. This came out much more stro~y in the 
later figures. Her tendency to see the relevance through the lecturer's 
examples or own interest and enthusiasm was confirmed by the number of 
vicarious statements she made. 
The tendency of 3 H.Sci, 4 H.Sci and 5 H.Sci to experience the 
content in a way meaningful to themselves is confirmed in their 
intrinsic scores. At the same time their extrinsic scores confirm 
that this was not without due account being paid to assessment 
requirements (except apparently 5 H.Sci). As just discussed, the 
assessment orientation of 2 ESS towards his degree is not reflected 
in the figures: instead they reflect his ability to experience the 
content in a way meaningful to himself, his framework of thinking and, 
possibly most important, his existing knowledge. 
The described assessment orientation of 3 ESS and her tendency 
to relate to the examples of the lecturer was, again, confirmed. That 
she had a relatively low intrinsic score possibly supports the notion 
that she related to the examples in a way that was isolated to the 
rest of the lecture content. 
The assessment orientation and consequent nen-attendance of 
lectures are reflected in the extrinsic scores of 1 ESS and 3 ESS. 
Possibly the lower extrinsic and higher vicarious score of 1 ES8 
d to be able to see the relevance to himself results from his ten ency 
of doing the subject. 
I saic earlier, the results confirmed, partic~larly fer the 
earlier lectures, the he-me economics students' assessme~~ orientat~or.. 
3 Ho. Ecor. and 5 Ho. Econ, who I described ir- the orientatier section 
as claimin£ that the lecturer's examples ~ac helped them to see tl:e 
re·levance of the lectures better, had the highest intrinsic scores; 
in addition, 3 Ho. Econ had the highest vicarious scc-re. 
I also said that none of the home economics students indicated 
that they experienced the content as relevant as a result of the 
lecturer's interest or enthusiasm. This is supported in Tatle 4.4, 
where there is an absence of vicarious; perceived statements for all 
but two home economics students (3 Ho Econ and 4 Ho. Econ.) 
4.10 Group Similarities and Differences 
The extent to which the students, as subject groups (human 
science, ESS and home economics), experienced in any definitive way 
the relevance of the content differently did not really emerge. 
What can be said is that the human science students demonstrated 
a greater tendency to experience relevance intrinsically. Similarly, 
the home economics students showed a greater tendency to experience 
relevance extrinsically. They seemed, however, to move from this level 
during the course of the year. (The extent to which this is reflected 
in their approach to the lectures will be discussed in Chapter 8.) 
The ESS students were more diverse, possiblJ7 representing their 
half-way position between human science and heme economics. They 
included students vlho experienced relevance predominantly e:.:trinsically, 
vicariously and intrinsically. 
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The general ques~ionnaire results (described i~ sectior. ~.2) 
provide no con~radictions but add little i~ the way c: eXFla~~ticns 
of the di:ferent waYE the stucents experienced relevance. ~ . 
.!.uere :.s I 
ho\>;ever I an ir.dication that tr.E: predocina te ideas icenti:iec. ty ~e 
questionnaire for each group ~r€, to some exte~t, reflected in tr.e 
individual student' 5 v:a\_" cr abil ~ t,· to expe-r';en.ce e" 
- .l -..... r ..;..Evc.=-.ce. Fcr 
examrle, the favourable respo~se cf humaL science students ~c the 
inclusion of research studies might be expected of more highly 
intrinsic students (which they were). Similarly, the home economics 
students unfavourable response to the use of sociology terminology 
might have some correlation with their tendency to an extrinsic 
experience of relevance. Lastly, the ESS students discussed above 
did, in common with their peers who responded to the questionnaire, 
have o. relatively low appreciation cf the relevance of the research 
methods course to them. 
4.11 Conclusions 
A number of tentative conclusions can be drawn from the research 
method case study. Individual students experience the relevance of 
t.he lecture content differently; and the eight categories describing 
the 3 levels cf experience of relevance (identified from the data) \-lere 
appropriate fer discriminating between the students. That there were 
certain similarities in the way the students from each of the three 
groups experienced the relevance of the content would suggest that the 
. context d;d have a bearing upon their experience teaching and learn~ng. ~ 
of relevance. 
The fact that the home econorriC2 studeLts, particularl~ ~cr the 
earliEr lectures, tended to experience relevance extrinsicc:::"ly offers 
support for the irlportance cf background kno\,iledge and fan::ilic..~i ty v:i tt 
the subject to experiencing intrinsially. Thus the human science 
students, who were the most 'au fait' vtith the sul:ject, tended to 
experience relevance intrinsically. 
The examples of vicarious experience ~hich I identifiec suggest 
one way that the lecturer can affect the way his/her students eXFerience 
the relevance cf the content. ~here was some evidence suggesting that 
students can move from relatively high vicarious to greater intrinsic 
experiencing. Interestingly enough, students who experienced the 
relevance of thE content predominantly intrinsically generally did 
so without losing sight of the extrinsic demands upon them. 
I shall refer to these conclusions again in the following two 
Chapters, and ciscuss them in more detail in Chapter 7 in the context 
of the other case studies. 
CHI~PTER FI VE 
CASE STUDY 2 : THE FOOD) WATER AND 
ClARY MICROBIOLOGY COURSE 
CHAPTEr. 5 : CJ:.SL STUDY ::: : TEE FOOD, WA ':'EF 
- - --
F.!n: :;;'.IRY r':ICFCEIOLOGY COURSE. 
5.0 Introduct~on a~d Backgrounc 
This chapter descri.bes the second of ny three C2.se stuc.ies, which 
lookec into the students' experience cf lectures in a Fooe, v;ater anc 
Dairy Microbiology course. 
In my investigation cf the researd1nethods course I canle tc. the 
tentative cor.c lusion that the teaching and learning context h2.C seme 
bearing upon student experience of the relevance of lecture co~te~t. 
Here, in the second case study, I examine further this issue, together 
with the influence of background knowledge and the influence of the 
lecturer. 
I shall also examine the difference among individual students' 
experience of lecture relevance and whether the eight categories of 
experience, which I identified in the previous study, are able to 
discriminate between students here. 
There were a number of important contrasts between the foce, ~ate~ 
and dairy microbiology course and the research methods course: the micro-
biology course \'las a final-year course, which 17 students only were 
taking as one of their two final year options, and all the students belonged 
to the same department. (During the first tertI! there \'ias also one second-
year nutrition student. I excluded this student from the study as she 
was not attending the full course). 
Tt.ese features meant that the teaching and learning context of the 
course was, unlike the research methods course, essentially the same 
for all the students. Belonging, as they did, to the same departrrent, 
they were expos eo to the same II net\\'ork or nexus of cuI tural, social, 
institutional and psychological variables" in existence in the dep&rtr:.ent. 
~Parlett aEC f:omil tor ... cr- • cit. ) A'E- they were fine.l-year stuc.en-.:~ OLE 
vloul C. expect them t.c be bot ....... rully ; T'l"lTrlers c._d _i n! tl: -Ii ~ ~~J .E ae~a~tme~t&: et.ho5 
and cul ture ar:c. to posses£ adequate backgrounc. kncy/leaSE:: arC. ::ar.:.i:':"ar:. ty 
in the subj ect. 
On the fooa, water ane:. dairy I:!.icrobiology course I studied studer:t~' 
experience cf the lectures given by one of lectt:rers ir~vol vee v;i tl: 
the course. She had the heaviest work lcac, lecturing for weeks 1 - E 
and v.~eek 11 of the first term (on dairy and rr .. ilk Inicrobiclogy.), and 
v;eeks 1 - 3 of the second term (or. meat and fish). There were two 
lectures per week, on Tuesdays at 9.COa.m. and Fridays at lO.OOa.I!:. and 
during the other weeks of the two-term course these lectures \tlere given 
by other microbiology lecturers. In the second term one of the six 
lectures in weeks 1 - 3 \tlas infact given by a visiting lecturer and cne 
was cancelled. 
The Friday lecture was follov!ed by a laboratory class runr.ing from 
ll.DOa.re. - 1.OOp.m. According to the case study lecturer, these classes 
included the tutorial element of the course. 
Assessment was part course-work (40%) and part ex~ination at 
finals (60%). The 40% course assessment was allocated as follows: 
Project practical seminar 
Essay or Test 
Lab. work/Note book 
Total 
10% 
10% 
20% 
40% 
The extent to which the pressure of finals encouraged an extrinsic 
experience of relevance amongst these students will be discussed later. 
5.1 Choice of Students 
As in the first study, I chose the stuc..ent£ Vlhose aITroach ane 
I wanted to stud'\T in greater depth b1- me2.r .. £ of the key experience .J. 
:.c: 
1 r,-
ractcr qu~stienrl~ire. T -, 
o rEca~~ the ai~ of thE queEtion~aire: it W2..£ 
tc help me identiiy s::.t.:dents \'lho tl.- , ~. . l~CUg~~ ~~at ~nter-perscnal ct.:al~~~es 
of t:le lectureT~e. g. y.,-hether or net tl'.E lect'l:.rer h2..c geed stuce:1~ -
lecturer rc.pE-'ort) influenced their or:-iLier. of t_he :'ectt:.res mere ti',ar, 
~rnrersonal perceptions. (e. c;. whether or not the l.ecturer had a \':icE 
know:edSE of the subject). 
According to the results, the students were, overall, not very 
influenced by personal aspects of the lecturer. Only four stu6ents had 
a score indicating that they fel t then:sel ves more influenced by personal 
than iI:!personal perceptions. 
I selected the two students who, according to their key-factor 
scores, were most influenced by personal factors (1 MB, 2l-!B) , three \,-7ho 
were least (5 rt.:B, 6 l1B, 7 ME) and ty.,To, chosen at randoIL, v:ith a mi<::-
range score (3 ME, 4~ffi). 
I also selected an eigth student (8 lID) who had not completed the 
key-factor questionnaire. Three students, in fact, did not complete the 
questionnaire and I thought it necessary to ha\7e a representative of 
these in my~udy. Both he and another student had not been present when 
I handed out the questionnaire; and the third decided to drop out of 
the ccurse for an al ternati ve option (there had originall~l been 18 due 
to take the food, water and dairy option) . 
Table 5.: lists the students selected, their other option, their 
final position in the food, Kater and dairy option and their final 
degree result. 
d t d t ~ ~'mulated yecal 1 sessions of Fll eight stu ents consen e 0 ao s ..... ~ , --
d 1 t ertor" ~Y~d A~ w~th the research ~ettcods :ectures an camp e e a rep ~ ~-.. - • 
course, ! spent most of the autUl!!n term orientating myself ar~d cl:serv:'r:g 
" f th ' t T'.'g;::-in, the Y1'Ia)'ority of tl.e the lecturing sty~€ 0 e .ec urer. ~~. ~ -
stiln.:.l a ted recalls \·.'ere dcne in the Sf ring tern:. Unfcrtuna tell" cr:e 
-I 
I 
student (3 HB) wissed the fin~l spring-term lect~re. - ~ ~ . t - . !.c:c. lr~ e:-.QCc. 
tc ask r.i~ to de a second sticulatec recall cf this lecture (t.here 
lC~ 
being only 4 given by the caSE: study lecturer i~ tt· ) .:.~ term. ConsequE:~~ly, 
he did only one recall, corr,pared "lith t\"m b,-,- the th d oJ. 0 _.cr stu ents. The 
lectures were, unlike sorrE: of the la.~ter resed.-rc~_ ~ d L~ metuo s lect~~e~, o~ 
average, verl' well attended. 
Table S.l 
Op.ti.sms anr. Exam;nat"on Results o.c fI" ~., ~ 
_. __ ...;.;..;;. .... ~;::;.;.:~:;: ...... :.:.:.;=-= ...... ==:..:-~~:.::.::;:~~ ....~::.:l ~ 10 ~ og.l.. .f:;:' uc e :-: t s 
-.-
----
Student Other Option Final Degree Position in] 
Class of ' .., .L / 
1 MB 
,... ME L 
3 ~B 
4 MB 
5 lw:B 
6 MB 
7MB 
8MB 
I 
, 
I. 
Bacteriology 
Soil 
Bacteriology 
Industrial 
Virology 
Bacteriology 
Bacteriology 
Bacteriology 
5.2 The Course Questionnaire 
, 
I 
2B 
3 
3 
2A 
2A 
1 
2A 
2B 
for food 
10 
15 
16 
4 
5 
3 
12 
14 
I asked the microbiology students to complete only a short 
option 
quest~onnaire on their perceptions of the lecturer. This was because 
I had been able to talk to most of them during the course and they were 
fairly homogeneous in their views. 
The questionnaire was the general questionnaire that David McConnell 
and I had developed using the Repertory Grid. The students were asked 
to respond on a 1 - 5 point scale to 19 factors concerning lectur~rsand 
lectures that we had earlier found to be considered important by students. 
I sent a copy of the questionnaire to the microbiology student~ ~ith 
a covering letter. Sixteen of the seventeen students (94%) returned 
their questionnaires. The results are summarised in Table 5.:. They 
, 
I j 
I 
~able 5.2. 
PLEASE F_INC- ':'HE, FESPOl,SE YOU ':'EIl~K I;:: ~lO;::'2: A??RCPF.Ii-.'IT \~::::':r-: EE~:PEC': 
'10 YOUR OpnaON~ Al:r:; VIEWS OF TEE LEC':l]?E;:: GIVEF ':::0 YOU EY VES. r:--
:::1: OPTIOK 6. 
1« 
The Lect:.1.l::-er: S tr ong 1 y l-.gree 1 ~ e i the! 
c:g ree a~ree nor 
Disagree S-:.::-cr.S 1::! hverC'gE:: 
[isc;~ee;Sccre 
1. ELcourages student 
participation in 
lectures 
2. Allows oppcrtuni-
ti es for asking 
questions 
3. Has c good lecture 
delivery 
4. Has a good rapport 
\vith students 
6. Is approachable and 
friendly wi th 
students 
7. Is respectful 
towards students 
8. Is able to reach 
student level 
9. Enables easy note 
takinc; 
10. Provides useful 
printed notes * 
11. Would help students 
by providing 
printed notes * 
12. Has a good knowledge 
of his subject 
13. Maintains student 
interest during 
lectures 
14. Gives varied, 
lively lectures 
15. Is clear and compre-
hensible in lectures 
16. Gives lectures which 
are too fast to take 
in 
17. Gives audible lectures 
18. Gives structured, 
organised lectures 
19. Appears to be enthu-
siastic for :b.is 
subject 
5 
5 
5 
5 
c:: 
-' 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
* 
please answer if applicable 
________ ~q=i=s~a~g~r~e~e~ _________________ -______ _ 
4. 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Name: 
.... 
.J 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
') 
L 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Thank You 
\-i '."len Hodgson 
, 
... 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
, 
..... 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.... L 
.). . 
3.E 
4c.3 
4.-;-
4.1 
3.E 
3.8 
2.2 
4.1 
3.4 
~.2 
3.8 
2.1 
3.5 
t..5 
11 
show that the stucent~ vlere Ec_C" ...... ent.;all·u rcs~~.;\rE: ';'"'_ . ~ -~ r -- ~.; tns~r cfi~ion o~ 
tYe lecturer anc: her lectures, pc..rticularly ..... ·ith regcrd to t.'lJE more: 
'personal' questions. Question 4 (geod rapport with ~tudents) and 
suestion 6 (approacha1::1e and friendly ..... ·i th students) are: goce. examFle~ 
ef this. Other questions ..... ·hich elici.ted high positive re.sponses are. 
19 (Appears to be enthusiastic for her subject), and 12 (Bas a wide 
knowledge cf her subject) . 
Thus, the questionnaire results indicated that the students, as 
a group, were positively predisposed towards the lecturer and her 
lectures; and that their experienc~ of the teaching and learning 
context were both similar and Fositive. 
5.3 Students' Orientation Towards the Course 
The foregoing descripticn and discussion of the teaching and 
learning context of the rricrobiology course provides sufficient 
evidence to make the following assumptions; 
1) The teaching and learning conte~{t was e~sentially the same, or very 
similar, for all the students; and 
2) All the stucents had an existing backgrounc knowledge and 
familiarity with the subject. · 
Accepting these assumptions, it is interesting to examine ..... 7hether 
there were differences among the individual students' experience of 
the relevance of lectures and to what extent the eight categories 
(identified in Chapter 4) discriminated between students. 
In order to gain an initial indication of the exi~tence and 
nature of differences, I again carried out a preliminary analysis cf 
the stimulated recall sessions. 
As in Chcp:er 4, the students had resfOnded to the lecture extracts 
that I played them both by describing ",-hat thel 7 had done and/cr thought 
10': 
at the time c= the extrE_ct anc l::y Explair:in; v-h': they thcug:--_t ~ey r_a(: 
done so in tt~e way they had. I found t.ha t the s tUGEnts' s t.a tEEer, ts "le::€., 
generall}', cJ:out thE; san:e concer'n_~, ; r~c::oac t 
L_ ~'-l,,- ~ e c., t.r~t tr_E research 
methocS. students' statements had been and most cf them fell intc the 
same six broad areas of concern. 
These we re: 
(1) Background experiencE 
(2) Assessment 
(3) Personal relationships (and perceptions) 
(4) Presentation 
(5) viork and Stud~- habits 
(6) Relevance and interest 
Using these categories as an initial framework I was able to 
extract the following descriptions of the students' general orientation 
towards the ~icrobiology course and thus determine that differences 
between students did exist. 
1 ~ffi was constantly aware of assessment in her approach to the 
course. She worked in the lectures on the principle, 'however irrelevant, 
it goes down'. But she did, on occassion, relate the content of 
lectures to the content of her other option course and also to what 
she had either seen on televisicn or read about elsewhere. She thus 
illustrated, through an existing familiarity and knowledge cf the subject, 
some tendency to relate the content· to her own framework of knowledge 
and thinking. 
3 lv1.B and 8 MB similarly were primarily assessment-orientated. 
They were, however, positively able to perceive the interest and 
relevance of the subject. 3 HE commented, for exaxr.ple, that the 
subject was one which he could readily identify with. In additiorJ., 
both commented on the lecturer's concern to relate the content to 
'everyday things'. Yet, as 8 HE added, "everything is superficial if 
not for exams." 
Nei ther 2 l-'i.B or 5 ~..B w"ere assessmer.t-crientc:. tee.. Tr.ey both 
seemec. ::requently to relate t.hE: conter.t to thei~ OWT'. everycc:.y Ext:erier:cE;. 
They, as 3 and 8 MB, thought -t:.he lectt:rer presented the st±ject in a 
... lay which brought out its relationship to everuda'-' e t J .z ven s. This eLal: lee. 
them to relate it to their own everyday experience ane to uLderstand 
it more readily. On the other hand, neither seemed. very ofter. to relate 
the content to any existing academic kno .... :ledge and experiencE: of the 
subject. 
4 HE, 6 ME and 7 ME did relate the content to both their own every-
day experience and their existing academic knowledge. 4 PE and 6 ~~B 
reported that they were helped in this by the lecturer's presentation 
of the subject. Like the intrinsic research method (3 H.Sci, 4 E.Sci and 5 H.Sci) 
they were not unmindful of assessment. All three had, for the purposes 
of note-taking, an active critical awareness of what material was 
necessary for their understanding of the subject and what was hopefully 
relevant for exam purposes. 
The preliminary analysis suggests, therefore, that there were 
individual differences between the students in their general orientation 
towards the microbiology course. It also seems probable that, like 
the research method students, they were likely to experience the 
relevance of the lecture content in one of three ways: through 
1) assessment 
2) the lecturer 
3) ovm understanding, knowledge and interest. 
If this were the case, the eight categories of experience of relevance 
would discriminate between the microbiology students, indicating how 
far each experienced the relevance of the content extrinsically, 
vicariously or intrinsically. 
The preliminary analysis suggested that this categorisation n:igh-t:. 
be insufficient: that there might be two, qualitatively different, kinds 
of intrinsic exper~enco Th f' t ,-
..... ... €. lrs y.;a~ assoclatee; vli th pract.ic2.l e~.~e::-lc.2Y 
experi.ence (as i-t seemec. to te for 2 EB c::r~d := r:B),· the -secone wa£ 
associated v~th rrectical every62v e~per~er:_ce ~nc~. -. , 
.l ~. ..... ~ c.cac::er..lC e~:pE'::-le:-,ce 
(See 4r':B, 6 HE an...:J -: MF). r.Thi 1 st t-'k t 't" , I...: _ V:~_..L.._ _J..e v;o lr~ r:..nSlC experle:--.CE: c f 
relevarce cater:orie<='_ (mere''\. ' " -, 'c' ') ~ \ ~.l' ~enera_ ar_c. specl.:.:..c cct:.lc. ~ct distincr...:.isr. 
between theSE: qual~tatively differe:rit tl~es of exper~enc~ c: relevar:ce 
it ,-,;c..s st.i~l possitle that the category syster:. d.S c. v;hcle \\'ou:"c:. sr.cw the 
distinction. Tr it die:. not, then it wculc ref:ect ar: important we~kne:s 
in the S11 steIll. 
Interwove!: \;i thin c..ll five of these students' desc!:iptior.s there 
was also some vicarious type eXf'erience: it vias ,t:cssible, therefure, that 
the vicarious categories would differentiate betv,een thenl. 
5.4· Students'experience of Relevance of the Lecture Content 
As in the first case study, it vIas necessary to extract frox;; the 
transcripts and tapes of the stimulated recall sessicns each statement 
that gave the slightest indication of the students' experience of the 
relevance of the lecture content. Thus I extracted all statements that 
(1) described, explained or discussed the students response to any part 
of the lecture, (2) referred either directly or indirectly to influences 
upon approach or response to the lectures or the specific extract, and 
(3) referred to the lecturer and her presentation. As before, I excluded 
statements that were essentially background information about self, not 
associated with the microbiology course, process statements about the 
session and also statements that were straight repeats of what had 
already been statied. 
The next step y.;as tc categorise each statement in one of the 
eight categories describing the three levels of experience: 
1) Extrinsic; other persor.' s perspective, SE:ne::-a:' 
~) Extrinsic; other person's perspect: ve, sFecific 
3) Ext!:"insic; student's owr: F erspecti ve , geI!€.ra2. 
4) Extrinsic; stucent's oviTJ. perspective, sr:.ec:'fic 
5) Vicarious; percei vee 
6) Vicarious; illustrative 
7) In t:r-ins ic; generc.l 
8) Intrinsic; specific 
The statements, as previously, were numbered and put ir- ranGOIT. 
order. Again they were anal~' sed in two lots, those taken direct from 
the tapes of the sessions and those from fully transcribed sessicns. 
5.4.1. Statements from the taped only sessions 
The analysis of these statements was carried out in the same way 
as in the research method case study, except that there was only one 
judge besides myself. She was given a list of the eight categories with 
descriptions and examples. I also gave her a written note to facilitate 
the categorisation of statements :'n areas where there had been previous 
difficulties about, for example, the difference between general and 
specific categories and between vicarious and intrinsic experience. 
(See appendix B) • 
lCS' 
We differec5. in our initial categorisation on 32 of the 112 
statements (29%) and decided one statement was inappropriate as a 
reflection of experience of relevance. I now re-checked my categcrisation, 
changing 21 statements: the amount of disagreement between us thus 
dropped to only 11 statements (10%). The other jucge then re-checked 
her categorisation of those 11 statements and changed B. As a consequence 
we finally disagreed on 3 statements (3%). 
Problems in Categorising Statements 
There were fewer disagreements than in the first c~tegcrisation 
attempt of the research method statements and c. high final agreement. 
I assume thi s v:as c3..ue to the ir.sic:;l. tfulnes c_ c~.... t ..... 
_ He microbio lcgy : 1.:C0E: 
but also tr t .e ex ra ir.formatior. that I r';ove her .c •. ~ ~_ on area~ 0 .... c~fIic~l~ies. 
Tf.l€ sUI:IDlary be 1m,· outlines where most ciisCigreement occurred. 
Total disagreement en 1st atter:.Ft 32 
--
Int:!::'insic categor:"'es v vicarious categeries 
Intrinsic; specific v vicarious; illustrative 
Intrinsic; general v vicarious; illustrativE 
Intrinsic; specific v vicarious; perceived 
General v Specific categories; 
Total 
"i 
I 
3 
12 
Intrinsic; general v intrinsic; specific ~ 
Extrinsic; general o~n P. v Extrinsic; specific ovm P 2 
Total 6 
There were another 4 disagreements betv.'een intrinsic general and 
extrinsic general, other person's perspective, and the remaining 10 
were all single - instance differences. 
Thus, as in the first case study, there were difficulties in 
differentiating, in particulc.r, between intrinsic and vicarious 
experience; and also between the general and specific categories of beth 
extrinsic and intrinsic experience. The intrinsic/vicarious difficulty 
was confirmed by the disag-reements remaining after, first, I had re-
checked my categorisation and, second, after the other judge had re-
checked hers. 
Total disagreement after my recheck 11 
Intrinsic v vicarieus categories 
Intrinsic; specific v vicarious;illustrative 
Intrinsic; specific v vicarious; perceived 
Final Total Disagreements 3 
-
'I'ota.l 
All: Intrinsic specific v vicarious illustrative 
5 
2 
..., 
; 
These disagre€men::.s ""e're, I think, particularly interestins. WI 
expectation, before carrying cut the anctlys is, v,as that tl:is lecturer 
would facilitate a high level of \?icarious experience in her students 
as she invariably - fran my experience as an observer of her lectures _ 
related the points she wantedm make to vivid and easi~y identifiable 
descriptions. She seemed to do this as part of a cor~scicus strates:.-
to brine; her material to life. 
Thus note the difference between her lecture notes and her lecture 
as given: 
1) From lecture notes: 
"Commercial process; that they are loaded on the deck of the 
fishing vessel, may be tumbled, gutted and often contaminated 
wi th bacteria." 
2) "~at lecturer said: 
"I'm sure you have seen pictures on television and things of what 
happens to the poor old fish, they are tumbled on deck, they are 
trodden on, the~T are handled, they are gutted, and they are 
washed and all these operations add enormous other organisms to 
them. " 
That she herself saw aparticular role for the live lecture over 
wri tten notes or a book is reflected in the follolcling comment v;hich 
she mace when I played back to her the above extract from her lecture. 
She said: 
"I also feel that, as a sort of tenet of the teaching process, 
that the only advantage of a lecture over reading it, is one 
can give emphasis, because the written word is so flat, and so 
unemphasised, that this is what one should be doing.r think. II 
However, despite my expectations and the lecturer's own belief in 
bringing the spoken word 'to life', there was not an exceptionally 
large number of statements falling into the two vicarious categories: 
50 as opposed to 82 in the four extrinsic categori5and 99 in the two 
intrinsic categories. 
That there were difficulties in differentiating vicarious 
experience from ir:trinsic and a relatively 10\\' number of vicarious 
statements for lectures that were particularly 'vicaIio~s' in their 
presentation lends support to my su<;<;estion in Chapter 4: that tr_E 
boundary between vicariot::.s and intrinsic experier.ce is a very c..elicatE 
one and 'goOQ~' v" . lcar~ous expe~~ence may often develop intc intr~ns~c 
experience. 
ThE> main problem, I think, in categorising the statenents was 
in deciding when 'good' vicarious experience stimulated cy the lecture2 
did (if it did) become ~ntr~n~_~c. ~ ~ ~ HenCE the difference among the 
judges. 
Two statements made by students in response to the lecture 
extract about the fish will serve to illustrate the problem: 
Student 1: 
"It sort of flashed through my mind, actually picturing what 
happens because I've seen them pulling their catch in, the 
trawl. It was just like that, they sort of tread allover 
them,I thought goodness me, how do they ever get back, if 
they're not in one piece are they fairly fresh ..•• Imaginin~ 
all the bacteria on their boots coming off on to them •... 
I y..ra.s just imagining it." 
Student 2: 
"Umm a very colourful way of saying it, but quite valid I think, 
most of us have probably been on a fishing boat or seen pictures 
of fishing boats and you know you think, ah \>;ell, you know, even 
as reicrobiologists, you think, well just a normal ship, you know, 
sterile and it doesn't sort of bring it home unless, you know, 
there is an example like that. It was a very quick reference 
really but the mind goes back to you know, the time when you 
were squelching around in fish and ummm, you know, it emphasises 
it that much more." 
It could be argued that the first student accepts the 'picture' 
offered by the lecturer but goes beyond it when she says: "How do they 
ever get back, if they're not in one piece are they fairly fresh?1I Thus 
the student seems to cross the boundary from vicarious to intrinsic. 
On the other hand, the second student stays in the vicarious 
domain. There doesn't seem to be any attempt to take the lecturer's 
input any further than identifying with the situation described. 
~fr~EL the lecturer describec or ~llustrated tcr poir;t iL c nc': sc 
viv~6 yTC" the di=ficult'~ ;n dr;::;\ .. '~ng 
.1 .J. ..... - ~ ~ c.. cemarc2. tion line seer:-ec; tc 
decrease. Thus, there is little difficulty in sugC;Est.inc; thC1t thE 
following staterr!ent represents vicarious experience cf relevance. 
The student is commenting about an occasion when the lecturer simply 
scribbled a drawing of a duck on the board whilst disc~ssing tht 
microbiology of the bird. 
"I . - h . mean, ~= s.e Just wrote up on the board sort of co'v; or duck 
or ",,'ha tever t if she's talkinc; abou t ducks, or ducks' eggs she 
ha£ a funny drawi.ng. I don't know why, I fiLe.. it a bit better 
than just writing the word on the board .•.•. sort of relate 
to it more than just seeing the word up there. Otherw~se it 
would be just like any other word really that she's writing up 
on the board during the lecture." 
There somehow seems less likelihood here of the student's vicarious 
experience of relevauce, associated with this less powerful input or 
illustration/developing into intrinsic experience. 
5.4.2. Pnalysis of the transcribed statements 
After categorising the tape - only sessions, I felt that the 
systeIi1 was sufficiently defined to be used by me \\'i th reasonable 
confidence. Thus, with the transcribed statements, I decided to do 
the full categorising alone, asking a judge to categorise a 20% 
sample only. 
In fact, I categorised the statements twice, leaving a sufficient 
interval in between to make the secone attempt relatively 'independent'. 
I then included in the sample to be given to the judge all those 
statements where I differed over the two attempts. There were 19 
such statemeLts frarr. c tctal of 119. I increased the sample to 24 
(and 20%) by cmosir?" a further five statements at rar~dcr::.. 
I had the ffiost difficulties, as with the taped statemer.ts, in 
deciding whether a statement was intrinsic or vicaricus. 
113 
I outline below the 19 disagreemen<:.s: 
Total disagreement between 1st and 2~d atte~pt 
Intrinsic v Vicarious cateoories 
;.; 
Intrinsic; specific v vicarious; illustrativE 
I~trinsic; general v vicarious; illustrative 
I~trinsic; specific v vicarious; perceive{ 
General v Specific categories 
, G 
4 
2 
Total o ~ 
Intrinsic; specific v Intrinsic; general 2 
Extrinsic; specific own F. v Extrinsic; general own P. 1 
Total 3 
Vicarious; illustrative v Vicarious; perceived 2 
The remaining five disagreements were all single instances. 
In categorising his 20% sample, the judge agreed with my final 
categorisations of the statements for all cut 5 of the~ - a 21% 
disagreement. This was very encouraging, particularly as I had not 
previously used the judge and had asked him to consider the'~oblem' 
statements. As with the judge for the taped - only sessions, I gave 
him additional written information to facilitate his tas}:, \-'~hich he 
reported was useful. 
The disagreements were as follows: 
Total disagreements 
Intrinsic; specific v vicarious illustrative 
Extrinsic; general own P. v Extrinsic: specific own P. 
Vicarious perceived v Extrinsic general other P.P~ 
5 
2 
2 
1 
t':e c.iscussed these disagreements and quickly agreed on how all 
5 statements should be categorised. 
... 
5.5 Results of the Analysis 
As in the previou£ case study, I summariseo. the rest:.lts of the 
ano.lysis c~ students I stateIT.ter.ts b1' calc'L:lating the r:roportion tr.at. 
fell intc each level of experience. 
Table 5.3 shews the percentage of each student's staterr.ents 
occurr:"nq i n a~.1 ~\-..e e;ght cateqor;e_'" . th ~\-. ~ t f 
- - ~- w, ~ _ ~ W~ Wje ca e 0 the releva~t 
lecture. The asterisked lectures are those for vlhich the stimulated 
recall sessions were fully transcribed. Table 5.4 groups together 
all statements occurring in each of the three levels of experience. 
Let me now look at the :individual scores in some detail. The 
high extrinsic scores recorded for IMB (in Table 5.4) supports her 
earlier inferred assessment orientation towards the course. Table 
5.3, however, shows that she tended to perceive the extrinsic derrands 
upon her from her own rather than the lecturer's perspective. She 
was also able to experience the content intrinsically to some extent. 
Table 5.4 si~ilarly confirms that both 3 MB and 8 MB tended to 
experience the conteh-:' extrinsically. However, their appreciation of 
the relevance of the subject and of the lecturer's concern to relate 
the content to everyday things, which was mentioned in Section 5.3, is 
reflected in their vicarious and intrinsic scores. Both students had, 
for one lecture each (3 MB,ll/l and 8 MB, 28/1), a more or less balanced 
proportion of statements at all levels. This was not the case with 
8 ME for his other lecture (18/1): on this occasion he apparently felt 
less able to identify with the content or the lecturer's illustrations 
and examples, and possibly as a result of this experienced the relevance 
of this lecture at an essentially extrinsic level. 3 ME did only one 
stimulated recall. Both 3 ~m and 8 ME, like 1 ~~, experienced the 
relevance of the content extrinsically from their own pe~spective. 
• 
ll~ 
Table 5.3. 
-
-
- - -~-- ---
Percentage of 'I'ota1 Statements in Ea.ch Category 
Student Date of 1 2 3 4 
----'--1 ---~--.---- -----~ 
5 6 7 8 
Lecture 
--
- - ---
* 18/1 7.1 7.1 21.4 28.6 - 7.1 7.1 21.4 
1 HB 28/1 11.8 5.9 17.6 5.9 5.9 11.8 11.8 29.4 
------ r---' ----:---- -- ---
* 7/12 6.7 - - - 6.7 46.6 6.7 33.3 
2 MB 
14/1 - - 7.1 14.3 7.1 21.4 14.3 35.7 
--
1----
-
3MB * 12/1 12 - 16 16 16 8 12 20 
---- -
---,--
---
* 14/1 - - - 6.3 - 6.3 6.3 81.3 
4 MB 28/1 25 8.3 66.7 
- --
- -
--
---~-
- - --- -------
* 7/12 - - - - 40 10 20 30 
5 HB 10/1 23.1 15.4 7.7 7.7 7.7 3S.5 
-
* 11/1 - - 9.1 - - 27.3 1 63.6 
6MB 28/1 7.1 7.1 , 7.1 7.1 7.1 64.3 - -
* 11/1 - - 6.3 - - 18.7 75.0 
7 MB 28/1 4.8 9.5 9.5 - 76.2 - - -
--- - -- ----
IS/I 20 - 26.7 26.7 - 1 6.7 tl MB 
* AS/l 5.6 - 16.7 11.1 5.6 22.2 - 3S.<) I 
------'- - --- - I 
---- - ---------
Total Number 
of Statements 
---------
14 
17 
15 
14 
25 
16 
12 
10 
13 
------ ----
11 
14 
J6 
1(, 
15 
--- ---
] 8 I 
-----------
f .. ' 
I-' 
(1~ 
Student 
-------
1MB 
-
2 MB 
3 MB 
4 MB 
5 MB 
6 MB 
7 MB 
---,~--
8 MB 
Averagf' 
Table 5.4 Percentage of Student Statern_~nts Occurrins;l in3acb_ Level of Exp_~EieIl(;e. 
Date of 
Lecture 
* 18/1 
28/1 
-----
* 7/12 
14/1 
-
* 11/1 
* 14/1 
28/1 
-
* 7/12 
IB/l 
-
* 11/1 
28/1 
--
* 11/1 
28/1 
18/1 
28/1 
-
-- - _.-.--- ----------- ---I - - ---- --- --._-
Extrins ic LE:ve1s 
4 
Vicarious Levels 
5 and 6 
IntriJl!=;j c Levels 
7 and 8 
'rotC'll Numbpr 
of Sta t.en en t:s 
-
1 -
- -------------~,----------------------------r_----- ----.---- -
64 
41 
6 
21 
--
44 
.2 
.2 
.7 
.4 
.0 
7.1 
17.7 
53.3 
28.5 
24.0 
--------------~------------------
6 
25 
• 3 
.0 
6.3 
8.3 
28.5 
41.2 
40.0 
50.0 
14 
17 
15 
14 
-----------------of ------ -----
32.0 
87.6 
66.7 
25 
------------
16 
1) 
---------+- ---------
-
53 
9 
21 
E 
1L1 
.9 
.1 
.3 
.3 
.3 
50.0 
7.7 
-------f--------- - -----
7.1 
9.5 
---------
73 
34 
.4 
.4 
6.7 
27.8 
50.0 
38.5 
90.9 
7] .4 
Ln.7 
/6.2 
------- ----
20.0 
38.9 
10 
13 
- - ------ - -- -----
1] 
111 
16 
] (, 
. 15 
I In 
-
--------------_. ---- ----
-______ L--------.--
28.1 16.9 55.0 
I~ 
, o. 
1 
In c:: t' ,.... ~ 
...,ec 1..0:-. ::.:- I explained that thE: r:.icroticlcq'.: studer:.'~S' ...;, 
__ -- SeeCEL;. 
to c:.emcns-:'~E-te t\·:c qual:.t2tively c.; .c:ere +- },~..:: f...... . -~- n_ -_n~s 0 ln~r~~sl..C €Xpe~lencE. 
One was associated wit!". student~ relating thE: content tc the:'r CviTl 
everyday experience (as 2 r·m and 5 ME did) and the ether v:i th relatir;g 
it to both their ovTT. everyday experiences plus their acadeILic 
kno"1ledge (as 4 HE, 6 r.~B and 7 BB) . 
I suggested that if the category systeIL, as a whole, was unable 
to distinguish bet~een the experience cf these twr . gro"ps f t i ~ 
v .... 0 s ucen ... s 
tp~s wo~lc reflect an i~portant weakness iL the system. 
Examination of Tables 5.3 and 5.4 shows, however, that there is 
a difference in the experience recorded for these students. Stuc,ents 
2 NB and 5 MB recorded the highest vicarious scores (7/12, 2 MB and 
5 HB and 14/1 2 ME) whilst 4 rolE, 6 MB end 7 t-1B scored both low vica.rious 
and the highest intrinsic scores. 
Thus, the category system does differentiate these two groups of 
students. Moreover, these scores suggest that the lecturer's vicarious 
presentation' was important to the experience of 2 MB and 5 MB. 
r. That the lecturers vicarious presentation was important to their 
intrinsic experience is suggested from the 18/1 lecture in which 5 HB 
• 
scored both a low vicarious score and a relatively r.igh extrinsic score. 
The other results for this lecture indicate that the lecturer may not 
have achieved her usual level of 'vicariousness' for this lecture. 
It is the one for which 8 ME recorded his high extrinsic, low vicarious 
score and 1 ME similarly recorded her highest extrinsic score. That 
5 NB scored neither a high vicarious nor intrinsic score for this 
apparently less 'vicarious' lecture does suggest that, for her, vicarious 
and intrinsic experience of the lectures might have been inter-related 
and associateo with the lecturer's vicarious presentation. 
Or~ the cth~r hand, the intrinsic experience cf ~ lv:B, 6 MB anc 
7 ME cia no-: seenl te1:e c:'osel'\; i.r.tcr-linked y,'iti. v~c~_",,';ou~ J. - ~.... _ expe::.:-:"erJce. 
Their statements consistently reflected high intrinsic experience 
even =or lectures where other students had relatively high extrinsic 
scores (e.g. 1 ME en 28/1 in contrast to all trxee c: the st~dents; 
anc 3 MB on 11/1 in contrast to 6 MB and 7 MB) . 
Thus the intrinsic experience of 4 ME, 6 MB and 7 MB seemed less 
dependent on the lecturer's presentation and qualitatively greater 
than beth 2 MB and 5 MB. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show this was never to the 
total excl~sion of extrinsic experience cf relevance, though in no 
case did their extrinsic score exceed 25%. Most of their extrinsic 
statements were general own perspective, wr~ch tends to suggest they 
had an ongoing alertness to the 'necessities of life'. 
5.6 Discussion of Results 
In this case study I wanted to examine further the influence of 
three facters on students experience of the relevance of the lecture 
content: 
(1) The teaching and learning context; 
(2) Existing background knowledge and experience; and 
(3) The lecturer. 
I also wanted to examine differences among individual students' 
experience of the relevance of the lectures and whether the eight 
categories of experience identified in the previous study were able 
to discriminate between these students. 
Taking this last point first; the results sho~~ in ~les 5.3 
and 5.4 and discussed in section 5.5 indicate that the categorisation 
d 'ff t' t between these stuoents, and that it system was able to ~ eren ~a e 
V.;as Pcsslble, by ca tegorising individuo.I' E statements, to 
.; c.-e r ~ ~ ~,\; -I..... 4. ____ _ 
differences in the way the differerct students e}:~erience~ 
... I.-" the re: e~:c.=-.ce 
of the lect~re content. ~he c.~·~C be~ 
... L ... .Lerence~ .... ween students' expel:"i£:-.ce, 
in general, suppcrted and c..greed v.-i th the earlier descriptior..s (.Sec:.':"cr. 
5.4) cf their orientation towards the course. 
I shall now exa~ne the three 'influencing factors'. 
1. The influence of the teaching and learning context: The teaching 
and learning context fcrthis course was, as I explained earlier, (Section 
5.0) essentially the same for all the students. This is reflected in 
the results of the course questionnaire which c..lsc suggested that it 
was a positive and sUPfOrltive context (Section 5.2). I would expect 
this last factor to have contributed to the high intrinsic scores for 
the microbiology students. That the intrinsic scores were not 
co~sistently high would suggest that the teaching and learning ccntext 
either cannot, on its own, produce predominantly intrinsic experience 
or that this particular context was not sufficiently positive to achieve 
this. Either way it would seem the teaching and learning context 
was not omnipotent. 
A particular feature of the microbiology context was the 
assessment at finals. I wondered earlier (s ection 5.0) whether the 
pressure of finals might encourage extrinsic experience. There 'vas, 
however, no evidence to suggest this. "~en the mostly intrinsic 
students (4 ~m, 6 ME and 7 ME), did experience the context extrinsically, 
they tended to do so fram their 'own perspective general', rather than 
'specific'. This might be explained ry reference to the assessm€~t 
system. Wi t.hout knowing what questions they would have tel ans"""er in 
their finals they would find it difficult to envisage how to ir.corforate 
a specific piece of content into an examinaticn an'=·\'.'Er. '!'he rese2rcl-_ 
methods students, en the other hand, y,'ere constantly engaged irA a 
lLl 
a pa~tic~lar asseEsmeLt exercis~ a~~ this would DrGbabl~ t~ 
- -
ey+-"'-~ ns" d 
...... -..:... lC CE;Ir.2L uppermcst ir. the.ir r::.ir~c. at an" tirr.e.. r-r1.-.' • 
.l .L.I.~l S cOt:. .... d 
expla.ir. \'~-y the intrinsic human scier.ce stuc.ents, ".-hen they E;}:PEl:'iELCE:C 
t!"-.e rele'\-ance extrir:sically, tended to do S0 :ro~ t~Ll'y .I.~~ - oW!: 
specific perspective. 
') 
..... Tr.E; influence of eXisting backgrouna- k"'o"lledge ~ . 
- - .... y _ a:1C e~:per~erjce: 
As I ~ave already mentioned and as the results sumrrarised iL Table 
5.4 shc\", , the microbiolo£y stUdents tended tc be intrir~sic ir. their 
experience, and they were rr.uch more S0 than, for example, the research 
method home economic students. The average intrinsic scere of the 
horne econo~ic students was 31.2% c~pared to 55% for the microbiolo~' 
students. There are many possible explanations for this difference: 
the microbiology students were doing a chosen option and not a 
compulsory subsidiar~l one; they knew the lecturer; their lecturer 
hac a vicarious presentation. Also, however, the microbiology students 
were much more ~amiliar with their subject than the home economics 
students. Their greater existing background and familiarity may-
have con~ributed to their greater tendency to intrinsic experience. 
Whether this was, indeed, the case is best considered by examining 
the average intrinsic scores for the earliest lecture recalled and that 
for the second, later lecture. For both the early and later lectures, 
it can be assumed, the microbiology students had an existing background 
kno~ledge. The home economics students, however, were only just 
ccqliring a faILiliarity with the subject as a result of doing the 
research method course and it right, therefore, be assumed that their 
background knowledge and experience would be greater for the later 
lecture than for the earlier. Thus, if background knowledge is 
influentiaLto ir .. trir:sic experience, one would expect the earlier ar.d 
later microbiology average intrinsic scores to be similar, but the 
home economics to be greater, with their increased famili~rity, for the 
later lectures. A£ £hown belc\,' thi.£ \-:2.£ the case. 
~verage intrinsic scere for ~icrobiclGgy 
students; 
Average in~rin£ic score for home 
economic students: 
Earlier 
Lecture 
29.6% 
La-:.er 
Lec::ru::s 
54.7<:(. 
40.7% 
Thus, it r!ay well be that familiarity and background YJlowlecge 
is in:pcrtant for intrinsic experience a.nd that the higher ir..trinsic 
scores of the mic robiology students 'vas, in part, due to t.his. 
3. The Influence of the lecturer~ I have explained that this lecturer 
had a very vicarious style of presentation, and that the students ,.,ere 
apparently positively predisposed towards her. Similarly, in their 
questionnaire respon~ the students rated her highly for such 
characteristics as I Appears to be enthusiastic fcr:her subject'. 
For these reasons, one might expect to find much vicarious 
experience among the students. This was not generally the case. 
However, it did appear that, for some, the lecturer's vicarious 
presentation did influence their experience of the content. I suggested 
earlier, for example, (Section 5.5), that the intrinsic experience 
of both 2 ME and 5 ME might be inter-related with their vicarious 
experience and the lecturer's presentation. Also, for one lecture 
(18/1) the statements of all the students (1 ME, 5 ME and 8 MB) who 
recalled this lecture reflected both low vicarious and particularly 
high extrinsic scores. I suggested that this possibly indicated that 
for this particular lecture the lecturer did not achieve her usual 
level of vicariousness and that this, in its turn, had an influence 
upon the proportion of intrinsic anc extrinsic experience recorded 
for that lecture. 
As far as predisposi tion is concerned, it does seem that £tu6er~ts 
who tend to experience the relevar~ce of the content intrir..iscally 
also tend tc be positivEl~~ -, 
.l ~rEC=- spc,=:ec towarc.=: thE: lectt.::!:'er. It is 
ir.teresti~g te examine the 
average sec:!:'es a f treE. rci cro: ic lOe;} studer:"t.s 
anc. research method huma~ science students, h b ~ 
- vi 10 ct.!.: :"er.6.ec. tc l:e 
intrinsic, with those cf thE: more evtr~ns'c h ~ .... .... Leme econor-.ics stt:dent.=: 
for those questions where the microbiology students rated their 
lecturer particularly well. 
Bas good rapport \<.rith students (Q4) 
Is a~proachable and friendly with 
students (Q6) 
Has a wide knowledge of his/her 
subject (Q12) 
Appears to be enthusiastic for 
his/her subject (Q19) 
MB 
4.25 
4.67 
4.13 
4.5 
H. Sci 
4.0 
4.3 
4.4 
(N.B. - Scores given are the average from ratings given on a 1 - 5 
point scale, 5 being the positive end of the scale.) 
It is noticeable that it is the ratings for questions 4 and 6 
Ho.Econ. 
2.0 
4.0 
3.8 
concerning interpersonal characteristics that the home economics students' 
differ the most markedly fram those given by the more intrinsic groups 
of students. It is net really possible from these results to say 
whether or not students' perceptions of the lecturer actually influenced 
their experience of the content. I will discuss the relationship 
between their perceptions and experience further in Chapter 8. 
Having discussed the influences of teaching and learning context, 
background knovlledge and experience and the lecturer upon these students 
experienc~ it is interesting to conclude this case study by re-exawining 
the students' final degree results and their assessment pcsitions for 
the £ ood I water and d 3.iry option alongside the way they tended to 
experience the relevance of the lectures. 
:: c Table 
..- . -
----. 
Students' Lx;periencE; cf relevcLce ~~red v:i.th fir .. al aE::g=~. rest.:. 1 ts 
Student Final Deqree Positior. i~ Class 
for Food C:t= t~o[' 
1 MB 
.., 
ME ,j 
8 HB 
') HB .... 
5 t-r'Jj 
4 l'm 
6 BB 
-, ME / 
_____ r ... _ 
2B 
3 
2E 
3 
2A 
2A 
1 
2;.. 
10 
lE 
14 
15 
5 
.4 
3 
12 
Thus, the more extrinsic students (1 ME, 3 MB and 8 HB) c.ll 
obtained a lower second or third class degree, whilst tr.e three most 
intrinsic students (4 ~~, 6 MB and 7 ME) all obtained an upper second 
or first. The two vicarious/intrinsic students (2 fYlJ3 and 5 HB) occup.! 
a mid-ground position. These results suggest that the more 
'successful' students, in terws of assessment criteria, were the more 
intrinsic students. 
In the next and last case study I will explore further students' 
experience of relevance of lecture content and influences upon this. 
12~ 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CASE STUDY 3 : THE APPLIED PHYSICS AND ENERGY COURSE 
CHF..PTER 6: CASE ETt}[;"i" .:,: f..PP:'IED PHYSICS 1>.!\Ti El~RG:· 
6.0 Introduction and Eackgrounc 
The third caSE study concerned a first-year, applied rhysics anc.. 
energy courSE. As in the earlier case studies, I examinee hew far 
individu~l students' experiences of lecture relevance differe6 anc 
~hether the eight levels of experience of relevance discrilliinated 
be tv,'ee n them. 
I also considered the importance or influence of existing back-
ground y~owledge and familiarity and of the teaching and learning 
context. 
On both of these last two issues the course was different from 
the previous tvJO case-studies. It was a ne\\.· one which had been 
developed in response to concern about the poor working knowledge of 
physics Shovffi by many first-year Engineering students. Consequently, 
the course was taken by all first-year students from the School of 
Engineering and Applied Sciences (EAPPS). 
All the students had either an 'A' level, OND or equivalent 
qualification/experience in Physics, and so had some existing, though 
differing amounts of,kr.owledge cf the subject. 
One would not expect first-year students to be, at least 
initially, as immersed in their schools values and general ethos 
as the final-year microbiology students of the second case study. 
The "network or nexus of cultural, social and psychological variables" 
would still be in the process of developing. They started off the 
year with different ideas and attitudes but, during the ensuing months, 
it was possible to identify the emergence of a corr~on ethos. 
Despi te the initial c.if ierences, thE teac:tir:g ar.c learr.ir.c; cc!".~e):t 
was, in c. general sense, thE same for all Etudents. It wc.E true that 
they were registerec. for different ILalors - 50% for eJ..' +-he'· , +- ' 
_ '- ... e~ec _ror:J..Cs 
cr electrical engineering and 17% for m=char~icc:l engineering - but 
this did not, in the first twc terrns,affect them iL any practical 
sense. On the other hand, they belo:lged to the same school ar.c. thE: 
course was compulsory for them all. 
The students were like the home economics research method 
students in tiJ.at the l ' ho.c.. to take a course given by a lecturer fron: 
another depar~ent (the School of Mathematics and Physics) but like 
the human science research method students and the microbiology&udents 
in that they had an existing (if varied) background kno'IJlledge of the 
subject. 
Later, I will look at the influence of both taking a course giver. 
by a lecturer from another department and having an existing tack-
ground knowledge of the subject upon the EAPf'S students' experience 
of the lectures. I will also contrast their experience with that of 
other students studied in earlier chapters. 
I shall conclude this section by describing in greater detail 
the structure and format of the course. It ran over two terms 
conceived of as the 'preliminary' part of the EAPPS degree courses 
and was taken by all 98 stucents. 
There were two lectures a week, on a Tuesday and Wednesday 
. b th t 10 OOa m The ;ntention was that one lecture a week mornJ..ng; 0 a • •.. .... 
should focus on energy and one on physics. The lecturer's 
attempts to stick to this fonnat during the first (autumn) tern: ran 
into difficulties (see later, Section 6.2) and it was therefore changed 
:"26 
in the secone (spring) ten:. tc weekl~' units focussing or~ e:"-chE::r ptysics 
or energy. 
The course lecturer &scribed thE: energy aspect of the COl';.rse as 
ar. appetiser to make the physics seem relevant: ~hE:; mair. purpose of 
the courSE: being to bring thE: students' physics up tc scratch. 
The lecturer's description of the energy aSFect relates 
in terestingly to the students' vievls of the course and I shall discuss 
this later (Section 6.2). 
In addition to the lectures, there were 'Froblem classE:s' ane 
seminars (or 'skill' sessions). These were held or. alternating weeks. 
Both were attended by approximately 15 students and taken by one of 
seven course tutors, most of '''hom were from El':.PFS. 
Students were supposed to do problems from worksheets prior to 
the problem classes, in which they discussed their solutions. The 
doing of the problems prior to the classes was not, however, compUlsory. 
In the seminars they were split into groups of three or four and given 
an exercise to do together. The aim of the exercises was to develop 
skills such as estimating orders of magni tude. 
There were three components to the assessment of the course: 
(1) F. l~ hour, 40 question mUlti-choice paper in Jar~uary , 
covering Term 1 material; 
(2)~. l~ hour, 30 question m~lti-choice paper in Maret., 
covering Term 2 material; 
(3) A 2~ hour conventional paper in March in which 5 
out of 10 questions had to be answered, covering 
both term s' work. 
6.1 Choice of Students 
Once again I used the key-factor questionnaire to choose the 
students whose approach to the lectures I wanted to study in greater 
depth. 
hs y.1i tt the r:.i crob =.olcgy s tuden~s : fot:r..d !:"el.ati veIl' ::e\: I:.P.PPS 
s tuden ts (22%) \\;ho felt tt "'Y'"'sel"'7c- s tc b.r-, ·.cl d \.... 1 
""AU """ """ very :..r..... uence .I..::r perscr.a 
aspectE, of the lecturer in ttcir cpinioL o~ the lectures. Tr.is is, 
perhaps, not very surF-rising since they filled ir: 't.he quest.ionn&ire 
ir:. tIle fcurti .. week c f the course, wher.. the lecturer woule. be one of 
manv ne\'.' .c.Laces. 0 th th h d . t \.... h . . :l ~ ·n e 0 er an , ~ mC~Y.L;e t .. at eng~neer~ns stuaer.ts 
(and science students in general) genuinely perceive themselves to be 
less influenced by inter-personal qualities. 
In any case, I chose nine students across the range of key-
factor scores. I chose t\'lO students (1 LAPPS and 2 EAPPS) who ",ere 
most influenced by personal factors and also & third student (3 ~.PPS) 
who, while not one of the most influenced, had a KF score with a 
standard deviation of o. 
I then chose, at random, two mid-range students (4 EAPPS and 
5 EAPPS) , and four who were least influenced by personal - factors 
(6 EAPPS, 7 EF.PPS, 8 EAPPS, and 9 EAPPS). Thes~ last four students 
all had key-factor scores \-lith a standard deviation greater than one 
bu t, as this applied to the majority of the students in this group, 
I felt there was little I could do if I wanted students who \vere 
potentially at opposing poles. 
There was originally a tenth stuaent but he did not agree tc 
participate in the research. He was a foreign student who seemed 
suspicious cf my motives: he did say that he would meet me but we were 
never able to arrange a suitable time. 
The students who did participate in the study are listed in 
Table 6.1, with their major subjects and gradings for each of the 
assessmen t components, together 'vi. th their overall grcuie for the 
course,. 
':'ablE. 6.1 MaJors and EXCJT res-u:":.:: cf rJ_FPE 
-------
Stucien :.s 
--r----~-----------
Gr e.C es: ' - 6 (' \..' h 6' ) ~ ,"~g 1, ~owes~ 
Student r.~ajor Multi-Choice 
Jc::_. - Har. 
COL ver.. ~i or. 6.2. ever a:::' 
Mar. 
1 EAPPS Electronics 1 1 1 . .1. 
2 EAPFS Mech. Eng. 6 6 4 5 
..., EAPPS Electronics oJ 4 4 ? % 
-' 
4 EAPFS Electronics 1 2 ~ 2 
-' 
5 EAPPS Compt. Science 6 1 2 ? 
6 EAPPS Electronics 2 1 1 1 
7 EF.PPS Control Eng. 3 6 3 4 
8 EAPPS Electronics 3 1 1 1 
9 E~..PPS Mech.Eng. 5 6 4 5 
I was unable to do any stimulated recalls of lectures ~lith one 
student (1 EAPPS) and managed only one with three students (4 EAFPS, 
8 E1<..FPS and 9 EAPPS). 1 EAPPS \-las attending only very few of his 
lectures at the time I. asked him, but I did interview him and he 
completed a repertory grid for me. 4 EF.PPS did not attend the later 
lectures in the course, and 8 EAPPS forgot to rurn up for a session 
and there was no opportunity to arrange an alternative time. I had 
particular problems in contacting 9 E):I.PPS, and bl~ the time I die 
there was no longer sufficient time to fit in two sessions. 
I did two stimulated recalls with the remaining five students and 
all nine completed a repertory grid. 
6.2 Monitoring of the Course 
This was the first year in Khich the applied rhysics and enerqy 
course haa. been included in the first-year EAPPS curriculun. Thus -:.he 
school hac asked the T ~ eac~.ing an~ LearLing Support Prograc (~SF) 
at thE: ur..iversi..ty tc evaluate tl 
.E: coursE.. ':'"r.E TlSP ccnvenor ::C:::T:E:c.:. 
a srr.:all working pc.rt'\', consist:"n r ~ ~ cf ~i~self, the 1ect~rer cf ~te 
cours e, c.. course tutor :::rom EAFPS anc l:.1'se1::: to ca~ry out the 
evalua tion . As r-art of this study students were asked tc completE. ~v:c 
questionnaires, one at the end of each term. The data from these 
ques,tionnaires gave me an ir..dicaticrJ. of hoy, the class as a \·;hc1e 
felt about the course. 
The Aut~n-term questionnaire was basically aimed at eliciting 
i~fonmation which might lead to immediate changes in the course. It 
was developed largely from information I had picked up througr_ talking 
to students and conoentrated on areas the lecturer felt would be 
useful for him at this stage of the course. 
A copy of the c;:uestionnaire together with the mean ratings obtained 
is show-n overleaf. T!'Le physics and energy strands of the cot:rse ",ere 
rated separately. There was an approximate response rate of 68%. 
As the response to Question 1 shows, the students felt the course 
to be bi tty and they suggested in their comments that this vias caused 
by the constant alteration from physics to energy. As a result, the 
lecturer changed the foremat from alternate physics and energy 
lectures to alternate weekly units of either physics or energy. 
FroID the point of view of general attitudes towards the course I 
found the response to Questions 2 and 4 informati vee The QUestion 2 
response indicates that there was a tendency to find the energy side cf 
the course mozeinteresting than the, apparently, fairly boring 
4 response reveals th~ the students die phySics side; the Question 
not altogether see ho~ either side, and in particular the ener~~ 
strand, related to their other courses. These responses seem 
• 
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CHRISThlAS 9.pESTIO~~AmE 
APPLIED PHYSICS and ENERGY QUESTIONNAIRE 
This is a new course, being given for the firsl time. To help improve it both for next year and for next term, it will be ' 
helpful if you 'will rulswer the following questions on your reactions to the course. 
You answer most questions by entering a nUlnber 1,2,3,4,5 or O. 
, 
1 means strong agreement with view (l) 
2 means you are inclined to agree "tith (1) 
3 means you agree with a view midwal between (1) and (5) 
4 means you are inclined to agree wi'th (5) 
,5 means you agree stronglr with view (5) 
• 
o means you have no opinion, or find the question is not applicable, or is unansweroole. 
If your answers are strongly influenced by specific factors, please specify these in the spaces l~rt for commepts, or if] your reply 
to question 1 7. 
What is your major (e. g. 'Computing Science) ? ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Who was your tutor for the course ? 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
'. 
, 
I ' 
I., 
~-' 
TEXT BOUND INTO 
THE SPINE 
• 
c ourse ~s a whole 
, 
1 
• Do you find that each strand of the course 
(1) clevelC'ps coherently (5) seem s bitly ? 
, 
2. Do you find the course material 
(I) interesting (5) boring? 
3. Do you feel that doing thi s course is 
(I) useful to you (5) a waste of your time ? 
Please comment on why? 
4. Do you find that the subject matter (1) coesn't seem to have much 
c;onnecUon with other courses (5) . helps a lot with other courses 
5. Comparing the total effort that you put into this course with that on other 
cour~es, do you spend (1) significantly lnore effort 
~5) significantly less effort? 
, 
6. \\'hat ~o you consider to be the BEST feature of the course: 
• \\-'hat do you consider to be the \VORST feature of the course: 
Lectures 
7. Is note taking (1) difficult (5) easy ? 
8.. Is th~ speed of the lectures (1) too fast (5) too slow ? 
9 .. Do you find the duplicated material handed out in lectures (other than 
problem sheets) (1) valuable (5) unh~lpful 
I 'lly SlC~' L nC' rgy A 
Strand Stra(Hl 
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Problem Sheets 
10. \Vnr ~he general standard of the problem sheets 
. 
(1) too di1ficult (5) too easy ? 
11. How could the problem sheets be improved: 
Tutorials 
12. Did you find the tutorials for the course 
(1) most useful (5) a waste of time? 
pl ~ ~ ~e S ")' why: 
13. Tutvrials C8.H he~p in various ways e.g. 
A. discussing concepts D. giving feedback on progress 
. , 
B. wOlkilig ~hroi.1gh problenl sheets E. discussing wider issues . 
C. helping with individual difficulties F. advisir.g on key areas and 
strategies for study 
, 
Spminars 
14· \Vere the reasvns for doing the seminars 
(1) adeq~ately c:,~plain(:d (5) not sufficiently explained 
] 5. Should. the problems tackled (1) be more closely related to the course 
~5) be left as they are? 
16. \'.fere the seminars (1) useful (5) unhelpful ? 
Please say why: 
_'_"'~ '::"/" ",., hJ 
I c:1.q l.l.g I , 
;1.8 I 3'0 
Tick those which most tiole 
was devoted to : 
35'" A ;.2 D 
48 B 17 E 
:loC 5" F. 
Other (specifY)l' \. 
3·;l I~' 4-
------ ----1 
3-0 ').g' t-'" 
3·:l. J 3· 3 
Ccner:11 comr.1 ents 17. Please make any other ~eneral comments, criticisms, suggestions for improvpment: 
Tick the two Y0:.l lbink most 
shol!ld be devoted to: 
SSA 
l<=> B 
)Co C 
11 D 
2) E 
I~ F 
Other (specify). 
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indicative of a feeling that was further elaborated in respc~~e tc 
Question E, about the worst and best features of the cot:.rse. Thi~ 
showed that the energy part was seeI"'. as interesting but rather as 
general knowledge, and that thE physics part as neither particularly 
interesting nor useful. It was possibly this attitude that led students, 
as they reported in response to Question 5, to put significantly less 
effort into this course than other course5. 
A copy of the spring term questionnaire with the ratings obtained 
is given in the appendices. The results of this c;luestionnaire cannot" 
hO\'7ever, be taken as representative of the class as a whole, for only 
17 stUdents completed it. This low response was dUE to a largely 
effective student boycott of lectures at the time of the last lecture 
when the questionnaire was given out. The lecturer did send copies 
of the questionnaire to the students but few returned them. 
The prevailing feeling, then, among the students, at least at 
the end of the first term, seemed to be one of uncertainty about the 
relevance and the usefulness of the course. These feelings were greater 
with respect to the energy strand because/according to comments, 
Ii ttle attention \,-jas paid to this aspect in the tutorials and they 
felt that the assessment would co~centrate on the physics side, the 
energy side being included for interest only. This last opinion is 
interesting in view of the lecturer's comments (Section 6.0) that 
the energy focus '-las an appetiser to make the physic s more relevant 
and that the reel purpose of the course was to bring the students' 
physics up to scratch. In point of fact, 17 of the 40 January 
questions were set on energy material, although half of these did 
require the apFlication of physics ideas for their solution. 
6.3 Students' Orientation towards the Course 
As in the previous t,.,o caee studies I got c.n ir.i tial indicatior! 
of individual differences among the nine students by carrying cut a 
prelin:.inary analysis of comments made during the stimulated recE.ll 
sessions. I was able, on the whole, to fit the students' corr~ents ~r.to 
the sarre six broad areas of concern: 
(1) Background experience 
(2) Assessment 
(3) Personal Relationship (and perceptions) 
(4) Presentation 
(5) Work and Study habits 
(6) Relevance and Interest 
Using this initial analysis as a framework I&veloped the following 
descriptions of the students' orientations towards the course. 
Students 2 and 9 EAPPS were predominantly assessment-orientated 
and so designated the course as a low priority. This, of course, is 
in accord with the general feelings of uncertainty about the relevance 
or usefulness of the course. 
2 E~~PS explained that he spent less time on the course because 
"the consensus of opinion going around at the moment is they, a lot 
of people, think it is a corr:plete and utter waste of time." 
Similarly ? E~...PPS remarked: "Mind. you, last term we \-Jere told 
not to take much notice of the course, it didn't matter if we failed; 
if we failed or not; if you passed or not." Both students had OND 
Physics ana so to some extent were the very students the course \tlas 
aimed at. 
7 E~~PS did not question the point of doing the course but hac 
an inherent dislike of the subject, a hang-over fron: school. Possibly 
as a result of this attitude she also seemed to have an assessment 
orier~tation to\"·;ards the course. She "Tas, however, al:le to util:"se her 
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exi s tirL£ knovlledge expl ainins tha: i.r: the lectures she tr ieC: tc think 
what the lecturer was going to say next. Sr.l.e alsc· odr.:i t.ted tl:&t she 
was finding the subject more interesting at university than at. school, 
comreenting on beth the lecturer r s vlay ef explaining things ant the filII'.s 
and illustrations used. 7 EAPPS r,,;as in one cf the lecturer's tt:torial 
groups. 
3 EAPFS again seemed somev:hat divided in his attituc.e towards the 
course. He identified very much with the energy and application 
aspect of the course but commented tt.at some of the physics was just 
as bering this time cs the first time (at school). He die find it 
helpful doing the physics strand in farallel with the energy but, as 
he explained, his priority was to get the lectures down on paper 
right rather than absorb them. 
5 EP.PPS commented, in the same vein as 2 and 9 EAPPS, that "some 
people in the group think tr.is course is a waste of time". She 
qualified this, however, by saying: If I don't think ar ... y ccurse you do 
at university is a w'aste of time. fI She went on to explain that in 
the lectures ~he liked to understand what was being done and tried tc 
relate it to ~lhat had already been done. She was not, however I 
unn:indful of assessment demands. She also commented on the importance 
of a lecturer being able to come do~m to the students r level, something 
which she felt this lecturer was able to do. Like 7 E~2PS she was in 
one of the lecturer's tutorial groups. 
The remaining four students were, like 5 EF2PS, able to see the 
content from their own framework and reality. 4 EAPPS found the 
course interesting but could net altogether see how it fitted in with 
his other courses. Nonetheless, he liked the relation of the course 
material to real life and thought it was geod stuff to know. Like 
many of the students, he found he had done a lot of tte physics before. 
Thus, he did not go to the l.ater 2-ectures becat:.se hE felt he kr,ev: 
the physics alreaCy: :. t Vic.S very eas}- and., consequently , ratter 
boring. 4 EAPPS seemed to be desc:::-ibing a situaticL where the 
material v..'c.sperceived as sc familiar that.it. was simply not necessc.ry 
to fit it into his o\o;n f:::-ameviork of thinkir"s because it \-las clready 
a well-established I? art. 
There was no e\-idence to suggest that he stopped attendiz:g 
lectures because he perceived the courSE: to be of lO'Y.T priority. 
6 EAPPS ana 8 EAPPS were fairly s~ilar in their orientation 
towards the course. Both felt to varying degrees that: 
1) They had done most of the physics before, although not 
necessarily tc the same depth; 
2) They tried to relate the theoretical content (in particular) 
to previous existing knowledge; 
3) They enjoyed the energy everyc.ay appreciation aspect of 
the course. 
Neither, however, was unmindful in their orientation of assessment 
demands. 
1 ~~PS, despite his non-attendance of both the physics and 
energy lectures, had a high opinion of the relevance of the course, 
particularly the energy strand. He said: 
"I think, yeh I think it's the relevance of energy, I mean if 
one's social minded then one should be interested in that kind 
of thing." 
Like the other students, he found he had done most of the physics 
before and did not find it very difficult. His main reasons, however, 
for not attending the lectures were complex and related tc a growing 
disillusionment vIi th the school. He vlanted to change to theoretical 
physics and, later,. did. 1~t the time of the interview, he was attendir:g 
tutorials but no lectures. 
2.37 
Taking the nine st.udents as Co. whcle, there v·ould al?pear tc bE: 
fC'I2r major factors at wor}: ir.fluencing their orientatior. tov.;arcs thE: 
course: 
1) Perceived low prioritl · cf the course 
2) Previous coverage anc familiarity with the materi&l 
3) Perceived releva.nce of the physics, either doing it again or 
dcing it at al: 
4) Perceivec relevance of the energy strand. 
The first of these factors is one that is most likely tc be 
associated \-!i th an essentially extrinsic experience of the relevance 
of the lecture content. 
The second, on the other hand, at least has the potential of 
being associated with an intrinsic experience of the relevance of the 
lecture content. 7 EAPPS, whose previous experience of the subject 
was of a rather negative nature, is an example where previous experience 
is mo~likely to be associated with extrinsic experience. 
Whether or not the third and fourth factors would be expected to 
be associated with essentially intrinsic or extrinsic experience of 
relevance is, arguably, likely to depend on whether the perceived 
relevance was positive or negative. A positive perception of the 
relevance of the energy strand may, perhaps , also be associated \-;ith 
a vicarious experience of the releva.nce of the physics - through 
affording illustrations of its energy application. 
In the following sections I shall examine the extent to which the 
eight levels of experience of relevance exist amongst these students 
and effectively discriminate between their individual experiences of 
the relevance of the lecture content. In particular, I shall exa.n:ine 
whether they discriminate between students like ~ EAPPS, who designated 
the course as low priority but was not totalY. unfamiliar with the 
Inaterial, and a student like 5 E.APPS who seemed able to relate the 
content in a meaningful way to material already familicr to her. 
6.1: Levels of Experienc~ of P.elevance. 
In order to detern.ine \o,hether students eXf'E:rienced the :!::elevaT_ce 
of the lectures extrinsically, vicariously or intrinsicc.lly I again 
extracted all students' statements that gave the slightest ~rccication 
of their experiences. 
The ne~t step l,-;as to decide in which of the eight categories 
to place the s ta temen ts • To recall, the eight categories were: 
1) Extrinsic; other person's perspective, general 
2) Extrinsic; other person's ferspective, general 
3) Extrinsic; students' own perspective, general 
4) Extrinsic; students' ovm perspective, specific 
5) Vicarious; perceived 
6) Vicarious; illustrative 
7) Intrinsic; general 
8) Intrinsic; specific 
As in the previous cases there were two sets of statements: those 
fran fully transcribed sessions and those taken directly from ta.pes. 
The categorisation of each set was done in the first instance 
by myself, carrying out, as before, tvlO atten:pts at categorisation. 
1~9 
Then another judge checked a 20% sample, included in which were/as 
before, all the statements over which I differed in my two categorisations. 
Further statements in the sample were chosen at random. 
There was a total of 131 statements from the fully transcribed 
sessions and 63 from the taped. 
6.4.1. The transcribed statements 
The type and number of differences between rry first ana second 
attempts at categorising the statements are outlined belo\-l. I had doubts 
about 12 of the 131 transcribed statements. This included 4 statements 
which I had categorised 
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the same or. both occassicr.s but remaineci slightly c.otibtful abot:t. 
ThreE:. of these four statements, it seemec.. to me, were in-cr:'r.sic 
general, &nc one vicarious illustrative. 
The remaining eight differences were: 
Intrinsic; general v Intrinsic; specific 
Intrinsic; specific v Vicarious; illustrative 
Intrinsic; general v Vicarious; illustrative 
Intrinsic; general v Extrinsic; general oym P. 
Vicarious; illustrative v Extrinsic; general own P. 
3 disagreemellts 
1 ciisagreement 
1 disagreement 
1 disagreement 
2 disagreements 
It is noticeable that eight cf these twelve problem. statements 
were in some way associated with the intrinsic general category This 
category continued to be a problem when I compared my categorisation 
with the other judge's categorisation of the 20% sample. There were 
27 statements in the sample and we disagreed on the categorisation of 
10 (37%), deciding that the content of two statements did not reflect 
experience of relevance. Six of the 10 disagreements involved the 
intrinsic general category. 
The disagreements were as follows: 
General v Specific disagreements: 3 
Intrinsic; general v Intrinsic; specific 
Extrinsic; general own P. v Extrinsic; specific o~n P. 
Intrinsic v Vicarious disagreements: 2 
Intrinsic; specific v vicarious; illustrative 
Intrinsic; general v vicarious; illustrative 
Intrinsic v Extrinsic disagreements: 4 
Intrinsic; general v extrinsic; general own P. 
Intrinsic; specific v extrinsic; general own P. 
Also: 
Extrinsic; general other person's P. v extrinsic; general 
own P. 
2 disagreements 
1 disagreement 
1 disagreement 
1 disagreement 
3 disagreements 
1 disagreemen"t. 
1 di sc3.c;reemer. t 
I recheckec my own categcrisCl tion c:..rlc t.he disagreE:me:-t~ \,:erE: 
reduced to l2\. and. when the other judge rechecked r..is, thE: figure 
was reduced tc 4t. 
Mi7 difficulties \-!ith the intrinsic general category seemec. tc be 
associated with the students' existing knowledge of physics, ~s this 
sometimes rna-de i t difficult to deterrr.ine whether the students ",ere 
experiencing the relevance of the content intriniscally or extrinsically. 
'l'he follov-ling statement illustrate s my problem: 
"I was just sort of following \-!hat hE: \,ias saying, I think I 
already had at least arl idea of what it was so, I UD".ID, I 
don't think there \-las anything special, except what I s next 
.••..• I did write notes, just to make sure, and be sure that 
I haven I t lost the notes I thought I kne",', and to make sure 
I do really know, so I took notes." 
I first of all reasoned that the student had recognised the 
material, and therefore, rrust be experiencing the relevance of it 
intrinsically. But I then realised he did not seem to recognise 
it in a way that had meaning and reality to himself. The recognition 
remained extrinsic to the student and I therefore, the stctement \~as 
bett.er placed in the extrinsic general O"lD perspective categcry. 
On the other hand, the following statement seemed tc indicate 
that in this case the material did have a general intrinsic meaning 
and reality to the student: 
"l-1aths I think I need to go to and hi s (the ar:.plied phys'::"cs 
and energy lecturer's) I think are interesting, it's that way. 
I've found that I've done quite a bit of that before, though 
not in such aetail. Thouoh I couldn't remerriller al: of it 
oJ 
\'li thou t being remindea. and reading it up again because \-Je 
covered it first time c.round pretty sketc~il~l." 
Ea.ving bee!'. clertec.:. tc th:'s problem aLa 2,fprE::ciating hcv. the 
&CCVc statements d~d differ I decide( to have ar.cttEr ~ook ~t ::he 
statemE'."t!= that- I 1.., ad t . ~ . t' , ~. - - 1. ca egor~sea as ~n r1ns1C generc~. 
There:. we re 14 mc:re such s t,n:.ecE;nts and I r:.c'w bad coutts a tot.: t. 
fO'ur c:: them. I, therefore, asked the other judge to c2tegorisE: 
these. Ee fcur:d all four statements rather difficult. to categorise 
but decided ultimately to make all four extrinsic specific, OWL 
perspective. I also now felt this was the most appropriate category 
for these statements. The follO'wing is a good illustrative example: 
"J1:..st because the impedance of one wire going to another one is 
the same, to say there' 5 no reflection, I fine. that, \-lell it 
takes a bit of thinking abO'ut rea:ly. I mean I didn't have 
time to' think abcut it in tl .. e lectu.re and I haven't tr_cught 
abO'ut it since then because I haven I t done ar.y questions or. 
it. II 
6.4.2.The taped steteruents 
Tt~e difficulties I had in categorising tr.e transcribed st.ater:.er,'t.s 
di.d not seem to occur v:hen analysing the 63 statements from tapes. 
There were only four differences between my first anQ second 
attempts at categorising. There was also, once again, a further 
statement vlhich I categO'rised similarly but felt uneasy abcut. I 
believed the statement \tlas intrinsic specific. '1. ft.'.rther seven 
statemer.ts, chosen at random, made up the 20% sarrple. 
The four statements where I differed were as follo\t~s: 
Intrinsic v Vicarious: 3 
Intrinsic; specific \~ 'Vicarious; illustrative 
Intrinsic; specific v vicarious, perceived 
Intrinsic; general v vicarious; illustrative 
Vi cariO'us v Extrinsic: ! disagreement 
1 disag-reement 
1 c.isagreemerlt 
1 disaqreet:er:t 
\7 ';car';cus· perce; ved \i extr';", Sl' c· q,ener ",_1 oth~r per~cn' s P. 1 disar-reer::e:::. oL oL I - oL.., _ ~ ,,- ~ 
~:re judge disagreec v7i":t four (33~) cf 
0: the stctenen~s in the 20% s~Fle. 
The fo'.:r d~ fferer1ce s were c~. ~ fo 11 
- . o\';'s: 
In trir.~ ic i speci:::ic .,., Ex trir~sic; genera~ OWl: P. i cisClgreerrer.t " 
Extrinsic i general other person's P. v \~icarious ; 
illustrative 1 disagreement 
Extrinsi Ci general otr ... er person's P. v Extrinsic; general 1 disagreement o\'m P. 
Extrinsic; genera2- owrl F. v Extrinsic; speci::ic other 
person's P. 1 disagreement 
Three of tbese four disagreements ,,;'ere from tr.e seven stc:..tements 
chosen at randor:::.. I 2.sked the judge to reconsider his cc.tegorisation 
of them and, on reflection, he re-cc.tegorised all three ir: the same 
",ray I had oric;inall~' done. We also agreed, after discussioL, upon 
the categcrisation of the fourth statement. 
6.5 Results of the p~alysis 
Table 6.2 summarises the results of the analysis of the EAPP 
students' statements. As before, I have calculated the r:roportion 
of each student's total stateI!lents occurring in each category. The 
table also shows the date of the lecture, v1hether it \-las prir.1arily 
2. physics or energy lecture and ",rhether or not it ",Tas fully transcribed. 
Table 6.3 groups together all statements occurring in each of 
the three levels of experience of relevance. 
Exan.ination of Tal:::le 6.3 shows tba t the two students who had a. 
low priority perception of the course (2 El.PPS and 9 EJ'...PPS) were two 
of 'the studer:ts scoring highest extrinsic score s - along v,'i th 7 EF-..PPS 
the student whc professed an inherent dislike of physics. 
2 E~.PPS, nonetheless, had a relatively high intrinsic score, ",rhich 
possibly reflects his eXisting, the-ugh se2..f-cor.fessedly weak, kncwledge 
of physics. 
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Table 6.3. 
Percentage c£ S~ude~ts Stateren~~ at Eact Leve: 
Studen,:l I I Tn';'" --ir. c.i c I I I:ate of I.xtrir:sic ~.ric2.;-ic'l,;..s ~ctal l'h.:.cbel:" I I ~ '-- -- , I Lecture Level Leve 2- Level f 0:= ~tc.ter::e.r.ts I . 
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I 
I 
16/2 30.0 70.0 10 I P - I I 2EAPPS I *8/3 E 40.0 - 60.0 5 
I 16/2 P 30.3 8.7 61.0 23 I 
3EAPFS 
*8/3 E 25.0 8.3 66.7 12 ! 
-
! 4EAPPS 9/3 P 23.5 5.9 1 70.6 Ii 
-I , 
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Average soore 24.8 10.7 64.5 
1>_verage Score of 
Earlier lecture 25.0 10.8 
64.2 
Average Scores of 24.6 10.6 64.7 I Later Lectures 
1 
Average Scores for 25.0 10.9 64.2 I ' Physics' lectures 
I Average Scores for 59. 7 28.1 12.1 
I 'Energy' Lectures 
P = Physics Lectures 
E = Energy Lectures 
* = Not fully transcribed sessions. 
7 EAPPS' s scores vlerE: more evenly bE..lar.ced across the tr.~ee :e~.'E: 1=. 
This coul d reflect c: gradual change from an e}~trip-sic to LC~E- in'trir:s:': 
experience. 'l'he transi tier. may have been :-acilitated ty the or:;::o:::--:.ur.:'::y 
and abili ty to experience vicariously. This line ci reasoning v:ould 
tie in with 7 EAPPS references to the USE: of films and i:l~st~ations 
and her appreciation of the opportunity to see the application side ef 
the physics. 
3 EAPPS also had a comparatively high extrinsic score, which 
possibly reflected his rather split attitudes to the course and, 
particularly, the physics strand: notably, he had his lowest extrinsic 
and highest intrinsic: score for the recall of an energy lecture. One 
might have expected his interest in energy to lead ~o a higher vicarious 
score for the physics lecture than is the caee. 
Students 4 EAPPS, 5 E~~PS, 6 EAPPS and 8 EAPPS all had predominantly 
high intrinsic scores, with some extrinsic and some vicarious experience 
of relevance. The ~ain exception was 6 EP~PS on 2/3 lecture, where he 
had an above averC',ge vicarious score. vii th this one exception, these 
students scores confirmed intrinsic experience of relevance, together 
with an on-going awareness of assessment demands, that were suggested in 
the description of their orientation towards the course (Section 6.3) 
1 EAPPS's perceived relevance of the course, particularly the 
energy strand, was reflected in his high intrinsic score. 
Thus the pattern of scores did differ between students and 
discriminated students like 2 EAPPS, who designated the course as low 
priority, from stude~ts suc~ as 5 EAPPS, who did not. 
• /I E I 
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6. 6 Discussion of Results 
The single most striking feature ir. the EAPPS rsst.:l t~ is ti,E hic:r. 
degree of intrinsic experience of relevance. 
scere (64.5%) is higher than for both the rnicrctic:'ogy students (55~) 
and the research methoo, buman science students (58.3%). This i~ 
i,nspi te a:: the apfarent feeling c f uncertainty about the use:ulr~ess 
and relevance of the course - or, arguatly, because of it since the 
low priority status felt by some students may have facilitated intrinsic 
experience by virtue of a reduction of concern for external c.eLands. 
Moreover, the energy straI"'.d, for which there was greater perceived 
relevance than the physics strand, stimulated fewer intrinsic scores 
(albeit only slightly) . 
There was scarcely any difference in the average intrinsic 
scores for the later as opposed to earlier lectures. \'fuat is Ir.ore, 
the apparently more extrinsically inclined students - 2 EAPPS and 
7 EAPPS - both had higher intrinsic scores for the physics than for 
the (less familiar) energy lectures. 
All a f the above cculd, arguably, be partly as a result of the 
students' existing background knowledge and experience of physics: 
their familiarity with the subject allowing the majority of 'them to 
experience it intrinSically. That they did so to an even greater 
extent than the microbiology or human science students could be due 
to the different nature of their background knowledge. The EAPPS 
students were doing a course which, for the most part, went over their 
existing knowledge or did so at greater depth; the n:.ic:robiology students 
and human science students, on the other han6, had a knowledge of or 
familiarity with the subject which was more background to their course. 
An element of =-lll.:'.strc..tive vicario'L4S experieLCE: cf 
as c cor..sequence of the appreciaticr: of the relevar~cE: of the er.ersy 
strar.d, malT alsc have contributed to the EAPf'S intr:"nsic scores. 
1-.. 1 though the vicarious scores were generally loY~ (sE:e ~al:'le E.. 2) thE: 
vicarious illustrative did tend, for at least seme students, tc' be 
higher for the physics than for the enerc;y lectures. 
With the exception of 5 EAPPS and 7 EAPPS, who were both in 
the lecturer's tutorial groups, there was notably litt~e vicarious 
perceived experience of relevan~ i.e. where a lecturer's perceived 
enthusiasm or interest is apparently transferred to the students. 
Most students, like the research method home economics students, die 
not have the lecturer as their tutor and, like the home econcmics 
students, recorded low vicarious perceived scores. 
Table 6.2 also shows that extrinsic experience of relevance 
tended to be general rather than specific. This is similar to the 
intrinsic microbiology students, and again seems appropriate to an 
unseen assessment system. 
That quite a lot of this general extrinsic experience was from 
'the other person's perspective' may reflect the fact that, as first-
years, the students had slightly less certainty than, say, the micro-
biology students about their approach. 
In summary, then,I think the results show that the categories did 
discriminate between the students in a meaningful way. Although, 
there w"as apparently much intrinsic experience of relevance, it '\'las 
still possible to distingt:.ish which students tended tc be relatively 
more extrinsic. The results also showed the greater tendency towards 
vicarious and, particuhrly, vicarious perceived experience among the 
two students who had additional contact with the lecturer. 
It is again interestina tc ;.; ccmpare the studE:r.ts !:ir.cl sraces for 
the course vii tr. their amount ~ 
- c extri~~ic experie~cE. E . ~' x c.Il::.n2. ~lcr, 
of Table 6.4 shows a very closE, inverse relaticnshir betweer. l:' e)~ -::r::"~s ic 
sccres and final grace. There is onE possible exceptior. in 5 EAPPS, 
whose overall c;racie would have, in fact, been much higher had she 
not d one so poorl" ';n tile fl.' rst ... 1 ~ ~ uanuary mu ~i-choice exarrinatic~ 
obtaining a grade 6. 
Table 6.4. 
Students' extrinsic scores and f;~~l . ______ ~.<..o. 9r2.QeS 
Student Average Extrinsic Final Grade 
Score 
9 EAPPS 44.4 5 
7 EAPPS 36.5 4 
2 EAPPS 35.0 5 
3 EJ...PPS 27.7 3/4 
4 EAPPS 23.5 2 
8 E~.PPS 23.1 1 
6 EAPPS 17.5 1 
5 E~.PPS 11.3 -' 
1 E~.PPS 0 1 
The most significant result that seems to have come out of this 
case study is the importance and influence of (at least perceived) 
background kno~ledge of and familiarity with the material. The students 
perceptions of their knowledge and familiarity went, as I have already 
said, beyond what one could describe as background, a~d, as such, it 
may not be typical (or even ideal) of students on most courses. It 
did ,never·theless , seem to be closely associated v;-ith the hig-h degree 
c= ip-::.r::"r.sic experience, emphasi. sir:c; ac;ain tbe necess i. ty anc.. ir::!=cy-:.a:-.ce 
c f havins some kind c f reccgr.izab~e, €xi :::ting, ircr.e',.-c::-k intc wr.icr. 
t.r..e rr:aterial cc..r. te meaningfull~l fi ttee::. before intr':"r.sic eXf-e~':"er:ce 
can occur. 
In cOIT.parison, the teaching ar.d learning cor.text did net seer.: 
such a powerful influence on these students. However, the prevai.::'ir.g 
view that the course was not very iEportant assessment~:ise (and was 
net found tc be that difficult anY\;iay) may have contributec to the 
stuc.ents feeling freer, or more able, tOo experience the relevance 
intrinsically. The common view that the energy was both interesting 
and of general relevance may alsc have contributed to the high degree 
0= intrinsic experience. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
SU~·1~1ARY OF THE THREE CASE STUDI ES RESULTS 
CEI.P':'ER 7: SlW~.ARY OF 'TEE 3 CF.SE S'R"DIES' RESCLTS 
7.0 Introduction 
In this chapter I shall pull togethe~ the fir~cings f~oc the 
three case studies abou t hov,T students experience the relevance of 
the content of lectures and about some of the possible i~fluences UpOL 
their experience. One of the influences to which I shall refer is the 
lecturer, but I shall examine more closely in the following chapter 
students' perceptions of the lecturer and how this relates to their 
experience. 
I intend first to discuss the three levels of experience of 
relevance and the 8-category system which, I believe, allowed me to 
discriminate in a meaningful way between different students' experience 
of the relevance of the content. I will then look at some of the 
possible influences upon students' experience of relevance 
that have emerged. In this respect I will look, in particular, at: 
1) The influence of the teaching and learning context, with 
particular reference to: 
a) students' perceptions and perspectives; 
b) teacher characteristics ana teaching style and perceptions 
of these 
2) The influence of students' perceived background knowledge of 
and familiarity with the subject. 
7.1 Levels of Students' Experience of Relevance 
I found that studen ts' experience e,f lecture relevance ~..,as net 
a straight-forward matter of either experiencing something as relevar-t 
or not. I found that they generally experienced something as relevar-t 
but this varied qualitatively. It seemed to ~e that there were 
- ,- r, 
, .... , 
___ L. 
a 
rrir.':arily tbree levels at v;hich c. stuc.er.t could Experience rele,,,c.nce: 
These were: extrinsic 
vicarious 
intrL-;.sic 
An experiencE c,f relevance was extrinsic wher. students seemed 
to regard the content only frorr. the point of viev; of achi.evi~g some 
external demand upon them, generally that of assessment. 
A vicarious experiencE cf relevance Has where either the 
lecturer's perceived interest or enthusiasm for something was transferred 
te· the student or, in discussing a particular point, the lecturer 
provided an illustration, ex~ple etc., which the student seemed to 
recognise and identify with. 
An intrinsic experiencE,on the other hand, was where the student 
",Tas apparently able to see, for hix:lself, the meaning the content had 
for his own understanding and thinking. 
Thus, each level of experience of relevance was qualitatively 
quite different. Within each level, there again appeared to be 
different ways of experiencing relevance, and I developed eight 
categories to help me identify how each student was experiencing 
relevance. The eight categories thereby formed 2 codins system for 
students' statements. 
'I'he extrinsic level of experience could be split into four 
categories: 
(1) Extrinsic; other person's perspective, general 
(2 ) Extrinsic; other persons perspectice, specific 
(3 ) Extrinsic; students' OV1r ... perspective, general 
(4 ) Extrinsic; students' own perspective, specific 
E'tatements in cc..tegories cne c..r.c tvlO irlcicEtted th;:...- ~'\... 1 ~ __ .... w!e _EC' .... Lre 
ccntent vIas r.ej r.g regc.rded from the poir:t of view 0: 
(a) fulfilling some external demanoi and 
(b) how the student thought the other person (e.g. the lecturer) 
vlould expect or want the demand(s) achieved. 
In the general case, the student simply recognised the cater=-~<l!~ 
rotential usefulness to, for example, assessment requirements but did 
not relate it to any specific requirement or demand. In the specific 
case, the student actively considered ho~, where or for which particular 
external need the material might assist him . Categories 
3 and 4 are similar to 1 and 2 except the student no longer considers 
hO\-l the other person would expect or vlan t the external demand fulfilled. 
Instead, the student regards the content from the perspective of how 
he (or she) sees himself fulfilling the demand and the materials 
potential to assist him. The difference between the general and the 
specific case is equivalent to that for categories 1 and 2. 
The next tvl0 categories of the system vlere descriptivE cf students' 
statements that seemed to reflect a vicarious experience cf relevance. 
They were: 
(5) Vicarious; perceived 
(6) Vicarious; illustrative 
Statements in category 5 \-Fere those that referred to perceived 
lecturer's interest and/or enthusiasm for the content which was 
apparently transferred to the student. Category 6 statements reflected 
the student experiencing vicarious relevance, tr~ough identifying 
~ith,or finding interesting,examples, illustrations or descriptions 
of experience used by the lecturer. This was irrespective of whether 
or not the student could relate to the point being put across or 
illustrated. 
Tr.e last two c2tegories vlere descriptive cf st.udents' stat€.rr:E;:-~::'S 
reflecting an intrinsic experience of relevar.ce. They Were: 
(7) Intrinsic; general 
(8) Ir.trinsici specific. 
In the general case, the student appeared to recognise that the 
material had some sort of meaLing and reality for his way of thinking, 
but he did not activel:l- tpink through the exact implications. In the 
specific case, hOvJever, the student seerr;ed to be actively relating 
the content to his o~n understanding and framework of thinking, 
working through the implications. 
7.2 The Meaningfulness of the 8 Categories. 
I developed the 8-category coding system to help me identif1T ho\<-' 
different students experienced the releVance of the lecture content. 
For the system to be able to do this it had to discrimin2te in a 
meaningful 'tfay between students' experiences. That the system achievec. 
this is supported by the following :fbur points: 
(1) The pattern of experience of relevance that emerged through 
applying the category system to each student's statements \'las in fairly 
close agreement with the descriptior. of each student's general orientation 
towards the course and lectures. For example, those students such as 
1 H.Sci, 1 and 3 ESS, 1 ME and 2 and 9 E~.PPS (plus all the home econorr.ics 
students) who were described as having an assessment orientation towards 
their courses all had more statements in the extrinsic categories thar. 
students such as 3, 4 and 5 H.Sci, 4, 6 and 7 NB and 6 and 8 ~..PPS, all 
of whelP- seemed less preoccupied with assessment. Similarly, students 
\<-Tho particularly referred to the lecturer's interest and enthusiasIr, 
-
such c..S 2 H. Sci, 3 and .:, He Ecor. ane. 7 EAPPS, tl'.::ncEd :-c have I:'".:::re 
man thE average number of staterr.e:-.ts ; on trc"'- \1'_; carl.' ouc_ c: 
---... ~ ca-;:egc.~iE:s ar:c 
6. 
(2) Statements that reflected ex~rir.sic experience c~ re'o ~ ..:.~vance, 
particularly fron: predominantly intrinsic students, generally reflected 
the extrinsic categories that seemeci the I:}cst c.ppropriate for the assessment 
system in opeY'ation or. the course. The.. tis, ~1here the assessr:.ent \-;as 
an unseen, ene-of-course examination, extrinsic statements quite often 
tended to be of the general kind. (See, for example, 4., 6 and 7 l':B and 
6 c..nd 8 EAPPS). On the other hand, where the assessment was continuous 
and seen the extrinsic statements were much more likely to be of the 
specific kind (see, for example, 3,4 and 5 H.Sci). This s~culd be 
expected: in the case of end-of-course e}:arr.inations, where the content 
is unknown, it \'7ould be more difficult for a student to be mindful of 
how he intends to answer specific questions; but, in the case of 
continuous assessment exercises, as the research method students 
carried cut, the student is quite likely to be mindful of specific 
questions and the material he needs to answer them. 
(3) In those sitttations where one might for various reasons have 
anticipated higher levels of intrinsic experience of relevance, there 
generally were. For example, research methods is, fairly obviously, 
a relevant and important subject for human science students: so, 
one might expect them to experience its relevance intIinsically. 
Three of the five human science students studied in depth were, in 
fact, predominantly intrinsic in their experience; and the whole group 
of five had a relatively high average level of intrins':"c :experience. 
Similarly, it is possibly net surprisir.s if students dc:.ns Co. 
final-year c;tion tend to experience the relev~Lce of the content 
intrinsically. This was the caSE: with tbe micrcbicloSY stucents. 
Ever" vd th the EJ...PPS students tone migrct have anticipated there be-inc; 
some intrinsic experience of relevance by virtue cf 
the energy strand inclua.ed for the very reason of tryinq to make the 
physics seerr more relevaLt. 
(4) Students \vho had closer contact with the lecturer seemed to have 
a greater tendency towards vicarious experience. {See, for examFle, 
5 and 7 EAPPS as opposed to the other E~~PS students}. One might 
assume that for vicarious experience of relevance to occur to any 
extent a student needs to have a positive perceFtion of the lecturer. 
Also, it seems reasonable that the more a student I knows' a lecturer 
the more positive his perception might become (See Chapter B). That 
students who knew the lecturer best tended to record greater amounts 
of vicarious experience seems to offer support to the meaningfulness 
of Categories 5 and 6. 
It is also appropriate to mention here that the eight categories 
were able to differentiate between those microbiology students who 
apparently experienced the relevar.ce of the content intrinsically, in 
association with practical everyday experience, and those who did so 
in association with both practical everyday experience and academic 
experience (understanding, knowledge and interest). The former students 
recorded higher vicarious scores than the latter. 
7.3 Students! Experience of Relevance and Learning OUtcomes 
My focus in the three case studies was upon an examination of 
the process of learning and, in particular, the experience cf relevance. 
-
It was nc t concerned with learr.ing outcomes. Tht::.s,! die not check 
the stuc.ents' recall of lecture content for accuracy and c.ic nc .... 
- -
attempt to test what tbey haC. learnt. I did, however, rr.ake use of 
the ~inal grades each student received for eact cf the cc~rse. I 
assumed these grades would give some indication cf each st~de~~s' 
learning; and while I do not suggest that the lectures viere resror.sible 
for any examination success, or failure, it is interesting to note 
that students who were predorr.inantly intrinsic in their experience 0= 
relevance were generally the ones who obtained the higher grades. (See 
Tables 5.5 and 6.4). The main exceptions to this were the research 
method home economics students. As ~ble 7.1 shows, the most extrinsic 
student in the group (1 Ho. Econ) was fourth for the course while the 
least extrinsic student (3 Ho. Ecen) was only 13th. It wiil be 
recalled, however, that all the home economics students tended to be 
extrinsic in their experience of relevance and, as I will discuss 
again below, the most successful students in this group were possibly 
the ones who had best developed work styles effective with extrinsic 
experience. 
7.4 Influences Upon Students' Experience of Relevance 
I identified several important influences on the students' 
experience of relevance. In no circumstance, however, do I suggest 
that anyone factor by itself led students to experience relevance 
in a particular way. 
7.4.1. The Teaching and Learning Context 
In Chapter 3 I emphasised the importance of looking at students' 
experience witrin the teaching and learning context of which it 
occurs. In the introduction to the first case study (Chapter 4, 
Table 7.1. 
The research method students :istec., in their gro~fs, accordins tc 
experience cf relevance scores. The first listed student in eac~ 
group is the most extriDsic student. ~he seccnd column shows the 
students' final pesi tion fer tb.e course. 
Student Final Position 
f 
',-
I 1 H' · Sci. 13th out of 13 
2 H 
· 
Sci. 9th ot:t cf 13 
3 H' 
· 
Sci. Equal 3rd 
4 H 
· 
Sci. Equal 3rd 
5 B 
· 
Sci. Equal 3rd 
3 Econ. 16th out of 22 
1 Econ. 7th 
4 Econ. 11th 
2 Econ. 6th 
1 Ho. Econ. 4th out of 27 
4 Ho. Econ. 18th 
2 Ho. Econ. 1st 
5 Ho. Econ. 5th 
3 Ho. Econ. 13th. 
'::c 
- - -' 
Section ~.O), using Parlett and Hami:"tor_'s no~_-;cr" c~ h 1 
- - t e learr.ir.g 
milieu', I Q~ 'b d ~ escr~ e uOW every ccnt€.xt haa its "owr. ur..ique Ia-:t:err: 
+ ' 
c ... c~rcumstaLces, pressures, custOI!lS, o,t:.inions and work s~yles ". " .... 
... .... _ \-T.le J.. 
suffuse the teaching and learning that occur there" (Parlett ana. 
Eamilton or-.cit.) and r.Q\\- this depended, arrcngst ether tr..ings, or: 
'individual teacher's characteristics' anc. 'studen":.s pers,t:.ectives 
arc preoccupations'. First, I would like to consider this ~ast 
~er_ticned aspect of the teaching and learning context of the three 
courseS then, I shall look at those aspects associated with teachers' 
characteristics. 
a) Studer.ts' pe:L ,)e.c. b"v . .,: and pre.oc.cupo.t~ The strongest evidence 
for the influence of this aspect of context on students' experience 
of relevance carne fram the research methods course. On this course, 
I suggested that the teacr~ng and learning context was different for 
each of the three groups of students taking the course. Certainly, 
the prevalent ideas about the course varied between each of the three 
groups; the human science students apparently accepted quite readily 
the course's relevance and value, the economics social science and 
statistic students were less inclined to cio so and the home econcmics 
students were openly doubtful about the relevance of nuchof it. 
It was the norm rather than the exception fer home economics 
students to take courses outside their own department and to have to 
cope wi tili doing subj ects that they had little familiarity v.'ith and 
could not always see the relevance of. In such circumstances it 
might well be that these students frequently experienced the 
relevance of the~r co~rses extrinsically and, consequently, the ~ost 
'successful' students might be the ones who best developed work 
styles that were effective with extrinsic experience of relevar..ce. 
-
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':'he resu~ ts v,ould appear tc c::upport th" h ~ 1.S r.1"1-'ct esis. ':'r_a:: so:::~ c: 
the students, notably 3 Ec. Econ, came v .. i th time tc eXF-e:::::'er~ce 
releva~ce mcr~ intrinsically would ~ ~ t r:o,- uave cc great an effect CL 
grades because assessment was on a cont~ b' ! .. nuous as~s . Tr.e one 
studer.t, 5 He. Econ, who c..id ini tiall17 experience relevance ir:.trir;sical="y, 
albei t decreasingly so over time, Y.~as among the higher gradsc stt:.der.ts. 
The aFF lied physics ana ener~i course is quite interesting v;i tt 
respect to the ir.fluence of students' perceFtions c..r.d perspectives. 
There was, on the one hand, the feeling of uncertaint~i abOLt -:'he 
usefulness and specific relevance of the ccursei and, cr. the other 
~and, therewere both the high acceptance of the general relevc..nce 
and interest of the energy strand and also the belief that the course 
was not so important from an extrinsic, assessment{ perspective. 
These last two factors may have counter-balanced any negative 
effects of the first. Alternatively, there may r~ve been other 
factors, outside the teaching and learning context, which were 
strong enough te overcorre any negative affects of uncertainty and 
so help to maintain the amount of intrinsic experience which, it 
will be recalled, was high on this course. 
The c.ata from the applied physics and energy course gave less 
support for the idea of the influence of students' perceptions and 
perspectives than that from the research methods course. Sireilarly, 
the microbiology course, w~~le in no way negating such influence, 
offered little extra evidence or illumination. 
b) Lecturer characteristics and teaching style: 
One of the most significant findings to emerge fro~ the rricro-
biology case study was support for the belief, originally expressed in 
Chapter 4, that good vicarious experience car. lead to i~trir.s~c 
experience, and that tbe lecturer is thuE a1::.1e to f2cilitate int!"in£:ic 
experience of relevance v;}-1ere it may not othendse have occurrec. 
The lecturer of the microbiology course had C:. r.ighly vic2.rious 
style of lecturing yet, it wi~l be recalled., there was not an 
exceptionally high amount of vicarious experience recorded. There 
\vas, however, much intrinsic experience which frequently seemed 
closely relatec to the lecturer's 'vicarious presentation' or, at 
least, vicarious experier:ce. That this vlaS the case fer S01:1e of 
the students is supported by the results for 1 t-ffi, 5 MB and 8 MB. 
For one lecture (18/1) their s~ores would suggest that the lecturer 
did not, for them, achieve her usual level of vicariousness. All 
three scores reflected very little vicarious experience but much 
extrinsic experience. However, for a later lecture (28/1) both 
1 ME and 8 MB scored both higher vicarious and intrinsic scores. 
Similarly, 5 ME scored both higher vicarious and intrinsic scores 
for an earlier lecture (7/12) • Thus it was for those lectures where 
they scored higher vicarious scores that all three scored there 
higher intrinsic scores; when they failed to record ouch vicarious 
experience they all~ored high extrinsic scores. 
It was also suggested in Chapter 4 that higher scores of 
vicarious experience seem often to be associated with a kind of 
transi tional stage through "Thich students tend to move either 
towards intrinsic experiencing (e.g. 3 Ho. Econ) or extrinsic 
experiencing (e.g. 1 H" .Sci, 2 H • Sci and 5 r-!B). It was also 
suggested that 7 EAPPS was in such a transitional state. 
Teacher facilitation thus becomes particularly important =or 
such students if they are to be helped tc experience the relevance 
intrinsically. 
16: 
There was E::vidence fron a~l tr ... reE- c2se ~tuc._c e<:= ......... .... -
- ........ 2. I... persc:-.a_ 
perceptions c f the lecturer were kr-oY""':ar.t ane. cc:-.tr:'hc ted to tct~ 
v2.cc.rious perceiveG., ane intr::'nsic experience c: relevancE::. ':'he 
extent of tr.is contribution will be examined. in greater detail ir: 
Chapter 8. At present, I will restrict myself to the o:tservatior. 
that for both the research methods and appliec physics a~c energy 
courses the students who knew and had contact with the lecturer 
recorded higher levels of vicarious perceived experience than the 
students who did not. All the Thicrobiology students had contact 
with the lecturer: it is interesting to note that the student whose 
final year project the lecturer wa~ supervising (5 ME) scored the 
highest vicarious perceived score for that group. 
7.4.2. Perceived Background Knowledge and Familiarity 
Evidence that perceived background knowledge and familiarity 
was important came from all the case studies. It would seem, quite 
obviously, that before students can experience the relevance of 
the content intrinsically they must have an existing framework into 
which they can fit the material. In the absence of such a framework, 
or of help in establishing one, they have no choice but to be 
extrinsic in their experience. 
This seems initially tc have been the case with the research 
methods home economics students who perceived themselves to have low 
background knowledge and also tended to experience the releva~ce 
of the content extrinsically. This tendency declined ~ith time, 
presumably as their background knoviledge increased. Sil!'.ilarly, 
economics social science and statistics students 1 ESS ar.d 3 ESS, 
"Tho both perceived themselves to have little background knovdedge 
and fal!'.iliarity, recorded the two highest extrinsic scores in this 
:'64 
(thE: hUILan sciE::.J.cE- studer.ts v;ho c.i.d r:ct have tr_:.s .I=E:rcs"Ct::"cr 
r4ad hisr,er intrir.sic scores) . 2 ESS, or: the other :h.and, die have a 
backgrcunc kLc'V.-ledge of the s" ...... J· ect anc~ tl 1 
UJ..." • apparen ..... y vias a1: e tc 
experiencE: tr.e relevar.ce intrir:sically, des};i te being rc.ther 2.ssessmen"': 
orientated tov.ards the course. 
Further support for the importance cf perceived backgrounc 
know::"edge and familiari t:.:' came from the applied physics ar.d energy 
course. Eerc, the EAPPS students' perceptions of their backgrou~d 
knowledge was unusually high, as was their amount of ir.trinsic 
experience. This was in spite of their doubts about the usefulness 
and specific relevance of the course. For example, 4 EJI.PPS 
commented that he could not altogether see ho\\' the course fitted in 
with his other courses. However, he felt very familiar with the 
content and did produce a high amcunt of intrinsic experience. 
Further, although the relevance of the energy strand of the cot:rse 
seemed to be perceivec as higher than that of the physics strand, it 
\ATaS on the apparently mc·re familiar material of the physics lectures 
that the highest amountso£ intrinsic experience were recorded. 
Finally, unlike the home economics students, there was little 
difference in th€: amount of intrinsic experience recorded betvleen 
the earlier and later lectures. This also aPFlied to the micro-
tiology students who, as one might expect affinal-year students, 
seemed to perceive themselves as having existing background knoviledge 
of the subject. 
Having, in this Chapter, discussed the qualitative differences 
in the way students can experience the relevance of a lecture 
(and the subject) and also some of the possible influences upon their 
experience, I in tend, in the next Cr.apter, to look c loser at the 
influence of students' perceptions of the lecturer upon both their 
experienc€: of relevar .. ce and their thoughts during the lectures. 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
THE INFLUENCE OF THE LECTURER ON STUDENTS' EXPERIENCE 
IE:: 
_C_HAP ___ T~ER~~e~~T~HE~~IN~F~L~U~~CF THE LECTURER 
ON STUDENTS r EXPEEIENCE 
8.0 Introduction 
In the pilot study, described in Chapter 2, I found two factors 
in particular that seemed important influences upon the , .. ay the 
different groups of students felt about the research methods course. 
These vlere: 
1) HO\AT we 11 they knew the 1 ecturer 
2) How much previous experience they had with the lecture subject. 
Further evidence that these two factors are important influences 
on students' experience of the relevance of the lectures was given 
in later chapters and again indicated in the previous chapter. 
In this chapter,I want to examine in more detail the first 
factor - kno\'ling the lecturer. I shall also examine the v-:hole question 
of the lecturer's role and the influence that teaching styles and 
characteristics have upon students' approaches and thinking in lectures. 
The idea that the \,iay students perceive their lecture!S is an 
important influence is not new. Many of the studies on the characteristics 
or qualities associated with 'good' or 'effective' teaching described 
in Chapter 1 consistently mention student-teacher relationships or 
rapport. (See, for example, Hildebrand 1973, Coats, Swierenga and 
Wickert 1972, and Swain 1977). 
At the same time/there are the many text-books advising lecturers 
on 'effective' teaching styles and strategies. These range frOffi 
comments from such renowned lecturers as the scientists; r.:ichael Faraday 
and Laurence Bragg, (The Royal Ir.stitutioT; 19"74) tc the Fr-actica: 
tips and guidelines cutlined by,a~mong ctt~rs, Hei~ (:976) aLe 
HcKeacnie 19 (0) • 
However, little has been done to exm::.ine thE:: possible re1ationsLi,Fs 
between, on the one hand, either students' perceptions cf lecturers 
or teaching styles and, on the other, students' approach or respcr.se 
to the subj ect or lecture reaterial. '~ll that has been done is ::c 
correlate~aching characteristics with student achievement. These 
studies, however, take no account of individual students' perceptions 
or response to the lectures or lecturer. They consider only mean 
overall student achievement correlated with mean questionnaire ratings, 
given for particular lecturing characteristics. 
The findings from these studies have been contraeictory. On the 
one hand, McKeachie, Lin and Mann (1971) concluded from their analysis 
of fi\7e studies that classes which rated their teachers high in 
'rapport' tended to do better in test~ measuring student thinking. 
On the other hand, the more recent studies by, for example, Frey 
(1973), Marsh, Fleiner and Thomas (1975) and Centra (1977) have all 
found that teacher involvement/enthusiasm, accessibility and teacher-
student relationship have the lowest correlations with achievement 
(as measured in their tests). 
It is in the actual lecture that one might expect teaching char-
acteristics and style to be their most potent. For it is then that 
the student is face to face simultaneously with the lecturer and the 
sub~ect. So perhaps it would be more useful to look at indivic.ual 
students' approach and thinking during the lecture, rather than mean 
overall achievement scores achieved after hearing the lecture. It 
can then b' seen whether an individual's thinking and approach is 
related to his perceptions of the lecturer and/or the lecturer's 
teaching style. 
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For these reasons I decided t.o study il: IL.ore deptr., (~L the 
characteristics and styles of tte three lectLrE2::: frcrr_ the three 
casestudies, (2) 8tudents' perceptions of the lecturers anc (2) the 
influence cf the first twc factors on student approach anc. thinking 
during ~ectures. ~~ ideal investigation would comprise c. con:plete 
Ph.D. study in its o~~ right. Thus what I did (and ~ha~ is described 
in this chapter) was tc explore and start to develop some appropriate 
methods of research and analysis for examining such factors. 
For most of this part of the research I used data I hac already 
collected in the three case stUdies. In particular, that from 
participant observation of the lectures and the stimulated recall 
sessions. In addition, as explained in Chapter 3, I attempted to 
examine students' perceptions of the case study lecturersby using 
repertory grid technique. I will briefly describe again these 
methods and the data that I used from there in this part cf my study. 
8. 1 Stimulated Recall an~ Participant Observation 
Stimulated recall, as explained in Section 3.3, is a technique 
that was originally used by Bloom and later refined by Siegal et.al. 
It involves taping a lecture and then, within 24 hours, playing back 
extracts to the student. After listening to each extract the student 
is asked to recall, as accurately as possible, what he was thinking 
at that point, during the lecture. 
Bloom (and, similarly, Siegal et al.) coded students' thoughts 
according to their nature and relevance to the subject being discussed. 
Bloom's system reflects his taxonomy of cognitive skills. The system went 
some way towards describing studentfuought-processes during the lecture 
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ane I ~sec his ~nd SiecQ' Ie c"stem ~c - s~- t' 
J - ~ '-'J c.~ c. ,--or ~Lr peint .cor ....... o.-r 
':' - .Ir- .u-.J 1: •• 
stuch; o~ t - t th 
..i. - S uce!') oughts and approacr. tc, lect'c:'_::::es. 
shov,'s Eloon~' s versicr. of the coc.ing system. 
_T_a_b~1~e~8~.1~~=B!oore's Coding System For 
Students' Thoughts 
Irrelevant 'Ihoughts 
':'2_tlE 8.2. 
Thoughts about persons, objects, and events not in the classroe~ 
environment. 
~angential thoughts about words and phrases used in the lecture. 
Relevant Thoughts 
Passive thoughts about the subject. 
Thoughts evidencing simple comprehension of the subject. 
Thoughts involving attempt to apply and utilise the subject matter. 
Thoughts involving attempts to fine solutions to problems and 
synthesise the subject. 
Thoughts involving evaluation of the meaningfulness and accuracy 
of the lecture. 
The choice of extracts to play back to students was important. 
The extracts I played, as previously explained (Chapter 3},were chosen 
by me in a way not dissimilar to Siegal but primarily on the grounds 
of what I had observed to be characteristic aspects of the lecturer's 
styles of presentation. I had sat in on the lectures for the previous 
term and, therefore, felt able to make these selections with reasonable 
confidence. • 
8.1.1. Observation of the Lectures. 
In my observations of the lectures I used initiall~l the frame-
work outlinec. by Carrol, \-Tho ccncentrates on \ .... ha t she terms the 
':'6£ 
'mechanical aspects of teaching' (Section 3.3). However, wi~t tice 
and greater experience I developed a coding system cf rr.y o\\T. fc!" 
observing and recording characteristic aspects cf each c: the case 
study lecturer's preser-tationz. I developed the system prillariiy to 
facilitate my identification of critical incidents to pl2.Y back to 
students. (The system was developed for these lecturers and this 
purpose; whereas it may be applicable to other lecturers, it is not 
intended to cover all pcssible lecturing styles). The system is 
summarised in Table 8.2. The table describes or:.ly the 'mechanical' 
observable aspects, the whole lecture experience, obviously, consisted 
of much more than the s~mation of mechanical aspects such as these. 
Each occurea, in each instance, within a particular teaching and 
learning context and, consequently, was unlikely to be experienced as 
isolated behaviours by the students or, for the most part, even 
perceived as such. They would, more likely, be experienced as a part 
of the whole context. Indeed, they are frequently not even mutually 
exclusive of one another. It is thus important, when discussing 
these characteristic aspects, to keep in mind each of the case study 
contexts from which they derive. 
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'rat:' Ie e. 2. Coding S stet'. of 1-.s ect~ of Lecturer BehE\-icur 
AVA Audio Vi8ua 1 l.ic1s 
AVApt preparec traLsparancy 
writir.g en O.H.P.transFarancy 
writing CD blackboard 
Cst Ccrr.:-.. u:-icatir.c; tc stt:cer.::.s 
Cbl COD:Inllr.ica t.:r.S tc b:'ackboarc. 
b -,.:,. 
Sl slides 
F filn: 
pc. phYSical/practical demonstration 
Illus-tra tions and Exarr.p les 
I 
Ip 
CE 
Illustrative example 
Illustration/description cf 
personal experience 
Chatty examFle 
Digressions and Asides 
D Digressions 
A Aside to self 
E Lecturer distress or 
exasperation 
H Humour 
N Cue for note tak~ns 
Pt Pause (b~l the teacher) 
Rvl Rey,-crding /Rephr as ing 
CF Definitions 
R Relevance Statemen~ 
pic Discussion; Pros & Cc-ns. 
S 
T 
Summary 
~ecD~ical ~nfo~ation/ 
description 
Questions 
QT Technical. 
Q:h Checking 
Q:e Chatty 
Student Behaviour 
Pst Pause (by the students) 
Qst Questions 
Although some of these categories can be identified only by 
direct observation others can be illustrated by extracts from the 
lectures. It may be usefulJhere)to illustrate how the categories 
differ fram one another and show more precisely what each represents. 
The ~ Categories merely list the different aids adopted by 
the three lecturers and should need no further explanation. In c.ny 
case, the medium of this thesis cannot illustrate the~ as it can the 
next part of the system. 
Three types of illustrations and exam~les are disting~~shed ~~ 
the systerr.., each being used ty the lecturers to illustrate their 
pOints in a slightly different ",ay. First, the standard 'il~t:s"t.rativE: 
example', which is fairly straight-forward. 
"Sc you build in some sort of stratification into the sarr;.ple, 
ummm a very simple example might be if you ",ere doing a sample 
of U.niversity of Surrey students, ummm say you \olanted to get a 
sample size of 125 out of, say there were 2,500 students in 
the university, umrr~ then our sampling fractioh would be, if 
you cancel that cut, would be 1 in 20. Umrn, you could take a 
simple random sample of 1 in 20 university stucents by picking 
them out of a hat, as I mentioned last week." 
Second, the 'Ip' example, which is similar but comes directly fro~ 
the lecturer's perscnal experience. 
"The age group which you are studying makes a difference as well. 
I was studying, well involved in a study of adolescents, young 
people activity patterns, and we had a refusal rate of only 
about 4%, which, I mean, is really minimal and it seems that 
young people between about 14 and 19 quite like to 1:e interviewed 
they quite enjoy it." 
The third type of example is the 'chatty'. This was used by the 
microbiology lecturer, in particular, and was referred to in Chapter 5. 
I called the type 'chatty' because of the less academic flavour. 
"If you've ever seen your butcher with a nice carcass from 
Smithfield after the Christmas shows and seen the huge size 
of these beautiful bullocks, it really does take many hours 
to get the temperature down." 
A 'diaression' by definition, is when the lecturer wanders away 
;;J 
from the main point. I tended not to record many digressions. I 
did, however, record what I have termed asides, which were of a 
similar nature to digressions. 
'Aside to Self' were frequently, though not always, associated with 
some slip or error by the lecturer who, as a consequence, made a comment 
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ai.n:cst to him or herself. Th 
_ us: 
"0ne UIIlIL these factors - ca:,:':. !?ee tha t anywal..! never _E:.:"nd, _ 
are what Campbell anc Star~ey talk about in terms cf threat 
to internal validity in an experimer.tal situation." 
'Lecturer Ciistress or_exa.sp~ration' was also most :requently 
observed when the lecturer had e.PFarently mace scme kine. of slip-ui= 
or mistake. Often it was only a visably recognisable phenomeneL but 
not always: 
• 
"For example, it might be the brighter kinds that go to smaller 
schcols err, it might be the brigcter kids that go to schools 
with smaller classes umm, or somethiLg of that nature, would be 
an alternative explanation which we would have to try and test 
out, or it might be that classes with smaller, schools with 
smaller classes, I'm ge!!inQ extremely confused, err scheols 
with sn:aller classes tend to be in middle class areas and tend 
to have middle class kids going to the s~hool and it's this 
that is causing the association between size cf classroom, 
number of pupils in class and speed of learning." 
, , 
Although I had a category for Humour it was not frequently used 
by any of the three lecturers studied. 
The communication categories refer primarily to the content of 
the lectures but also included are two categories referring to who 
or what the lecturer seemed to be directing his or her presentation. 
Thus there was 'Communicatinq to students' where the lecturer was facing 
• 
the class and talking dLrectly to the students and' Communicating to 
blackboard' where he or she was facing the blackboard whilst talking. 
'Cue for note-taking' were those incidents where I considered 
the lecturer to be indicating or emphasising that something was,or 
was not, important in te~s of the stucents' academic needs. For 
example, 
"The thing to underline, I think here, is it's not al\,lays the 
organism in maximum n~~ers which can cause the spoilage, 
so,if you've gc·t a hundred organisms in your sample it is 
quite often 1 or 2% of the organi~s present which can 
actually cause the spoilage that is significar..t." 
, 
Pause (by the teacher) ant: later, t:r.der student Behavicur 
Fause (by the students) vJere ec,siest observed durir:g the :ecture:::, 
particularly student pauses. This latter Here the times y,'ter: the 
students were generally listening as opposed to note-taking. 
\ Eewerding/rephrasing; whilst sometimes more apparent i.n tte 
context of a v.~hole lecture w'as alsc sorr:etimes obvious in short lecture 
extracts. For example: 
"Se that, in other words, no antecedent meaning variable occurs 
in time, so in other words, there is no other variable which 
could be causing this relationship between the two variables 
you are interested in, uuum, in other so~e other variable w~~ch 
is causually prior to the two variables X and Y." 
'Definitions' are, I think, self-explanatory. 'Relevance 
Statements' were stat~ents about relevaLce and importance tp~t were 
~ider and of a more general nature than the more academic emphasis 
of 'Cue for Note-taking' statements. For example: 
"I mean, just at that particular instance, I mean there I s about, 
you kno\"',20 killowatt per metre wavefront around tr.is country 
average, all the year round. So energy i:.1 WE.ves, in the 
context of this course,is net insignificant." 
'Discussion; Pros and Cons' is where the lecturer discussed the 
advantages and/or the disadvantages of something. For example: 
"So, because you con't have ccntrol over what is actually 
produced or the behaviour which you are observing, you tend to 
get a high amount of unusable behaviour whereas in an inter-
vie\>,"ing situation the doss-rate tends to vary \>,-itl. the degree 
of structuring of the interview." 
'Summa~' statements were incidents not always easily recognisable 
- , .:, 
out of the context of thevhole lecture. The last kind of "communication"incider~t 
wc.s those where 'technical information and/or cescriptions 'were being 
given. For example: 
"\'vel:', if I look at Cos ¢, r: ¢ that lEthe c.ifferent:.a2. c f ~ 2..f'. ~, 
so I can take the 2xAL out and say the intrigE..l is Sir. 0 I:.,Si::'E: 
D is thE: dif£e:rentia2. of Sine rt, v;e cen differer-"ti.E..t.e Sin ¢ as 
Cos ¢ L ¢". 
During tl1e above incident the lecturer YJi::.S E..lsc (;or.:r:-.ur.ica-:.:'nc. tc 
the black~' f~'C (i.E:. facing the blackboard) rather than ~hE: st~c.e:'~E. 
I identified tr.ree ty~es cf teacher questions. The 'technical' 
was where the lecturer asked for the solution to G. problem he or she 
was posing. For example: 
"Could I ask yeu? If you were fac Erl wi th a factory handling, umrr. 
what, 5000 poultry carcasses per day, which is fairly lov; 
nUI:lbers iL these terms, how would you face thinking about 
sampling those poultry by a method which would give you some 
valid results?" 
A 'chatty' question was, like the 'chatty example', less ccademic, 
generally, more Fersonal: 
"F..ny que s tions abeu t that? - How many of you have had 
stafforias food poisoning, those symptoms - one - what 
was it Paul do you know? 
(student makes inaudible response) 
No-one else? You've been well looked after." 
A 'checking' question was where the lecturer checked with the 
students about what they had covered, what their understanding was, 
etc. For example: 
lilt's a Joule-Kelvin expansion, is that something you've done 
qui te a lot of? - Pardon? - Alright I'll have a \-;ord about 
it then." 
Lastly under student behaviour is included: 
'Questions' (from students) but these occured so rarely I never 
recorded an examFle. 
As explained, I developed the coding system to help me identify 
critical incidents for playing back to stUdents in the stimulated recal: 
- !""!: 
sessions. I also found it useft:l \t-?hen bui:"dir.g t:r: Q pictt:.re 0= t!-.c 
three lecturer's cr.aracteristic styles of lecturing. Before_ 
describe these, howeVer, I woule" ... ,::.;rs~ l-ikc. te· e""-l-;"" ho'·' T atte~'r.tc:-
..... ~ - ~ ~ .t'-i-' c. ..... ~.. .. yy - u,::- ~c. 
tc explore further the students' perceptions of the~r lecturers. 
E.2 Repertory Grid 'Iecr.n;tcIue 
I used Kelly's repertory grid to discover more abcut students' 
perceptions of the lecturers because it seemed to be ai~ed at 
achieving the kind e,:: things I ",anted to achieve. As Fransella 
and Bannister explain: 
"Kelly devised repertcry grid techniques as a method of exploring 
personal construct systems. It is an attempt to stand in others' 
shoes to see their world as they see itr....,!c understand their 
situation, their concerns. I. 
(Fransella and Bannister, 1977) 
I have already explained/in Chapter 3, the basic assumptions 
underlying Kelly's personal construct "theory and repertory grid 
technique. vlliile I did not necessarily subscribe to all the assumptions 
and consequences of the theory, I did believe that the grid was useful 
for eliciting students' perceptions. It's greatest virtue it that 
it does allow subjects to describe likeness and differences in their 
own terms and as perceived by then: and, in doing So':, it avoids directly 
.e.lici ting either evaluative or I ideal' statements about what is being 
described or perceived. Consequently, I believed it did give some 
genuine insights into a person's perceptions. 
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As I explained in Chapter 3, the individual completing a grid CO~Fayesar;C 
contrasts e leruents in his environment using his ovm constructs. Thus, 
in the lecture-feedback project; David McConnell ana. I csked. studer:ts 
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to co~are and ccr,trast t.ir.ivers:"'t""' ~ectv~e:c_ h h 
J. - Y,· cr:::. t .. ey :ike6 or 
c.islikE:c., accerding to certair. r--r';ter';a., c.-nc..- th b ' 
-.......... - .ere Y E:_:"'ci t.e:": 
written c04structs fram them. 
The kind c,f ccnstructs V."E: elicitec. fran the students 
- tc sr.c \'; 
how they thcught two lecturers were similar to each ether but 
different fran a tr~ird - were 'enthusiastic' , 'not interestec in 
students' 'approachable' etc. 
I asked the case study student to compare and contrast the following 
nine elements: 
(1) Self 
(2) Mother 
(3) Good frie nd 
(4) Lecturer in q..1estion 
(5) Father 
(6 ) Ideal self 
(7) Le cturer who \';"as liked 
(8) Lecturer who was disliked 
( 9) Someone who was disliked 
I believed this choice of elements would give me an appropriate 
range of the students' perceptions of different individuals against 
wrDm I could compare their perceptions of the case study lecturers. 
They are derived partly fron:. Ke lly' s own grouping and partly as c.. 
result of the focus of my study being on lecturing and lecturers. By 
the choice of elements such as 7, 8 and 9, I biased the subjects towards 
using affective constructs (' like', 'dislike I .) As I was particularly 
interested in students' affective interpersonal perceptions of the 
lecturer thi s seemed acceptable. However, in retrospect, such 
perceptions could still have been e _licited by less 'affectively' 
loaded elenents. By using I fer example, 'lecturer ,.,ho ,,;as particularly 
liked' (or disliked) as elements I fell/to SOIDe extent, intc the same 
trap as previous research that asks students to describe the qUclities 
of their most liked er.d disliked lecturers. leS Levinthc:.l has sl:CWTI.I 
17:-
suer. descriptions are inevi tably biased ri' s":.uc.c::-.ts' :"de2.s c.l:o\.::. 
their t ie,co.l' . (Levinthal 197:'). '!'hE stud en ts cic Lave ~.c corr.-~~c 
- • .t:- 1....-- '-
thesE E; lements, \liher. cOr:lpleting the gric3., with none-lectnrer -
.... e.!..err:ELts 
and) I believe) this would heIr- to ensure tl~·at the_'1 r th ... 
. ~ou9Lts were cJ::ct: t 
other, none'ideo.l - , l.ecturer, aspects as y.7ell. 
The students completed the grid by corr..paring an6. contrastinc; 
three elements (or a triad) a l a time, say I~other' I 'gooc friend' 
and 'lecturer who Y.,;a~ disliked' i-and wri tine; C:owr. in \\~hat way tl:.ey 
saw any two of the three as being~ike ~d, at the same time, unlike 
the third. For example , c student ~ight have thought his/her rr..cther 
and a good fried were both 'friendly' while the lecturer they disliked 
was 'cold ane unfriendly'. In this way a bipolar construct is elicited 
fran the student: the 'emergent' pole is described by the word 'friendly' 
and the contrasting,cr 'latent' pole,by the phrase 'cold and unfriendly'. 
Each student 'vas asked to consider the same 12 cOD".binations of 
triads. Thus 12 bi-polar constructs were elicited from each student. 
The triads of elements to be comparee. vlere selected so as to give 
each of the nine elements an equal chance of beinq ~sed. Figure 8.1 
shows the gric that the students were asked to complete. The triads 
of elements to be compared for each rov, are indi'cated by circles. 
Figure 8.2 is a partly completed grid and shows six of the students' 
b~polar constructs. 
Once I had elicited the (12) constructs I asked the student to 
rate each element on a 1 - 5 point scale with respect t.o ea_ch cf the 
b~lar oonstructs. The 'emergent' pole cf each construct was the 
(1) and the 'latent' pole the (5) end. Figure 8.2 shcws the ratings 
given by this student for each element en each of the six bi-Fclar 
scales shov..T!. 
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An,,-lysis of Students I Grid=. 
Each student's gric ~as precessed througr. Pat~ick Sl~ts~'s 
'Ir-grie' corrputer programme (Slater 1977). mhe . . . - . 
..L. r:rogr ar£e ~aer. 't:.. :r:. e~ 
the principal components of eact grid frorr the constructs 
elements \':i tt the greatest variance. (most extreme ratings). ':'he 
first two components of a grid car: generally be assumed to represent 
the main dirrensions along 1t!hich the subject differentiates the elements. 
The programme provides co-ordinates for all the grid's constructs 
and elements \-lhich car. be mapped out in relation to the fir~t tv.~c 
components. This has been aOnE in Fig~re 8.3. 
The meaning of the two components has been deduced from the 
loadir-gs of the constructs contrib~ting to each, - - that is, frarr 
the constructs which account for the greater amount of the total 
variation of the component itself. The emergent poles of the most 
heavily loaded constructs 1tlere used to describe the dimensions of each 
of the first two components. 
Figure 8.3 shows the position of each element reletive to other 
~lements and to the key constructs. For this student it can be 
seen thatthe Ico~rse lecturer' (element 4) is close to both 'lecturer 
particularly liked' (element 7) and 'g.:>od friend' (element 3) and is 
construed' in terms of 'Will do anything for ar.ycne r and 'pleasant 
temperant '. The constructs 'Impatient' and 'Don't respect' 
are applied mere to people disliked (elements 8 and 9). 
Similar maps}of the construct systems elicited from each stUdent) 
were drawn from the analysis of each repertory grid. 
I will no\,; describe the results I obtained in this part of the 
research. 
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8.3. Lecturer's ctaracteristic Lecturing ~tyles 
Through my observations I and w~t"' ... tbe he-I +: th 
..... 1. • "'-f c~ e cocr.g sys":er.::. 
cc:.tegorising aspects of lecturer behaviour; I ccmpilec the fcllcFil1C; 
descriptions with respect to eact cf the trxee lecture~s. 
8. 3.1. The Researcb Methods Lecturer: 
The research methods lecturer gave a more or less consistent 
pattern to the structure of her lectures. Generally , it \'~as a variCJl t 
of the following outline: 
(a) Introduces lecture topic 
(b) Gives a description/definition of the methodology(s) to 
be discussed 
(c) Gives a sociological example(s) or study(s) illustrating the 
type(s) of methodology(s) being discussed 
(d) Explains the different types and purposes of the methodology(s) 
being discussed 
(e) Revior6ing of the basic aspects cf the foregoing 
(f) Pointing out of assumptions, advantages and disadvantages 
(g) Summary of important aspects of foregoing 
Throughout her presentation she made frequent use of the overhead 
projector, either jotting down main points or shovling prepared trans-
parancies. 
She tended to speak rapidly, pausing infrequently but, as already 
mentioned, she did reword or rephrase quite a lot. 
She someti~mes had a tendency to get tied Uf inknots and1as a 
consequence, make asides or sho\-l lecturer exasperation or distress, 
as illustrated in the earlier examples. 
It was, in fact, only her second year of lecturing and she freely 
aO..Ir_i tted she did not find lecturing as easy as some, commenting 
"I don't get my kicks fran it. 1\ 
She rarely asked questions other than of a rhetorical nC.ture, and 
did not come across as very responsive tc her audience. This was 
p&rtly, she herself exrlainec., because 
"T 1 ~ ~ 
..... CcL on y see tue .... ror.:. t rov.: peo!.='lc, vlell : c 2I. or. 1 \- see tr.ei.!:" 
expres sian s. I can see the iI:lages c f dif feren t pec.~le be t :: 
can I t see if the}' lock as i:: they are ::a.lling asleep cr va\.T'.~r.G 
C1:" thing= like that..... I ~ean if people kind of c;rc;., C~ -
grimace, or something like tr 2,t, ~ cO'Li.ld not see it, E.~:ccrt :cr 
the fran t row people who are kine of keen anc a tt£.r. -ci. ve scr:. 
of thing, so that's a positive response. 1I 
E&ch of the three lecturers seemed ~ore or less a~are of their 
lecturing styles, much of it being apP2.rently deliberate. For exarr.r le , 
the research methods lecturer said of her use of examr les and illu8-
trations I which tended '1t.here possible to be personal: 
"I suppose j as one gets more intellEctualJ ene has to come, tr~l to 
put in things ,.;hich keeps people's attention t:lcre and v!hich they 
can, you know hang on to, get a bit more interested in. Sc, I 
oean something like that (a particular example used) is a tit 
weird, a bit different, that illustrates the pcint, more than 
something else that's a bit mere mundane. The~'i rr.ight remember 
it, but/hopefully}might remember it for the point you were 
trying to rr.ake." 
Similarly, she had the following to sal' on the reu .. ordinc; and 
rephrasing aspect of her style: 
"You are trying to teach them to understand something and 
appreciate something and l I think, the actual wording you use 
doesn't matter, that's why I think I use different wording. 
I might sal'- something anci then say it agc.in in a different, 
slightly different way, hppefully you try to alter the 
\"'ording c. bi t so it come s more understandable." 
She sa, .... her lectures and the course as a \llhole more in terms cf 
"learning a skill rather than a body of knowledge." Consequently, she 
did not feel it was necessarlT that students vlrote dov.'I1 everything she 
said: 
'!A 11 they need write dov,'Il, I suppcse, is the summary 1:: it. They 
don't need to wr:" te aO"{l.n all my other bits - I hope they wr~te 
do~n the gist cf things rather than all the words. I'll 
probably do a little surr~ary bit of what : was saying before I 
go on to the next thir~g, and, hopefully J by the tone of r;,y vc,iCE: ana 
so on they stop this chi t chat and sort of thing and hopefully 
realise this is surr.mary time, right - ri.ght, sort of thing, go 
on to the next subject. ,. 
, >- • 
~ ......... -
, . 
Vlhether this r.ore and. the otbe~s e'-n...-""ssC'c- b·.J." h 
r A~L~_ ~ t e :ect~rer ~E:re 
reflected :'n students' thoughts dur;~g the lect"re ~~ ~ w~ll be exacin~~ 
later. 
8.3.2. The Microbiology Lecturer: 
The microbiology lecturer had been lecturing f~r some 25 years 
, , 
and had a very individual style. She tried (see Chapter 5) to relate 
mueh of ",hat sr ... e was saying to vivid, easily identifiable descriptions 
and examples. Hany of her examples were 'chatty'. She tried to 
invol ve the students bv askl.' ng fr t ti ~. equen ques ons. She seemed 
constantly to be 'in touch' with her audience, looking directly and 
openly at the students most of the time. Her pace was much slovler 
,_J 
and moze relaxed than the other two lecturers. She appeared to take 
more pauses and speak slower when there was something she expected 
students to note down. She1frequentlYlappeared to quicken up a bit 
when using the additional stimulus of the blackboard or repeating the 
s arne poin t bu t in a di f feren t way. 
Transition points in her lectures were marked by both extra 
pauses and 'chatty-type' comments. 
She made few, obvious, slip-ups or mistakes vlhile lecturing and 
maintained an even flow in her presentation. She didn't make many 
'relevance statements', but seemed instead to rely on her illustrations 
to show the relevance and meaningfulness of what she was discussing. 
She did, however, summarise quite a lot and make reference to broader 
implica tions. This seemed to correspond \':i th her view tbat she needed 
to focus on basics rather than detailed information in her lectures: 
"What I need to be doing is a princip\~ rather than toe l'.!luct 
detai led information, vlhich they can get from the Ii teratt:re 
if they need to, but:ti: is a prinCipal which will not v;aste their 
time to learn now •.•.. yot;. can only start their learning process, 
you can't tell then:. everything, but vJhat you can do is to pick 
out what you feel to be tbe fundamental basics of the surject." 
Like the research methods lecturer t1Ucr. 0= he!" style 
c..eliberate. 1'.bo1..lt the asking of questicr"s, Sf:E sai::: 
"I YJl 0 v.' that students find it d' f+-icult to accer,t 
... --'- 1:' just :;::lc..i.r. 
taJ:les anc rl.air. facts :::O"".d +-_he'v c..- 0""'.,' t r ~~" ~ .; wake ar. ~rpact. I: 
you ma.ke then: think ar.d try to recalJ I tp..i.nk this helr:- s tr.er:-
to Llen:crise som.ething." 
Sin:ilarly, she made the fcllowing comments about her use cf 
'chatty' examples: 
"A lecture .is to draw on mental pictures; to put over feelings, 
to make them be in the situations and to add their O~~ professional 
expertise to that; and then it sticks ..•...... it's not 2. ma~ter 
of just understanding but it's reinfcrcing tt:eir whole 
appreciation c£ microbiology, or whatever it is." 
She also believed in repeating things: 
"I do feel that repeating something is helpful ir, l:!:!2J:.iES a 
deeper track." 
Also: 
"v.."hen people are taking notes, some way you have got to f,ace it 
so they can do this, so again it's fairly deliberate, I think." 
Similarly, she remarked that "I do quite deliberately watch the 
students to see fer any reaction." She found it important, in fact, 
to feel in contact with her audience, to be getting ~ response and 
to feel they were going along with her ane ~nderstanding things. 
Despite my remarks about her lack of slip-ups or mistakes,ste did 
make the following comment about one that I did not pick up: 
"So that was definitely a weakness that, ",rr.ich I know fi.ay not have 
come over clear, UIDIr.D'l just because one r S an old hand at the game." 
That, I think, characterises very well the polished, do"'~-to-
earth, presentation cf this particular lecturer. 
:8: 
8.3.3. The ]l ... ppl~eQ Phys~cs anc Ener;:~ L-ecturE:r: 
Not only \lere both str2.Ld~ cf tr.is courSE: C;i VE.r. ty the Sa.L.E. 
lecturer: it 'V,"2.S also poss ible tc identify 2. characteristic 
hiD. Genera~ly, r.e started tis lectures ty referring tc t.hE. re=-c~:c :-.ce 
of that day's topic to everyday applicatior ar.o by c;iving a pr2.::t.ical 
illustration of this. Ee then proceeded tc handle particular tCF:CS 
clone; the follov:ing lines: 
(a) Refers to diagram on board and sives a verbal description cf \I;hat. 
he in tends to shovr/prov"e etc. 
(b) Adds various pc.rameters to the diagram whilst talking. 
(c) Writes on board \I;hat he intends to sho'V,-. 
(d) Does a numerical preef on the board. 
(e) Repeats in words what the nuItbers in tr.e proof represent. 
(f) Refers back to the diagram constantly. 
(g) Checks with audience on their comprehension - locking carefully 
around. 
(h) In~erprets in words proof done so far. 
(i) F.efers back to diagram to e~plain what proof has shown. 
(j) Gives a practical illustration of the equation proven being 
applied in practice. 
He used the blacy~oard intensively during his lectures anC 
alternated between speaking directly to the audience and speaking ",rhile 
facing the board. He worked rapidly through derivations and proofs, 
etc., and,on occasions, made small slip-ups, having to go back to 
correct himself. He seemed fairly responsive to his audience, 
frequently checking wi th them \\Thether they vlere follo'V,-ing or \vhether 
they had already covered a particular point. 
His lectures included a lot of 'technical' content such as proofs, 
theories and derivations, but be generally tried to relate these to 
applied examples on the energy side and to poir..t out the relevanCE: C: 
dcing a particular piece of theory. 
Ee u£ed what he ~·rote er. tbe boardtc SUIrlmarise h':::"s Foir.-:£ 
::::id net tenc. to re~·ord c,r rephrase to E:..n\,- rre +- t t 
.J. '::1 a .... exeE . Ee r.c..Q a 
tendeEcy to run ou t of time anc. to rusr. a 2.':::" ttle at -:he end ~ .. o~ f.2..S 
lectures. 
fie seemed to be aware of his style cf lecturing although,sc~e-
times,more with respect to perceived weaknesses than de~iberate 
strategies. For example, he knew he sometimes exclude~ the stude~t~ 
"\-.:'hilst \\1orking on the boarc. but, as he comrr.ented, it \A;as very easy to 
become over-invo 1 ved \':i th v:ha t he was trying to explair.. 
"If you've got a difficult explanation, if you've got about 3 or 
4 things that you've somehow got to fit ir. and you're also 
trying to put something upon the blackboard, to surrr:arise it, 
and in words that you're going to eXFlain -you're going to have 
to talk in greater lengtr. than the notes you even tUally put uF 
cn the blackboard and I think you can get taker. up rather too 
much with what you're writing, in which case there's not 
sufficient explanation." 
He did not openly comment on his running overtime but did 
remark: "I !:lean it's amazing how much time you can use up, I find, 
on simple things." 
Some of what he did was, however, more deliberate. For ex~ple, 
about his introduction at the beginning of the lectures, he said: 
"I think I do sometimes do something to motivate them and let 
them see where it's connected err with reality because,I think, 
wi th a lot of this material I do seem to be emphasising the way 
things work and the mechanics or operation of things •.•..•.••. 
to see how those things do actually fit into SOr.:le picture." 
Also, he saw his blackboard notes as a surmnary: 
". .• and the vlay I use the blackboard is often as a summary 
of what Ilve been saying sometimes~ I'm, you know, I'n; 
discussing with them and then I put a note dovm so that, you 
know, that acts as a sUInmary." 
And,finally, with regard to his questions: 
"Seme cf these things a::-s very c_=-ffi cui t tc te~l 
heve I::et before t.eccLse thE l-' rE: from school and 
in other cours es .•. so, you knov:, I Cisk t.berr .. " 
I t can be seen that eacr. cf t.he tJLree lecture::-~, haC. h:'.. S Cl :her 
ow!: inCividual lecturing st-vle ~""'Q~ ;de~s. But ···h t . ~- ~ -~ ~. ~ rt a ~~=~uence~~ 
their stl-le c..r.d the characteristic aspects of their behavicur in 
lectures have or! student approach and thinkins curing the lectures? I 
tried to answer tl:is question by exan:inir.g the data frore the students' 
stimulated recalls of lectures. 
8.4 Analysis of Stimulated Recall Data. 
As I mentioned earlier, (Secion 8.2.), I used Bloom's category 
system as a starting pointmr analysing students' responses to the 
critical incidents I played them. I found it necessary, in fact, to 
expand the system in order to cover all the responses I obtained. 
Table 8.3 shows my expanded coding system. 
In coding students' sta temen ts I used only comments \';hich 
directly concerned their thoughts, feelings and behaviour during the 
lecture at the time of the extract. I did not use comments vlhich, 
for example, explained~y, later, they thought they had responded/ 
behaved in the way they had, or how relevant they thought the lecture 
\<ias as a whole. (N.B.: All such comments contributed tc assessing 
their experience of the relevance of the content. See Chafters 4, 5 
and 6) • 
I shall now list an exarr~le of statements fallins into each of 
the 12 categories: 
Table 5.3. 
CODING SYSTEM FOR S'IUDEN'IS' THOUGHTS DURING LEC'=TRES 
1. Thoughts about rersons, obj ects and even ts vii thin cr \>,Ti -:r.cl.:. t the 
classroom environment but not associated with the subject matter 
of the extract. 
2. Thoughts about some aspect of the lecturer's dr.ess, appearance, 
mann er:" sms , E: tc. 
3. Thoughts about aspects of the lecturer's delivery and behav2.our. 
4. Thoughts reflecting only partial attention to material in the 
extract. 
5. Tangential thoughts about words, phrases and examples etc., used in 
the extract. 
6. Thoughts about general usefulness and applicability or relevance, 
to the student, of the lecture as a v:hole. 
7. Thoughts about usefulness, applicability or relev8.r.ce of what is 
being said to: 
(i) 
(ii) 
understanding of subject) 
work to be done in the near or far future. 
8. Thoughts reflecting attention to lecture and extract: 
(i) 
(ii) 
listening j 
noting down. 
9. Thoughts reflecting attempts to understand subject matter cf the 
extract. 
10. Thoughts which involve evaluating the mearlingfulness and accuracy 
of what is being said. 
11. Thoughts involving- attempts to finO. sclutions tc probleos or 
synthesis the subject, including attemptE to relate and ir.tegra"t.e 
knov.:ledge. 
12. Thoughts \lhere in questions beyond the preser.tation are 2.!:ked. 
Categcr' 1: J Thoughts abOl...:t persor:s, 
\'.'i tr_ the e>~ 'tract 
" I can't remember tt,a t bi 1:., h 1 c~es1:. y, ncthing ~t a~:. I LUS~ 
have beer! Liles &'"ay, I \';as aefinitely r:.iles 2.\',-a:, I C2I_'t 
remember th2.t." 
Category 2: Thoughts about the lecturer (dress, appearance, 
rra.nnerisms, etc.) 
11 I can,' t reIllember 'Ch:"nking anything particularly _ I had 2-
mental image cf Sara's dress. I did think how slk she Kas 
and hO\\' she can get awc:.y vTi th this. Really, it's only becat:se 
she's female, I always notice her clothes. 
Cat.egory 3: Thoughts about aspects of the lecturer's delivery and 
behaviour 
"Yeh, doesn't she go on - I know I was thinking t:'.at tecC".t:se, oh 
dear, the people in front started moving about and I lccke6 at 
my friend who was sitting next to me and she said, 'w~y doesr.t 
she get on with it'. I thought, that's just what I was 
thinking. I was thinking, I don't really understanc this and 
she's going on and on and cn. Yeh, that's what I was 
thinking. 
Category 4: Thoughts reflecting only partial attention 
"Yeh, I was getting very bored then. I remember about coss-rates. 
Ummm, I think someone was talking, or something, sc I got 
involved thinking about doing something; or scn:ebody beside n'e 
wasJ I thinkJreading. I remember about doss-rates ar.d 
w-ri ting it up but that's about it." 
Category 5: Tangential thoughts about ,.;ords, phrases and examples 
etc., used. 
"The outstanding thought there ,,",'as, 'how do you spell assymetrical'. 
I don't think she was right, I don't think I was right. I've 
forgotten whether I vlanted to put one s or two m's or is it 
one m, but, you know, the outstanding thought was, how the hel} 
do you spell assymetrica:." 
Category 6: Thoughts about general usefulness and applicability 
or relevance of the lecture 
"I didn't really know how to take it becat:.se, \-,~her. s1-.e first 
started off, it sounded a s if it 'V'c:.sn' t really relevant to 
sociology at all. Vole 1 1 , she said i;t v.-as mere scientific ar.c. then 
added at the end it could also be used in sociology.... ! jl1st 
didn't know how the lecture was goinS to turn out. 
-
Ccte:cry ~ (:): Thought ab t f" ~ ~ s au use t:.l.ness, etc., cf v;r-.2.t's be':E;' saic 
tc understancing of subject 
"Just thought it Kas a bit strange, what she "':as goinc; cr. ato1..::", 
beC2J.:se I didr.' t think it was that connected wi tt the st:rject, 
:::. SlJf.pCse it was." 
Category 7 (11): Thoughts abo~t usefulness, etc. , of whet's beino said 
..I 
to work to be done 
"Ummm, I took it dO\'tn, about the best \.ray to act oS an observer. 
It is, I mean, this will help one to know \fhat to de when doing 
the exercise next time around, telling you What to de v-her_ 
observing, what is important, the y.,-ay to behave. So ycu have 
that feeling that you're going to use it straight away." 
Category 8 (1): Thoughts reflecting attention to ext~act; listening 
"Everyone wanted to know, I think, what it was and when he 
explained it, sort of basics, it was fairly obvieus but, at 
the time, that was fairly new, cr so. I thought, so ears prickeCi 
up a bit then." 
Category 8 (II): Thoughts reflecting attention to extract: noting do~~ 
"Tha t was all quite clear and simple actually. I wrote i t do~'l1. 
It's all there, it's all quite understandable. I just remember 
thinking, when I wrote it down, that I had to be careful about 
nitrate and nitrite and make sure I ~'rote each one properl~? 
otherwise I'd be confusing it, if I didn't, but apart from that 
I don't remember. All qui te c Ie ar I think." 
Categor~{ 9: Thoughts reflecting attempts to understand sutject matter 
"As she was saying abortion anCi hanging I thought 'm:y goodness 
what do they have in cornmon', I mean, as soon as I thought it, 
I mean, I knew what the answer, vihat is the 
connectivn, but, of course the connection is the third factor ... 
but, as she was saying abortion and hanging, my immediate thought 
was, 'heavens what is the connection', but of course the 
connection is the third factor. As soon as I thought of that 
I reali sed. " 
Category 10: Thoughts which involve evaluating meaningfulness and 
accuracy of what is being said 
"The only thing was normally for an indicatcr diagrarr; :you co 
p . V and I vlondered why he was doing P against enthalpy, 
but then he ~~ent on to explain v.thy and it seemed f2.irly ervicus." 
-
;) 
Ca tesory 11: Though"':.s =-Lvclving atter;pts tc :ir.c sclution:: tc 
rroblerr.:.s ,s:znthesis tr ..e subject 
III thought a bit abcut that it: relation ":.c tr,at S'irl~' r:rcject: 
She was doinS chickens i3.r.d she "'2S bavir.g tc, vlell she autcc12vec. 
her chicken in order to sterilise it and tc Qdd these crgar-.isr:s 
that she \-;as r._aking up to it, and I thought, well i~ she has 
done tpa t sure ly her proj ect, it hasn I t sort cf gone r:"s1-: t, 
because she took theIr. from the chickens cricir:2,11" ane. ShE was 
going to h2ve to repla_ce them tc see \,;hat s~rt of"" spcilage 
the~1 produced. I thought, if she autoclaved them thE: 
consti tuency of the chicken would be altered in the same W2Y 
as what the fish would be." 
Category 12: Thoughts \-lherE: in questions beyond the r-resentation 2.!"E: 
asked 
"I did sort of go off on a little thought tracr:, abcut this 
business of divorce and d:linquencYJ and a pOint about finding 
out whether the parents were divorced before the delin~uent 
act, because this is another variable that would coree into 
this." 
It was possible, using the above categories, to detect the 
extent a student appeared, at the time of each incident, to be actively 
involved v;i th the semantic content of the lecture: stc_tements in 
categories 1 - 3 reflecting non-involvemen~ in categories 4 and ~ 
slight involvement, categories 6 - 8 progressively greater involvement, 
but of an essentially passive nature, and categories 9 - 12 the greatest 
and most active involvement. Any response in categories 6 - 12 could 
thus, possibly,be considered more desirable, from a learning point of 
view, than responses in categories 1 - ::. 
Using the twelve categories I coded students' statements nyself 
and then had a second judge check a 25% sample, chosen at rando~, from 
each course. 
On the research methods course I disagreed with the second judge 
7 t ~ 32 tatements (22S-) After discussion we agreed on on ou o s c • 
them all. 
-J 
192 
On thE:: n~crobiology Cou:r-~e I only a~reec wi :.r. e seCCLC jU2~e ::or 
~3 of tte ~5 s~atemer."ts in. the c~~rlw (~OO) 
_.L' . ~c...L.J.J:' <::; -' ~c; • After recheck~~g tti~ 
rC~e to 24 (96%). 
On the applied r:hysics ar,o. energy CourSE I dise.greec. \-?i ti: e 
seccnd judge on 7 out of 20 statements (35%). T asked a third jucge 
to categorise these 7 statements and efter some ciscussicL with t.r.i~ 
judge disagreement was reduced to 2 statements (10%). 
After c 25% sample of statements had been checked fro~ e2cn of 
the courses I rechecked my categorisation of all the ether statements. 
I was not too concerned about the discrepancies in categcrising 
the statements because the second judge and I were, generally, \."ithin 
one or two categories of each other I Vlhich was sufficiently accurate 
to get an indication cf the students r involvement with the semantic 
content. F.s explained above, c3.t a general leVel, any statements in 
categories 1-5 reflected less involvement than those in 6 - 12. 
The full results of students' thoughts for each of the incidents 
recalled are showr. in appendix c. 
8.4.1. The Rela!ionship.petween critical incidents and 
students' thoughts 
It is difficult to draw conclusions from examining the kinds of 
thoughts associated \,lith particular incidents. Huch must def;ene, among 
other things, upon where the incident occured in the lecture, how it 
fi tted in with what had gone before hand, the general pattern of 
presentation and, perhaps most icportant, how an individual student was 
experiencing the relevance of the lecture. Yet there does seem to be 
same interesting trends in the Fattern of students' thoughts assoclated 
with the different types of critical incidents. 
-
1..93 
Table E. 4 lists the c.ifferent aspects cf the lectt.:.rers' ter,2.~.-'::' c.t.:r 
and the average result for students' thoughts obtained fcr each. Those 
aspects with the highest average are listed first. Tr.e tcl:.:'ec.~sc t.sts 
the number of times incider ... ts of each aspect were played tc individtio.l 
students • 
Examination of Table 8.4 shews that both 'Illustration ane. 
Ex aLlp Ie , incidents (Ip,land CE) and 'Discussion; Pros and Cons.' 
(piC) incidents tended to be associated with thoughts reflecting 
high active involvement. 'Definitions' (DF) also scored relatively 
highly. 
The applied physics and energy students results reflected the 
greatest involvement with the content in association with 'writing on 
blackboard' (AVAbl)' AVA incidents tended to be associated with fairly 
high scores for the other two courses also. 
The microbiology students, on tre other hand, recordedfueir 
highest levels of involvement in association ~ith 'cue for note 
taking' incidents (N). There were few such incidents on the other 
t\\70 courses and \-,Then they did occur were not associated viith very 
high scores. 
In contrast, 'relevance statements' (r.) tended overall to be 
associated "lith low active involvement (with the possible exception.-
of the applied physics students ). Sin:ilarly, 'r ewcrding/rephrasing' 
(RW) incidents and those where the lecturer asked questbns (~, Qih and 
Qce) and gave technical information (T) ~ tended to be associated v:i th 
lo~ levels. This was also the case with 'asides to self' (A) and 
'lecturer distress or exasperation' (E). 
-J 
Table 8.4 Aver~ Scores for Students' Thoughts 
Research M~~ II Microbiology 
f-------
1
- I Type of No. of 
Incident Times 
Played 
Ip 
DF 
pic 
Ip+H 
I 
S 
CAVA 
AVAwt 
AVApd 
A 
N 
Qt 
RW 
T 
E 
6 
15 
21 
4 
20 
13 
10 
8 
9 
18 
4 
2 
13 
13 
8 
Average --p-pe Off No. of Average-Score 
Score Incident! times for students' 
for Students' I played thoughts 
Thoughts 
8.5 
8.3 
8.0 
8.0 
7.9 
7.9 
7.7 
7.5 
7.3 
7.1 
7.0 
7.0 
6.8 
6.7 
G.25 
N 
pic 
CE 
St.P 
AVP.wt 
Qt 
Qch 
DF 
Pt 
'1' 
A 
I 
RW 
Qce 
S 
8 
5 
10 
18 
16 
11 
2 
2 
7 
11.2 
10.2 
9.6 
9.0 
8.9 
8.7 
8.5 
8.5 
8.4 
7.9 
7.8 
7.7 
7.0 
6.0 
r 5.9 
R 14 L_ R 
10 
4 
3 
6 
2 
3 
4 
6.0 
4.75 
"---~ 
r- Applied Fhysics & En~rg.:_ ~I 
Type of ~o. of Average Score 
Incident I Tirfies for studen ts' 
Played thoughts. 
AVAbl 
I 
pic 
DF 
R 
s 
Cst 
Cbl 
T 
Qch 
A 
12 
12 
5 
13 
17 
9 
10 
6 
6 
10 
3 
--+------- -----9.5 
9.3 
8.9 
8.8 
8.6 
8.1 
7.8 
7.5 
7.5 
7.1 
6.8 
___ ~ ___ L _________ _ 
, , 
\[l 
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The association of ,Farticular incidents will: 1m·; levels ef 
invclvernent does not, necessarily, rlegate their value C'_y . ll1poY"tan. ce. 
Each still forms an integral part of the I whcle lecture' v.'hich is 
experienced by tbe students although they may r.ot themselves }:;e, 
apparently, associated \-lith high levels of involvement cr ever. 
intended to be. Also, it must be remembered that ncne of the incidents 
examined occur in isolation and thus none can ever be considered 
solely responsible for the thoughts associated with them. 
The data does seem to suggest th2t wh e.reas illustrations 2.IlO 
exarr.ples c_:r.e associated vli th higher levels of involvement and, 
presumably, do help the lecturer to demonstrate hew the lecture 
cont~ntrelates to real life, non-illustrated statements are ~ot so 
effective in this respect. 
They also suggest that questioning techniques are apparently 
not associated with par:ticularly high levels of involvement. Ho\-,'ever, 
the evidence in favour of 'technical r questions (Qt) is some\.;hat 
stronger for the microbiology course, the only one ,.;here it was used 
on a regular basis. 
This last point demonstrates that it is perhaps not as meaningful 
to look at the results for different aspects of lecturing behaviour 
across all three courses as to examine them for each course alone. 
Then it becomes possible to better understand how any particular 
aspect fits in with the lecturer's overall style (as well as the 
different teaching and learning contexts). Thus I shall now examine 
briefly the differences in results fram the point of view of each 
lecturer'S style and ideas about his or her lecturing. 
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8.4.2. The Individual Lecturers 
The Research metl-,o -; c-: ~ e.c ..... ·· ',- r L ......... _ ...... _ I- ....... _t",.;. 
This lecturer hac E.xpressec ~€veral hopes and beliefs abct:t 
her lecturing style. For example, she hoped her illu~trctive examp:'es 
v.-ould help to keep the students I attention and be found ir.teresting 1::1' 
them. ThE. results shown in table 8.4 for'Ip' and'I'incide~ts sugsest 
that this was, in fact, the case. 
The same cannot be said about her hope that rewording would 
increase the understanding of what she had to say. The low level of 
thoughts generally associated \-:ith incidents ef rewording cr rephras:"ng 
in the research method lectures \-;Quld suggest that understanding did 
not appreciably increase as a result of such incidents. 
The results shown in Table 8.4 suggest that the students did 
respond to her summary statements as she had hoped: they recognised 
the~ as containing material they needed to write down, though they 
did not have particular active thoughts about them. 
The microbiology Lecturer. 
This lecturer had explained that she felt she needed to be 
communicating principles rather than detailed information. I ttink her 
N statements (note-taking cues) reflected very much this belief I mere 
so, in fact, than her 'summary' statements. It was at such times tt~t 
she w-ent to pains to express what she felt were the fundamental basics 
of the subject. Table 8.4 shows that such incidents were associated 
with particularly high levels of thought - involvement. 
Her 'chatty examples' (CE) were also,generally, associated ~ith 
high levels of involvement and therefore, to some extent, were presumal::ly 
helping the students to 'be in the situation' and better appreciate 
the whole of microbiology, as she had hcped. 
-
1C",,;" 
-2.96 
Simil&rly, the result~ would ~ th sugges,- at her G1.:.est:~crC" pay-t~~'-'-""l-'-
- - -'-I - _'-''-''_C_ .J. 
the technical ones (~t), aid 'make them thiLk c..r.c rec a::" 2. , cr a~ leas"!.. 
sc~e cf the students. 
As witt tbe research n:ethods lecturer tl.- It . -
. ue rest: s V:CU.lC suggest 
that her rewording die. no~ appreciably increase understanding or make 
'a deeper track'. This does not deny, however, that tr.2..s aspect of 
her fresentation helped her to pace her lectures. 
The applied physics ar.d energy lecturer. 
This lecturer attempted to help students see where things fittec 
in by the use of R (relevance) statements, particularly, at the start 
of his lectures. It. \',rould appear that he \t;as fairly successful in 
terms of the amount of active thoughts associated \-.-ith such incidents 
in his lectures. Students also did seem to recognise and attend to 
his summari'es. But, the~7 seemed less involved and attentive for those 
incidents where he was explaining and talking while facing the black-
board (C bI) and giving technical information (T). 
His 'checking questions' incidents were not associated with very 
active thoughts but that was possibly not his intention. 
Now I shall look at how the lecturers themselves, as well as 
their lecturing styles, were consciously perceived by studer.ts (as 
opposed to the influence their styles may have had on student thinking). 
8.5 Results of the Repertory Grid Analysis 
Each students' grid ~QS, as one would expect, highly individual 
and the constructs describing the principal components of each grid 
varied greatly. So wr .. at comparisons are legitimate? As explainec 
in Section 8.3, the first two components of a grid can genera2.l.y 
be ass'\..T..ed to !"epresent the rr,c:ll. c.irnensions alene; \·hich tr.e sui:;jE:::ct 
differ ent:. ates e :ements. l' h . F' c 3 
- ~s s ,cvm In '~gure c. , the Fos~.'t':'c.n c: -:be 
eleme~ts for eact grid can be Dapped out in re:aticn tc the f~!"st ~wc 
componen ts. TLus, the posi tior: of e &ch eleICent relative to c t.f£:r 
elemer,ts can be seen: One way cf comparing inc.i'viduz-l' s grids is tc 
actually look at the distance betweerl elements - that is, rather tr~an 
the distance of individual elements along the axis representing the 
principle components. The distances between elemer.ts are, ~L fact, 
included in the Ingrid progr~me output. 
Slater has calculated that the expected distance between elements 
draym from a cor .. struct system is the square !"oot of ((~ ~\) ) where 
V is the total variance about the construct means and m is the nurr~er 
of elements. Ins-rid gives the observed distances expressed proporticn2.lly 
to the unit of expected distance, varying about 1 for a lower limit at 
o to an upperlimit at the square root of m - 1. 
Table 8.5 shows for each student the distance between element 4, 
the lecturer in question, and elements 6, 7,8 and 9 (ideal self, lecturer 
liked, lecturer disliked and somecnecisliked). I chose these latter 
four elements because they were likely to be relevant indices of both 
positive and negative~rceptions ag2.inst which the lecturer in ~estion 
could be considered. 
The average distances between the eleffients being considered are 
given for each student group_ 
The table shows the sum of squares for the element lecturer in 
ue ,..tl.· on (Th;s ; s obtained b~T adding- together the squares of the q,;:. • ........ J. 
distances of each construct for that elen:ent from their mean D ). 
A small sum cf squares for any element is taken to icply that the 
subject's attitude to" ... arcs that element is ir.different, since he has 
r 
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Table 8.5 Repertory Grid F.esults 
--
Distance cf elements 6,~,f, ~d 
9 from 'lecturer of the course~ 
element ~. 
J 
I , 
r 
20C 
I Someone 
dl.s1iked 
(9) 
I Lecturer' 
disliked 
(8) 
Lecturer I Idealt E • E. for ' F.ve~age 1 ]I._ve~2.c;e 
Lik(·7ed) ~I 5e(61f) I, Lecturer Intrinsic i Stir.'~12:.ed 
1 E.Sci 
2 H Sc' • l. 
3 H.Sci 
4 H.Sci 
5 H.Sci 
Averaae 
1 ESS 
2 ESS 
3 ESS 
4 ESS 
Averaqe 
1 Ho. Econl 
2 Ho.Econl 
3 Ho.Econ 
4 HooEconl 
5 Ho. Econ 
Average 
1 MB 
2 MB 
3 ME 
4 MB 
5 l>4.B 
6 MB 
7 t-m 
8 MB 
Average 
1 EAPPS 
2 El-.PPS 
3 EAPPS 
4 EAPPS 
5 EAPPS 
6 EAPPS 
7 EAPPS 
8 EAPPS 
9 EAPPS 
Average 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1.44 
1 1 . 
1.5 
1.4 
1.40 
1.37 
1.1 
1.4 
.78 
1.22 
1.13 
.77 
.77 
.4 
.30 
1.1 
.67 
1.25 
1.20 
.91 
1.48 
1.05 
.98 
1.0 
.99 
1.11 
1.07 
1.27 
1.45 
1.00 
1.80 
1.0 
1.37 
1.10 
1.12 
1.24 
, 
, 
I 
I 
1.44 
1 1 . 
1.2 
1.4 
.91 
1.21 
1.03 
1.12 
.91 
1.12 
1.05 
1.08 
.89 
.2 
.26 
.62 
.61 
1.03 
1.3 
.66 
1.22 
1.07 
.85 
1.1 
.74 
1.00 
.85 
.96 
.1.11 
1.12 
.96 
.64 
1.07 
.96 
.90 
.95 
.33 
. 94 
.31 
1.1 
.55 
.65 
.33 
.64 
.64 
.82 
.61 
.66 
.72 
.9 
1.24 
.92 
.88 
.65 
.53 
.89 
.32 
.90 
.80 
.73 
1.1 
.74 
.49 
.36 
.70 
.93 
.57 
.44 
.51 
.67 
.57 
.58 
Experience Rec~l~ Score 
Score 
I · 43 I 6014 25.4 8.6 
.73 20.9 33.2 I 7.3 
.31 10.6 80.8 I 8.7 .18 16.9 80.8 7.4 r 
.55 9.5 I 85.7 I '"' -I ._ 
.44 12.4 I 58.3% '7.9 -r~~-I .85 19.7 0 
.83 7.1 73. a 
1.3 -2.6 0 -
.92 11.7 20.0 5.9 
.98 10.3 33.2% 7.6 
1.02 10.0 I 0 -I 
1.1 23.3 21.2 5.7 
1.3 37.8 48.3 I 7.5 1.35 35.8 18.8 5.3 
1.1 30.9 52.2 8.1 
1.17 25.3 31.2% 6.7 
.69 11.3 34.8 8.3 
.74 16.1 , 45.0 8.3 
1.20 27.6 I 32.0 6.5 
.58 , 12.9 77.7 9.7 I 
.80 I 12.3 44.3 i.O 
.95 I 10.1 86.2 9.8 
.85 19.4 84.5 9.7 
1.3 13.7 26.5 I 8.5 
-
.89 15.4 55.0% 8.5 
-
• 99 18.1 1100 • -
.68 I 6.0 I 65.0 7.3 
.60 6.7 63.9 9.1 
.93 17.3 I 70.6 8.0 
.41 9.6 77.4 9.8 
1.00 19.9 65.0 8.3 
.76 10.8 38.1 7.9 
.87 5.2 69.3 8.4 
.79 2.3 44 4 5.7 
.78 10.6 67% 8.1 
6 
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rated it neither high nor low c~t re ~~ l' ~l ar ~Lt LeCI. OL a _ cc~st~~cts. 
Cor.:.TvTE:r~'E.ly,c. largt sum of sqt:ares is take:n tc indicate that thE: e: €:~_E-;-_ t 
i8 an important one in the sub]' ects' t t t h th h cons rue sys err, w.e .Er is 
atti tudt tCy,-ards it is consistently favourable, cr consistently 
unfavourable, or favourable ir. some respect8 and unfavourable ':.r. others. 
It is interesting to note-though it is not shown in the table _ 
that elements 8 and 9 tended to have relatively high sums of squazes. 
E le~ent 6 a2.so r.ad a generally high sum (7 tended to be qui te bvl). The 
highness of these three sums of squares supports the choice of at 
least these elements as ind\I:,~es against vihich to compare the lecturer 
in question: for the high sum of squares indicates that these elements 
are i :important ones in the subj ects construct system. 
Table 8.5 also shows the mean intriLlic experience of relevance 
scores obtained in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, and the average level of 
thoughts recorded for each student for the stimulated recall of critical 
incidents. 
8.S .1. Influence of Contact with Lecturer 
The students can be divided into three main groups from the point 
of view of knowledge and acquain tance with the course lecturer. The 
human science and microciology students form one group: both lets of 
students were from the same department as the lecturer and had a lot 
of contact with the lecturer. The ESS and EAPPS students form a second 
group: they came from different yet quite closely related depar~ts 
to the lecturer's with whom they had some contact. Overall, ~~ ESS 
students had greater contact than EAPPS students among ,,,hom the 
contact was generally restricted to students in the lecturer's tutorial 
grcup. The third consisted of the home economics students viho \\'ere 
~rcm a department only marginally related to the lecturer's anc tad 
no contact vdth her other than in the weekly lectures. 
20~ E 
The cegree of contc_ct v;ith ana. knowledge of the ' 
.ecturer is re~lectec 
in the results shown in Table 8.5. Th -e stuaents whc S2_\,- their ::"ec::u::::er 
as closest tc their ideal self and 11k 
_ecturer i e~ were the tuman scienc~ 
students, and they were followed by the EAPFS, microbiology, ESE ane, 
lastly, home economics students. 
Gi ven this generall~7 posi ti ve correlation and since they r~ac::. 
roug-hly the SaI:le amount of contact with their lecturer as the human 
science students, one might have expected the rricrobiology students 
to have put their lecturer closer to ide21 self. (They did, in fact, 
have her fairly close to lecturer likeci and well Qy;ay :rc'L: lecturer 
and sarr:eone disliked). It s~ould be noted, however, that this lecturer 
was ~uch older and from a different generation thon her students, whereas 
the research methods lecturer was fairly close in age to her students . 
8.5.2. Relationship of Students I Perceptions to other Factors 
It can be seen from the individual results that whilst a cistinctly 
positive perception of the lecturer (see, for example, students 1 E.Sci, 
3 H. Sci, 4 H.Sci, 5 H.Sci, 4 MB, 2 E~~PS, 5 EAPPS and 7 EAPPS) is 
generallyssociated with a high intrinsic experience of relevaLce score 
and/or a high stimulated recall score, the reverse is not alvlays true. 
That is, a high experience of rel:evance score and/or a high stimulatec 
recall score need not be associated with a very positive perception of 
the lecturer (see, for example, 6 MB, 7 ME and 4 EAPPS, and,to a lesser 
extent, 2 ESS, 3 EAPPS and 8 EAPPS). 
These results support the view that there are other factors, 
besides perceptions of the lecturer, that can influence either students' 
experience of relevance or approach to the lectures. One such factor 
that I have already suggested is the amount of background knowied;e 
and experience of the students. 
_8_._S_._:_~ __ P_r-:..incipa.l Com?oner~ts c: St'lldELts' Repertory Grid 
Figures 8.4 anc 8.5 are d~agrams representin~ the fr~ncifa: 
Ccrr.ponents of stucer:ts' cor.struct systems. (See Appendix D for 
remaining students maps). They are higr.ly individualistic and Let 
eas ily comparable. ECMever, it is interesting tc exar::.ir.E: them ::rorr. 
the pOint of vie\\T of the inter-perscnal attributes described b~{ Carl 
Rogers (1969). Rogers describes three categories of attributes that 
he believes to be effective in promoting learning. These are: 
1) Realness in the facilitator of learning. i.e . 
.. a willingness to be a person, to be and live the feelings ar:c. 
thoughts of the moment." 
In his description and examples of this category he refers to 
such things as: 'genuineness', 'honesty', 'congruence', 'shared feelings' 
and 'not presenting a front or facade'. 
/" 
2) Prizing, Acceptance, Trust, Rogers' writes: 
"I think of it as prizing the learner, prizing [-.is feelings, his 
opinions, his person. It's caring for the learner, but a non-
possessive caring. It is acceptance of this other individual as 
a separate person, having worth in his O\,ffi right." 
In his description and examples of this quality, Rogers refers 
to such things as: 'positive regard', 'respect of others', 'concern 
for others', 'communication with others', 'acceptance of others as 
individuals' • 
3) Et::p ~hic understanding: For Rogers this is: 
"v-lhen the teacher has the ability to understand the students I 
reactions fram the inside, has a sensitive awareness ef the way 
the process of education seems 'to the student'." 
Here Rogers refers to such things as: 'ser.si tive a\\"areness of 
2C~ 
E 
others' processes', I understanc.ing cf ether persor.s' Fcin~s 
'non-eva~uatins, non-judging unde~st2.r.dir.g' • 
v:'ew' , 
I examined students I grids to see w:-lether the ~ecturers \.;hc 
were liked or dislikec were construed in terms cf the ":.y:;:e cf e":.tributes, 
or lack of, described by Rogers. And, indeed, these types of quali":.ies 
were, in most cf the grids, reflected in the constructs describing the 
first principal component. (v~hich tended to be the major axis of the 
students' construct systems and the one on which elements 7, 8 ane 9 
were most differentiated). In many cases, Rogers' attributes were also 
reflected in the constructs describing the second component. 
Thus examination of Figure 8.4 shows that element 7, lecturer ~iked, 
tended to be placed towards the pole describable in terms of Rogers' 
attributes {See 1 H.Sci where element 7 is towards 'Understanding and 
broadminded,' and 5 H. Sci where it is towards 'patient').Element 8, 
lecturer disliked, on the other hand, tends to be towards the opposite 
pole (For 1 H.Sci, 8 is towards 'rude, unable to see others' views' and 
for 5 H.Sci 'Interested in selves most of the time'). 
Similarly i~r Figure 8.5, 4 ESS, for example, has element 7 towarc.s 
'Will do anything for anyone', and element 8 towards 'Impatient'. A 
similar picture can be seen for the other students (See Appendix D) . 
In ell, twenty one of the thirty one grids have the 'lecturer-liked' 
towards the poles of the first and/or second component \'lhich seems to 
be described in terms of Rogers' attitudinal qualities. 
Other constructs that describe the poles towards ,·;r.ich the 'lecturer 
liked' tended include: 
E 
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Grid 
2 H.Sci 
3 ESS 
2 Ho.Econ 
3 NB 
8 tv'..B 
2 EAPFS 
3 EAPPS 
3 EAPPS 
4 EAPPS 
4 E~.PPS 
7 EAPPE' 
9 EF~PS 
Cons-:'ruct 
Organised an6 tends to structure thins~ 
Talks to "::.hE: point and interestir..g, kr..m·;s what -,:,c.:kinc; 
about, - if not too good at explaining 
Not particularly approachable v,;i th perscr.al probleIi:.s 
Interesting speaker 
Abilit1- to become totally involved in something 
Ability to convey ideas 
Neat and tidy - interesting 
Rigorous - practical 
Don't evade a good question 
Tries to be relevant 
Able to inject enthusiasm for subject to others 
Khov;>ledge and in telligence 
These additional constructs seem to emphasise that, in addition to 
Rogers' attitudinal qualities) the lecturer's abilit~es in presenting 
material is important, as his own interest, knowledge and enthusiasm 
for the topic. 
8. b Summary and Conclusions 
The aim of this chapter has been to examine the role of the lecturer 
and the influence that teaching styles and characteristics have upon 
students' approaches and thinking in lectures. This has been done by 
studying the characteristic a.spects and styles of the three caSE study 
lecturers, students' perceptions of the lecturers, and the relationship 
between these two factors to students' approach and thinking during 
lectures. 
The study and the analysis of data was both exploratory and 
developmental. I wanted particularly to explore the potential of several 
different ~ese.arch methods; including participant observation, stictila ted 
recall ana repertory grid analysis. 
20S-
I Yo-as able to develop, t:b.rougl'- my observations cf the lectu:::-es, a 
coding system for identifyinc; asr:ects of fre. characteristic sty::"es c: 
the lect~re~s (See Table 8.2). Using this I was 2ble to give a 
description of each lecturer's style. 
The system also enabled me to identify critical incidents in 
lectures which I cou Ie play back to students for their "stimula tee ~ecalls" 
ef lectures. Students responded to the lecture extracts by recalling 
\';hat they ,"'ere either thinking or doing at that time during the lecture. 
Starting ~ith the coding systems of Eloem and Siegal et. ale I 
developed a coding system for ceding students' thoughts during the 
lectures (See Table 8.3.). The system reflects the amount c= active 
involvement by the student with the se~antic content of the extract. 
By examining students' statetlents I was able to identify \>lhich 
aspects of the lecturer's behaviour were apparently associated \.;i th 
greater amounts of active involvement. Among these aspects were 
illustrations and e;xamples, the discussion of pros. and cons., and. the 
giving of defini tions. 'Two other aspects \>lhich seeme6. to have this 
association, but not so generally,were note-taking cues and the use of 
AVA. 
The strategies which \>v"ere apparently least likely to be associated 
with active thoughts included unillustrated relevance statements, 
rewording and rephrasing, technical information and asides. However, 
as I have already explained, the asscciation of particular incidents 
with low leve Is of in vol vement does net, nece ssarily, negu.te. their 
value or importance. 
Stucents' perceptions of their lecturers were investigated here 
by using the repertory grid technique. The completed grids ",erE: examined 
by the fu'"1.alysis of the distance be'bleen elements and the principal 
components cf each grid. 
'"' " -
, ' I 
It would appear that students who were more 2.cquc.ir.ted Vii tr. and 
had greater kncv.leqge cf the lecturer had more posit.ive percef-t.ions cf 
the lecturer. It:. also seems that students v:i. th positive perceptior..s of 
the lecturer generally experienced the 'relevaIJce of the content 
intrinsically ana/cr with much active involvement Kith the serr~2Iltic 
content. However, high intrinsic experience of relevance and/or activE: 
involvement did not, ,;necessarily, mean the student had a positi\~e 
perception of the lecturer. Other factors are also involved. 
Fina.lly, ex an: in a tion of the principal components analysis of grids 
confirmed that lecturers liked by students tended to be viewed positively 
in terms of Pagers I three categories cf inter-personal attributes 
(realness in the facilitator of learning, ,_prizing acceptance and trust 
and empathetic understanding). In addition, students saw lecturers 
they liked as being able to present their material well and as having 
interest, ,knowledge and enthusiasm for their topics. 
Conclusions 
Much more work is needed to confirm the tentative findings in this 
chapter. The overriding message of the chapter is probably just how 
complex and important the role of the lecturer is. It does seem, however, 
from the data obtained, that it is possible to identify and describe 
differences in lecturers' characteristic styles of lecturing. The 
extent different aspects of lecturer's behaviour influence student 
thinking, during lectures, is much more difficult to discern as it is 
impos'sible to directly correlate any single aspect \-lith students' 
thoughts. A students' thoughts must result from his or her whole 
experience of the lecture arid the teaching and learning context. 
It was possible to identify the E.xtent a stuc.ents' thougtt.s 
reflected active involvement with the semantic content c: the 
lectt:re. It \t:as also possible to identify which aspects of lecturer 
behaviour seemed to be the most :requently associa ted ~:;i tr. active 
student thoughts. Thus it would seem that different aspects of the 
lecturer's behaviour can, to some degreE;, influer..ce student::' thougr_ts 
and :involvement with the content, but only in respect to their being a 
~ of the lecturer's whole presentation. 
Similarly, it did appear that the perceptions students' had of 
the lecturer \,iere influenced by their knowledge of and aCl:Iuaintance vdth 
the lecturer. Finally, there was evidence that lecturers who were 
positively perceived \'lere perceived in terms of Rogers' three categories 
of inter-personal attitudes. 
2l~ 
CHAPTER NINE 
SUMMARY OF THESIS AND RESEARCH FINDING 
CFAPTER c. SUNMARY OF TEE~IS AND RESEARCH Fn~INGS 
- - -------------.,;::;.;: 
9.0 Surr£c_r:l of the F.esearch 
In Chapter 2 I explained how my major concern at the start of 
n:y research W8.S with student learning fror: lectures. T shell start 
this final chapter by tracing how this initial interes~ developed 
into a study cf students' experience of relevance in higher education. 
As a result of reading the literature on lecture researct I 
concluded that there v;as insufficient consideration of the factcrs 
which influenced students to respcnd positively, or negatively, to 
a particular lecture. This was mainly because researchers had paid 
insufficient attention to stuaents' experience of the situation, a fact 
that could be derived from the main points of Chapter 1. These vlere: 
(i) Most of the lecture nesearch was done from a teacher's perspective. 
(ii) The research was dominated by attempts to: 
(a) identify 'effective' lecturing skills; and to 
(b) evaluate and contrast the effectiveness of the 'lecture 
method I,. 
(iii) Despite the large amount of research carried out it apparently 
remains a matter of controversy: 
(a) vThether, and which, lecturing skills correlate with 
achievement measures; and 
(b) for which objectives the lecture method is effective. 
(iv) Lecture advice texts are based primarily on: 
(a) research of the afore-mentioned type; 
(b) particular learning theories and/or psychological principes. 
(v) Most of the advice offered in 'how to lecture' texts concentrate 
on preparation, structure, organisation and delivery. Less 
attention is paid to those characteristics, also identified as 
important, such as 'enthusiasm for the subject' and 'teacher 
-student rapport'. 
(vi) Those studies taking more of a stuce~ts' perspective in their 
approach point particularly to the importance of the teacher-
student relationship and the~humanffqualities of the lecturer. 
(vii) There is evidence to suggest: 
(a) Lecturers do not alviays find the results of lectt:.re 
research very t:.seful; 
(b) SOIDe of the methodological assun:ption~ uncerpinr.ins most 
attempts to identify 'effective' lecturing skills are 
of debateable validity. 
(~iii) There have been negligible attempts to look at the learning 
process in lectures themselves. 
(ix) There have been only limited attempts to look at students' 
experieuce of lectures and at the perceived influences 
upon their approach to lectures. 
(x) Research on lectures has seldom taken account of such factors 
as the teaching and learning context and institutional 
requirements. 
Previous research had thus tended to over-concentrate on attempts 
to identify 'effective' lecturing skills and to evaluate the lecture 
method and has paid too little attention to students' experience of 
lectures. There was an inadequate understanding and awareness of 
students' experience of lectures and of the influences upon that 
experience. Similarly, there was an inadequate understanding and 
awareness of contextual and institutional factors and their influences 
upon students' experience. One consequence of this is that lectures 
are generally discussed as if they were all of one type. 
As a result of reading the work of Ference Marton, and his 
colleagues at Gothenburg University, on student learning, and relating 
this to a small pilot study which I carried out, I became particularly 
interested in looking at students' experience of the relevance offue 
lecture content. 
In Chapter 2, I described what I understand student learning 
from lectures to be: 
"I see student learning froIn lectures 2!S the rroces~ v.-heret~. 
st~~ents discover for themselves the Illear .. ing of \ihat i~ being 
sa~c and as the arproach they a.dort in carrying Cl.:. t that 
process. II 
This view of learning relates closely to M t ' .-ar CE s :..a.eas. He 
refers to the students' view of the 'reality' of his or her subject. 
Marton believes that students who adopt what he terms 2. 'deer' 
orientation to learning are able to recognise that the subject is 
to do vd th the same reality as that of their dail~l lives;' they are 
able to grasp what is behind the written or spoken discourse'. 
On the other hand, Harton suggests, that if the students do not 
assume that the subject has anything to do with their own reality 
they are more likely to adopt what he terms a 'surface' orientation 
to their learning. Similarly, such students are more likely to be 
extrinsically motivated in their learning and, as the work of 
Fransson has shown, are consequently again more likely to adopt a 
'surface' level approach to their learning. 
The implication of what Marton is saying for student learning 
in lectures seemS to be that, if 'deep' learning is to occur, it is 
important that students recognize what they hear is to do with the 
same reality as that of their daily lives. Put another way, they need 
to perceive what they hear as relevant. 
In a small pilot study investigating students' views about one 
of the lecture courses, 'V7hich I was to carry out an in-derth inves-
tigation the following academic year, I identified two factors which 
seemed related to students' opinions about the course. They were: 
(i) How well students' knew or were personally acquainted with the 
lecturer; 
~ , -
L..L: 
(ii) the amount 0 .... + background knowledge cnd :amiliarity stu:5.er:t.s 
had with the sutject. 
These two factors were, it appeared, imFortant in that they were 
both, arguably, potential influences upon a students' abilitv to 
oJ. 
experience the subject as relevant. 
Students with little background may not appreci2te the relev2~ce 
of a subject. But one of the key roles of a lecturer in this respect 
rr.ay be to help such students to come to a better appreciation. His 
or her ability to do this may depend on his (or her) relationshif with 
the student and how the student perceives him. However, both the 
probabili ty of their being c.. good relationship betyleen the two and 
the student having a favourable perception of the lecturer is likely 
to be greater the more acquainted the student is with the lecturer. 
The possible relationship of students' background knowledge and 
the consequencesof being acquainted with the lecturer to students' 
experience of the relevance of the subject interested me very much. 
I consequently decided to look more closely at their experience of the 
relevance of specific lectures and at Fossible influences upon that 
experience, in particular,that of the lecturer and the way he or she 
is perceived by students • 
In Chapter 3 I discussed at a more detailed methodological level 
my decision to concentrate on students' experience. In that Chapter, 
I describe the increasing trend within educational research/particularly 
in curriculum evaluation studies~away from quantitative psychometric 
approaches which are divorced fram the reality of the classroom and 
towards more qualitative, naturalistic approaches. The aim of suc~ 
approaches being 'descript~on and interpretation' rather than 
'measurement and prediction'. 
At the same time, t~ere has evolved c grc~ter concern fer 
carrying out idiograrhic, in ter.si ve studie.s Co f the ir.C:i v:'ducl ;'-E,. ther 
than attempting tc establish norrethetic, seneral:'s2.tle l.a\-rs. 
Fran my survey cf this less traditionally orient:.ated research 
I concluded that my own research needed tc be: 
(i) grounded in reality; 
(ii) focussed on the individual and the individuals' experience, 
It was with these two methodological objectives in mind that I 
decided to conduct the research within the context of three case 
studies of three specific lecture courses. The precise approach I 
took in each case study was dictated bYW1at was most appropriate to 
each situation. I did, however, in each case have a general plan 
to try to understand the relevant teaching and learning context for 
each of the three lecture courses and to focus on a chosen sample of 
students' experience of the lectures. 
To gain a better understanding of context) I used the methods 
of participant observa~ion, informal interviewing and questionnaire 
survey. [chose the students on whom to focus in depth according to 
the response I received to a ("key factor") questionnaire I develcped 
specially for the purpose. This identified students according to 
the amount they thought they were influenced, in their opinions of 
lectures, by their perceptions of the interpersonal qualities of 
the lecturer. I then chose 33 students at t~xee levels of influence 
- high, It.iddle and lovl. 
I investigated further these students' perceptions of their 
lecturers by means of the repertory grid. To research their 
experience of the lectures I used the methods of stimulated reCall 
and in-depth interviewing. 
1-2 thoU';r. IT y research was primarily focu~sea~ on st d 1 . 
- J U e~t earnlng 
anc experience I also kept in clcse contact w;t~ 
J.. 1. each cf the ca~E: 
study lecturers and asked each to do a stimulated recall c~ a lecture 
they had given. 
As a consequence of my O\\'T.. observations of the lectures and 
discussions vIi th, particularly, the lecturers but also studer~ts, 
~ describe ,in Chapter 8, the characteristic aspects and style of 
each of the lecturer's presentations. However, nO'V7here in the thesis 
do I give a unilateral definition of the 'lecturer methot'. I leave 
it to the reader to decide, if he should think it relevant, whether 
each ef the situations that I studied fit his conception of 'the 
lecture' • 
9.1 Levels of Experience of Relevance 
Chapters4 - 7 represent the central core of the research. In 
these four chapters I described \\~hat I discovered about ho\-! students 
experienced the relevance of the lectures. 
As explained in Chapter 7, \';hich summarised the case studies 
described in each of the 3 previous chapters, I found that students' 
experience of lectures was not a straight-forward matter of them 
experiencing or not experiencing something as relevant. The lectures 
were invariably experienced as relevant but the experience varied 
qualitatively. I identified three levels of experience of relevance: 
extrinsic I' 
vicarious; 
intrinsic. 
An extrinsic experience of relevance was when the content was 
regarded from the point of view of achieving seme external demand, 
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u sua_ll~l as ~essmen. t. 
1i vicarious experience seemed to be associa.tec. with the lecture::: 
whose o""rn interE:st or enthusiasm \-!as either transferred tc the stuC:er.t 
or he,or she,provided illustrations, examples, etc., 
student was able to recognise and identi::y v.7itll. 
Finally, an intrinsic experience of relevance was associated 
with a students' ability to see the relevance of the content in a 
way which was meaningful to his own understanding and framework of 
thinking. 
In Chapter '4 I described in some detail the eight category 
coding system that I developed from students' statements describing 
their experience of lectures. With this system I identified how 
each of my sample students experienced the relevance of their lectures 
and, in particular, the lecture content (See Tables 4.4, 4.5, 5.3, 
5.4 and 6.2 and 6.3). 
The eight categories of descriptions are: 
( 1) Extrinsic; other person's perspective, general 
(2 ) Extrinsic; other person's perspective, specific 
(3) Extrinsic; students' o\'.'Il perspective 1 general 
(4) Extrinsic; students' O\tffi perspective, specific 
(5) Vicarious; perceived 
(6) Vicarious; illustrative 
(7) Intrinsic; general 
(8) Intrinsic; specific 
In Chapter;7 I discussed the evidence that these eight categories 
could discriminate in a meaningful way between different students' 
experience of the lectures. The main support for the categories came 
from the following points: 
(i) The descriptions of the students' orientations towards t~eir 
courses and lectures \-lere all in fairll' close agreemer.t \-vi th ~hs 
pattern of their experiences of relevance scores. 
(ii) The type of extrinsic experience of relevance, particularly 
for predominantly intrinsic students, seemed to be the t:ost 
appropriate for the kind of assessment system in operation cr, 
a course. That is, it was of a general extrinsic type where the 
assessment was of an unseen nature, and of a specific general 
type where the assessment was continuous and seen. 
(iii) There w"ere high levels of intrinsic experience in those situations 
where one might have expected them, for example, where stude~ts 
were doing a final-year chosen option. 
(iv) Students who had closer contact with the lecturer seemed to 
have a greater tendency towards vicarious experience of 
relevance. 
I also discussed in Chapter 7 some of the possible influences on 
students' experieLce of relevance. I die not suggest that either 
anyone or even mix of factors by themselves cause students to 
experience the relevance in a particular way. It did seem, however, 
that the following factors influenced students and the way they 
experienced the relevance of the content: 
(1) The teaching and learning context, in particular 
(a) Students' perceptions and perspectives 
(b) Teacher characteristics and teaching style, and students' 
perceptions of these. 
(2) Students' perceived background knowledge and familiarity Kith 
the subject. 
These findings follo"v; on ::ron: the pilot ~tuc.-y· T C1'g~~ - .... E:,..:; wnere ~ _~ ~=~_ ~ 
that (1) a studer-its' backgrour.d knowledse cf his subject, anc C:~) 
how well he was personallyac;uainted with the lect~reY_ KerEc pcter:t:'c:.: 
influences uron a studeLtts experiencE: of relevance. 
I consider the main research finding of this thesis, hOv7ever, to 
be the identification of the qualitatively different levels of 
extrinsic, vicarious and intrinsic experience and the eight ca~egories 
describing them. In saying this I affi taking the position that social 
science research can come up ~rith generalisctions but/to be most 
meaningful, such generalisations should be at the level of categories 
of description and not individual behaviour. As Marton points out: 
"Whereas individuals' behaviour may not be generalisable to 
other situations, categories of description may well be." 
(Marton, 1978). 
I can not generalise from the behaviour of the case study 
students to other students. I have no basis for saying, for example, 
that students taking courses outside their own department tend to 
experience such courses extrinsically or, conversely, that ~tudents 
taking final-year chosen options will experience a course intrinsically. 
Neither can I define precisely those circumstances when I would expect 
vicarious experience of relevance to occur. I can, however, suggest 
fairly confidently, as a result of my research, that I would expect 
students to experience the relevance of their lectures either 
extrinsically, vicariously or intrinsically. Similarly, I believe 
it would be possible, using the eight categories, to identify at 
which of the three levels a student was experiencing relevance. Thus 
the categories of description that I have identified are not or:ly 
generalisable to other lecture situations but they also provide 2. wal" 
of attempting tc understan~ an~ characterise st~de~ts' exper~ence c~ 
those ether situc:.tions. In the present study I used the eight 
categories to help ~e understand the way the case study stucents 
experienced relevance differently and the influences upon their 
experience. In ~ future study this could be further explored, 
particularly, by looking at the same students t experience c·f differer:t 
lecture courses. 
I have already indicated why I was interested in looking cleser 
at students' experience of relevance of lectures and how this connects 
with student learning. Having identified three qualitatively 
different levels of experience it is necessary to look again at this 
relationship. 
As I have explained, my original interest in students' experience 
of relevance arose from my reading of the work of Ference Marton 
and from the relationship between his ideas and the results of a small 
pilot study I did. 
Marton makes a connection between students' views of the 'reality' 
of their subject and a 'deep' approach to learning. He says of 'deep' 
processors, for example: 
"They grasp the fact that the University subjects they are reading 
have to do \,-lith the same reality as that of their daily lives. 
This means they make use of their knowledge and skills." 
(Marton, 1975). 
As it is described in this thesis intrinsic experience of 
relevance is very much about students making use of their 'knowledge 
and skills'. And~may well be that intrinsic experience is an essential 
element of 'deep' processing. 
Similarly, extrinsic experience of relevance seems to :"ink Kith 
son:e of Martor .. ' s ideas about 'surface I processing. Th12S, he \Olr:' tes: 
"Learning does not take place in a vacuum, but in varic"C.s social 
context5. Learning situations are characterized by the derr.anc.s 
they make, primarily in the form of exams., grades, etc. Thus 
it is a matter of external deffiands to some extent inescaratle: 
one must try to learn certain things not because one \oJar:ts tc 
find out scmething but because someone thinks that one ough"t: 
to learn them for the future. 'Surface-orientation' in 
learning, in the sense that one focusses on a written or spoken 
message rather than ~hat the message was intended for, is, tc a 
large extent, a product of this situation. One does not read 
in crder to find out something but to reproduce a text or to be 
able to answer questions." 
(Marton et.a1. 1977). 
Marton thus suggests that students 'surface process' not to 
find something out but to be able to reproduce the text or to 
answer questions etc. Students who experience relevance extrinsically 
similarly focus on what they need to fulfil external demands such as 
these. Thus, again, extrinsic experience may well be an essential 
element of 's~rface processing'. 
I have already explained, in Chapter 7, that I die not look at 
learning outcomes a~sociated with specific lectures. I did, however, 
have a record of each students final grade for his or her course 
and I assumed that these grades gave some indication of the level of 
learning. h~ile in no-way suggesting any cause and effect relationship 
I did find that students who were predominantly intrinsic in their 
experience of relevc.r .. ce were generally the ones who obtained the 
higher grades. 
As I mentioned in Chapter 2, t-1arton found that the level of 
outcomes is related to the level of processing. Thus, this last result 
would again suggest that intrinsic experience c: relevanc~ is 
associated with 'deep' level learning. 
A study by Hounsell ar-d Ramsden gives further support to 
this last point. They say that the "more able" students were thoSE:: 
who had: 
lithe ability to see assessment tasks in their wider context 
(and) also tended to be the students who approached their 
work in a very positive way, trying to see connections between 
previously studied and currently studied materials, relating 
specific tasks to their understanding of the subject area, and 
relating their reading or problem-solving to their o~n extra 
curricular experiences." 
This description of the wmore able" students is reminiscent 
of both Marton's 'deep' level processors ana my intrinsic experiences 
of relevance. 
The results of a study by Riggs alro suggests that students 
who experience relevance extrinsically are morelikely to 'surface' 
process material and those who experience intrinsically to 'deep' 
process. B_iggs, who, like ~~arton, is concerned with qualitative 
differences in learning, identified three types of study processes 
exhibited by students - instrumental, internalising and achieving -
and describes each in terms of a motivational ccmfonent and a general 
strategy (or approach) component. (E .. iggs, 1979). 
The motivational component of the instrumental process is 
'extrinsic' and that of the achieving process is 'need achievement'. 
It seems to me that both these study processes contain, to use my 
terminology, elements of extrinsic experience of relevance. The 
motivational component of the internalising study process is 'intrinsic' 
and it would seem self-evident, by virtue of our shared terminology, 
that this contains elements of intrinsic experience. 
2 -L. L. 
The strategies which Biggs sa~s are associated with ins~ru~e~~al 
and internalising processes relate closely to Martc~'s 's~~face' anc 
'deep' level a~proaches. Thus Eiggs's results i~Flicitly sugsest that 
extrinsic experience is associated with 'surface' level processing or 
learning and intrinisc with 'deep' level processing or learnins. 
Biggs looked at the qualitative differences in outcomes associated 
with eacL of his three study processes. His results suggest, he says, 
that the internalising Frocesses tendm produce learning outcomes of 
a higher order of complexity than either instrumental or acr~eving 
processes. He also found an interaction between, on the one hand, the 
level of learning outcomes and, on the other, the task conditions and 
students' perceptions of what was required. 
Lau~-illard (1978), in her study on student learning, found a 
relationship between the level of approach (deep or surface) adopted 
for different learning tasks and the students' perception of what was 
required. Both her and Biggs's results suggest that when students 
adopt a 'surface' approach they do so to comply with their perceptions 
of external requirements. When students experience relevance 
extrinsically their thoughts are similarly focussed on external 
requirements and their perceptions of these. Thus, the implication is 
that 'surface' level processing contains elements of extrinsic 
experience of relevance. 
Further evidence that intrinsic experience is associated with 
'deep' level learning and extrinsic with 'surface' comes from the work 
of Fransson. He found a strong relationship between extrinsic motivation 
and 'surface' level processing and between, intrinsic~ctivation anc 
'deep' level processing. H= explains: 
22~ 
"A subject motivated by test demands tc reac. a text ::or \,;r.ict [,e 
has very limited interest is very protable tc adept a sur::ace-
learning strategy, while deep-level learning seems to be thE 
normal strategy chosen t~/ a student motivated only by the 
relevance of the text to his per::cnal needs and interest. II 
(Fransson, 1978). 
Fransson's description, particularly of the intrinsic n:.ctivated 
student, resembles that of a student who experiences relevance 
intrin~ically. In drawing support from Fransson's results I am, to 
some extent, assuming intrinsic experience of relevance where there is 
intrinsic motivation, and extrinsic experience where there is extrinsic 
motivation. However, before I can really make this ass~ption, it is 
necessary to examine closer the concepts cf intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation. 
The concept of motivation is generally, as Peters (1958) reminds 
us, a very confused one. DeCharms has, however, attempted to clarify 
the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation by 
discussing them in terms cf personal causation: 
"the crux of the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic 
~otivation may lie in the knowledge o~ feeling of personal 
causation. " 
(DeCharms, 1968). 
That is, DeCharms sees intrinsic mctivation as when the persor, 
perceives (knows or feels) himself to be the 'locus of causality' for 
his behaviour. Extrinsic motivation, on the other hand, is when the 
person perceives the 'locus of causality' to be external to himself. 
Let me move the argument from motivation to experience. To 
assume that a student who experiences the relevance of a subject 
extrinsically also perceives the 'locus of causality' fer his doing the 
subject to be external to himself does not seem unreasonable. Neither 
does it seem uLreasonable to a~sume that a stuc.~er:_~ whc 
-- exr,er ience~ 
relevance intrin~ically - recognising the content tc have . rLean:.r;,; 
to his own ur:.der standing and framevlOrk of thinking - v,rill al~c perce:' ve 
the 'locus of causality' for doing the subJ'ect to be h' 'f ~mse.:.. . 
However, vlhereas extrinsic motivation is most likely to be 
accompanied by extrinsic experience of relevcH;.ce, and intrinsic 
motivation by intrinsic experience, I would suggest it is n~inevitably 
the case. A student who is extrinsically motivated towards a subject 
is not necessarily destined to experience the relevance of the lecture 
content extrinsically. There may well be, for example, some part, 
sane example, some reference, which relates very closel~{ to his Ovin 
reality and, as a consequence, he will experience the relevance of it, 
not necessarily intrinsically, but perhars more possibly, vicariously. 
The implication of the above is that it is not perhaps as important 
that some one is extrinsically motivated as that he experiences the 
relevance extrinsically. It is for this reason that I believe that 
vicarious experience of relevance is potentially so important when 
discussing learning from lectures. In the research that I have done 
I found it very difficult to differentiate 'good' vicarious experience 
of relevance from intrinsic experience of relevance and, in terms of 
learning, I can see no reason not to believe that vicarious experience 
of relevance is morelikely to be associated with 'deep' level learning 
than 'surface'. That this is the case seems to be inferred by the 
very nature of vicarious experience of relevance which implies that 
the lecturer is helping the student to get 'behind the written or 
spoken discourse' where he (or she) is apparently not othervJise able 
or willing to do so himself. 
2=7 
Elton (1973) seems to al:ucE tc a similar kl·nc.~ c_~ 
:;rocess :'c -:r.at 
of facilitating vicarious experiencE when he discusses the cievis:"ng c= 
learr.ins situations tc I create' intrinsic motivation "tlJ.rough ir:t~rest 
• 
in the method of work." He suggests th t th . a e experlence of beinq 
allowed to govern one's own work method is likely to create i~trinsic 
motivation towards the work. That Elton believes intrinsic mctivatio~ 
can be created by experience of this kind gives support to my earlier 
comment that ar. extrinsically motivated student is not necessarily 
destined to experience the relevance extrinsically. 
Elton assumed the ensueing intrinsic motivation will b~ 
associated with higher-order learning objectives in much the same 
way that I have assumed 'good' vicarious experience of relevance is 
associated with 'deep' learning. 
There is some indirect evidence for the importance of vicarious 
experience in the lecture research literature itself. The most striking 
point is the already mentioned (Chapter 1) frequency with which lecturer 
characteristics or skills such as maintenance of student interest, 
lecturer enthusiasm and lecturer-student rapport have been identified 
as 'effective' lecturing skills. On the other hand, there is relatively 
little discussion on why they are so important. 
The more qualitative studies of students' experiences, discussed 
in Chapter 1, also suggest that the kind of features and characteristics 
identifiable with vicarious experience of relevance are important to 
students' experience of lectures. The students in these stucies 
commented on the importance of the lecturer-student relationship and 
the "human" qualities of the lecturer. The importance of these in the 
facili tation of learning has frequentl~l been suggested else - where 
in the literature by such authors as Rogers (1969). 
22E 
In Chapter e I described the results of my analysis cf the lecture= _ 
student relationship and, as part cf that, students' perceptions cf tte 
lecturer. I also looked at the relationshi~between, on the cne hane, 
characteristic aspects of presentation and style and students' 
perceftions of the lecturer and, on the other hand,students ' approaches 
and thinking in the lecture. 
Although, as I explained in the chapter, the work was very 
explorative, I did find that students with apparently positive 
perceptions of the lecturer generally experienced relevcnce intrinsically 
and/or were actively involved with the semantic content. I also 
found that vicarious - type lecturing behaviours,- such as the use cf 
illustrative examples, seemed very frequently to help students to be 
actively involved with the semantic content. 
The foregoing discussion about the research findings in this 
thesis suggest that the three levels of experience of relevance have 
important implications for student learning. Both my research and 
other recent research support the following points: 
(1) Extrinsic experience of relevance is associated with, and may be 
an essential element of, 'surface' level learning. 
(2) Intrinsic experience of relevance is associated with, and may be 
an essential element of, 'deef' level learning. 
(3) Vicarious experience of relevance is, potentially, a transitional 
level between extrinsic and intrinsic experience. 
(4) 'Good' vicarious experience is most likely to be associated with 
'deep' level learning. 
(5) In terms of 'deep' level learning it is more important whether 
a student experiences the relevance of the content intrinsically 
than whether he is intrinsically motivated towards the content. 
The iC.E:ntification of vicarious experier.cE: of rele","aLce 2.r:c. its 
potential as a transitional level between extrinsic aLd :"r.tr':"nsic 
experience is important. For the existe nCE: of this levE:l 0: expE:~'::"ence 
and its potential provide stro.ng evidence that the ::'ecturer has a key 
role, hitherto unrecogni sec, tc play ir.l. student learr.ir:g. Tiley alsc 
go to\,iards explaining why so many studies n:ake reference tc 
the importance of such cp~racteristics as the student - lecturer 
relationship and the enthusiasm cf the lecturer. 
Although this research "las done exclusively on the lecturer 
situation) the discovery of the three levels of experience r in 
particula.r that of vicarious,may well have major significance to 
other teaching and learning situations. 
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APFENDIX A 
CASE STUDY QUESTIONNAIRES 
PS'E.~'0\·;' f\ 
l\) 
RE SEARCH ME TROD S 
STUDENT EVALUATION 
~ay 1976 
FROM: Ms. S. Arber, Dr. M. Hornsby-Smith, Mrs. A. Scambler, K. Macdonald 
TO: All Second Year Research Methods Students: HS2: HE2 and HE4 
============================================================================== 
This evaluation sheet is being sent to all students who are about to 
complete the course in Research Methods. You are now in a position to evaluate 
the course as a totality. Your responses will be taken into account in preparing 
the course next year. 
We would be very grateful if you would complete this evaluation including 
as many additional comments as you think fit, and return it by internal post or 
to a pigeon hole (S. Arber) in the Sociology Department Office (35 AD 17) as soon 
as possible. This evaluation is anonymous, therefore no follow-up reminders will 
be sent to you. (For extra space, fell free to write on the other side of this 
paper) • 
Even if you have little to say about the course, please return the evaluation 
so that a high response rate can be obtained! 
******************************************************************************* 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
In what ways, if any, should the method of organising/conducting lectures 
be changed? 
Any other comments about Research Methods lectures? 
In what ways, if any, should the method of the classes by the tutor 
be changed? 
~n the types of topics covered What changes, if any would you suggest ~ 
in classes? 
(2) 
24C 
5. a) In general, how would you evaluate the handouts? 
b) Did you find any handouts particularly useful/stimulating? 
Which were these? 
c) About what percentage of the handouts did you read? 
i) Before the assigned class? 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 9,0 100 I I I I I I I I 
ii) At some point during the year? 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
I I I I I I I I 
6. Any general comments about Research Methods classes? 
7. What is your general feeling about the present method of course assessment? 
(3) 
8. a) 
b) 
How interesting did you find these exercises? Rank 1 (best) to 6 (~orst). 
How useful would you rate them as a method fl' 
- or earn~ng research techniques? Rank 1 (best) to 6 (worst). 
Sampling - The Captive Wife 
Questionnaire criticism 
Scaling-construction of attitude scales 
Analysis - elaborating 2 variable 
Systematic Observation 
Official Statistics 
relationships 
RANK ORDER 
(a) (b) 
9. Would you have found other exercises more useful as a learning experience? 
If so what changes would you suggest? 
10. a) We propose that in future each exercise will be marked by one tutor, 
in the interests of standardisation. Have you any comrnentsr-
b) If the value of course exercises is increased in relation to the 
examination it will be necessary for the marked work to be returned 
at the end of the course for the examiners to see. Have you any comments? 
11. What percentage of your Part I Research Methods mark do you think should 
be course work? 
o 
I 
10 
I 
20 
I 
80 
I 
100 
.... 
(4) 
12. Any other comments about course assessment? 
13. For Human Sciences Students, 
Are you doing Sociology as a Major, Minor or Twin Subject? 
14. For Home Economics Students, 
What do you feel is the overall relevance of this course for your degree? 
(5) 
. Please indicate the relative :mphases on the different parts 0: the cou~se 
WhiCh you.would have preferred. Ring the appropriate COGe on the five point sca~e 
for each item. (Ther: should be a rough b~lance betwee~ the number of items 
requiring more emphaSiS and the number of items requiring less emp~asis.) 
CO~TE:\T PREFERRED EMPHAS IS 
very rather 
much more 
more 
1. The relationship between theory and 
methods of data collection 1 
2. The scientific method: induction and 
deduction 1 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
The theory underlying sampling 1 
Actual techniques of sampling 1 
Designing fixed-choice interview schedules 1 
Mail (self-completing) questionnaires 1 
7. Uses of unstructured (intensive) 
interviews 
8. Techniques of interviewing 
9. Reactivity: issues of realibility and 
validity 
10. Problems of measuring concepts 
11. Coding 
12. Scaling - attitudinal & occupational 
13. Construction of indexes 
14. Tabulation & the presentation of data 
15. The theory underlying causal analysis 
16. Elaboration of two variable relationships 
17. The uses of factor analysis 
18. Participant observation 
19. Systematic observation 
20. Analysis of observational data 
21. Unobtrusive measures 
22. Triangulation 
23. Uses of historical & documentary sources 
24. Content analysis 
25. Critiques and uses of official 
(administrative) statistics 
26. Experimental design 
~7. Panel (longitudinal) studies 
28. Research by ethnomethodo10gists 
OTHER TOPICS (PLEASE INDICATE ITEMS) 
,,(1 ••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • L' . . .....•.•..... 
30 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •••••••••••••• 
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(6) 
LECTURER: SARA ARBER 
============================================================================== 
You are asked to rate your lecturer on EACH of the items list d b 1 
h . 1 . e e ow. For eac ~tem p ease c~r~le the num~er which s~ems to you most appropriate for 
the lecturer you are rat~ng. The h~ghest poss~ble rating for an ite' th 
. 1 m ~s ), e 
lowest ~s ! a score of 3 :epresents an average. Brief descriptions 0: the two 
extreme rat~ngs have been g~ven for each item. 
1. Organisation of Course 
Subject matter very well organised 
in agreement with syllabus 
2. Interest in Subject 
Lecturer full of subject and 
able to arouse interest 
3. Presentation of Subject Matter 
Clear, definite, forceful, 
audible 
4. Skill in Guiding the Learning Process 
Encourages student to think and learn 
independently, critically & creatively 
5. Course Work 
Gives close attention to course work 
and makes constructive and helpful 
comments 
6. Willingness to Help 
Lecturer friendly and usually 
willing to help students, even if 
busy 
7. Course Materials 
Handouts, references and other 
materials helpful for further 
reading 
8. Contribution to Intellectual 
Development 
Encouraged you to critically evaluate 
relevant subject matter 
9. General Estimate of Course 
One of the most interesting and 
stimulating. 
10. General Estimate of Lecturer 
Competent 
5 4 3 2 1 Subject matter frequently 
unrelated to syllabus 
5 4 3 2 1 Subject seems irksome to 
lecturer; unable to 
arouse interest 
5 4 3 2 1 Indefinite, involved, 
monotonous 
5 4 3 2 1 Little or no attention to 
student comment; ~gnores 
or discourages original & 
independent effort 
5 4 3 2 1 Course work treated 
"". casually and superficially; 
few or no helpful comments 
5 4 3 2 1 Lecturer aloof, sarcastic 
and preoccupied; unwilling 
to help students 
5 4 3 2 1 Inadequate or no course 
materials 
5 4 3 2 1 Discouraged critical 
thinking or the relating 
of the course to other 
subject area. 
5 4 3 2 lOne of the most boring 
5 4 3 2 1 Incompetent 
(7) 
CLASS TUTOR: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(Please fill in the name of your ci~;~·t·u·t·o·r··l.:··t·h··········:···· 
. -. n e s D 2. C e 2. J :> ': e , 
and return this page to hl.s/her pl.geon hole in 35 ~ 17 
_La ============= 
----------------============================== 
For 
the 
the 
two 
You are asked to rate your class tutor on EACH of the items listed be~ow. 
each item please circle the number,which seems to you most a?propri2.te fo~ 
class tutor you are rating. The hl.ghest possible rating for an item is ) 
lowest 1.S 1; a score of 3 represents an average. Brief descriptions of the 
extreme ratings have been gl.ven for each item. 
1. Organisation of Course 
Subject matter very well organised 
in agreement with syllabus 
2. Interest 1.n Subject 
Lecturer full of subject and 
able to arouse interest 
3. Presentation of Subject Matter 
Clear, definite, forceful, 
audible 
5 4 3 2 1 Subject matter :requently 
unrelated to syllabus 
5 4 3 2 1 Subject seems irksome to 
lecturer; unable to 
arouse interest 
5 4 3 2 1 Indefinite, involved, 
monotonous 
4. Skill in Guiding the Learning Process 
Encourages student to think and learn 5 
independently, critically & creatively 
4 3 2 1 Little or no attention to 
student comment; l.gnores 
or discourages original & 
independent effort 5. Course Work 
Gives close attention to course work 
and makes constructive and helpful 
cormnents 
6. Willingness to Help 
Lecturer friendly and usually willing 
to help students, even if busy 
7. Course Materials 
Handouts, references and other 
materials helpful for further 
reading 
8. Contribution to Intellectual Development 
9. 
Encouraged you to critically evaluate 
relevant subject matter 
General Estimate of Course 
One of the most interesting and 
stimulating 
10. General Estimate of Class Tutor 
Competent 
5 4 3 2 1 Course work treated 
casually and superficially; 
few or no helpful comments 
5 4 3 2 1 Lecturer aloof, sarcastic 
and preoccupied; unwilling 
to help students 
5 4 3 2 1 Inadequate or no course 
materials 
5 4 3 2 1 Discouraged critical 
thinking or the relating 
of the course to other 
sub j ect areas 
5 4 3 2 lOne of the most boring 
5 4 3 2 1 Incompetent 
am C.~ T T - '~ 
ttt -.J '--.,...r -L "'",,_ ...I.. 
Guildford Surrey GU2 5XH T 0483 "71281 Telex 85CJ331 
Institute for Educational Technolozy 
,-,', 
VH/GES 25 April 197; 
FROM: Vivien Hodgson {I.E.T.} 
TO: All second year Research Methods Students. 
The enclosed questionnaire has been developed in order to obtain 
an overall impression of students' reactions to the Research 
Methods course and to particular issues arising in it. 
This is an important part of my study of the 1976/77 Research 
Methods course and I very much hope you will be kind enough to 
complete and return the questionnaire to me. (You can do this 
by leaving it in the Sociology Office in the enclosed envelope) . 
In addition, Sara Arber is also interested in receiving any feed-
back obtained through this questionnaire so that it can be taken intc 
account when planning and preparing next year's course. 
The individual replies will be confidential to myself, however, 
and will be anonymous in any case. 
Thank you very much for your help now and throughout the Research 
Methods course. 
enc. 
£i f S . Ed . L R BElt n D Sc F lnst P F.I.~1.:\., F.R.S.:\.. Hf':lrt ofInstitute and Pro essor 0 Clence ucatlon: . . . 0, . .,' .., 
RESEARCH METHODS QUEST ION0~):~IRE 
============================== 
Would you please answer the following questions and then 
complete the lecturer rating scale on the last page. (I= 
you require more space, please use the reverse side of the 
question sheets). 
1. Please indicate which degree course you are doing: 
Economics, Sociology and Statistics. 
-
Home Economics I 
Human Sciences - Sociology Major 
Sociology Minor 
Joint 
2. Please comment on how useful the following were to help you 
understand particular topics: 
(a) Inclusion of research studies in the lectures. 
(b) Inclusion of examples in the lectures. 
(c) Material displayed on the overhead projector. 
-
" . -
L -. I 
(d) The way the lectures were structured and orsa~isec. 
3. Please comment on your reaction to sociological terminology 
used in the lectures. 
4. Have you any cowments on the organisation and structure of the 
classes ? 
~ . ~ L'= C ..... 
5. How useful did you find the handouts ? 
6. To what extent, if at all, did the timetabling of lectures 
and classes influence your reaction to them ? 
(a) The lectures. 
(b) The classes. 
-
, 
-;C:,I'""'I _. 
--'-' 
7 • what was your general reaction to the exercises that ~J.ac. -:'0 C:C ') 
8. Have you any specific reaction/comments to the individual 
exercises, these were: 
(a) Criticism of an interview schedule. 
(b) Constructing and coding a self-completion questionnaire. 
(c) Sampling procedures for surveys. 
( d) Data Analysis - Elaboration of a 2-variable rela .... ~r-...,c:].-."n 
--- ..... _- .. - - . 
(e) Non-reactive observation (not ESS) . 
(f) Research Proposal - application for research funds. 
9. Are there any changes you would like to see to the present 
method of giving out exercises ? 
-
~ . 
-
10. What is your general feeling about the presen~ rretjo6 
assessment ? 
11. Please comment on how you saw the link between lectures, classes 
and the exercises. 
12. What do you feel is the overall relevance of this course to your 
degree course in general ? 
.-
Please ring the response you think most accurately descri~es the 
Research ~1ethods lecturer wi th respect to the following statements: 
The Lecturer: 
:. Encourages student participation 
in lectures 
2. Allows opportunities for asking 
questions 
3. Scs a good lecture delivery 
4. Has good rapport with students 
6. Is approachable and friendly 
"Ii th students 
7. Is respectful towards students 
8. Is able to reach student level 
9. Enables easy note taking 
10. Provides useful printed notes* 
11. Would help students by providing 
printed notes* 
12. Has a wide knowledge of his/her 
subject 
13. Maintains student interest 
during lectures 
.4. Gives varied, lively lectures 
15. Is clear and comprehensible in 
lectures 
16 • Gives lectures which are too 
fast to take in 
17. Gives audible lectures 
18. Gives structured, organised 
lectures 
19. Appears to be enthusiastic for 
his /her' subject 
* Please answer if applicable 
Thank you, 
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____ __ ------====--=-~7,L( - -- ---- --
\. ~9Qf;N ()',j!.; t1\ 1 U N I V E R SIT Y o F SUR R E Y 
Institute for Educational Technology 
~1 E nOR AND Uri 
============================ 
FRat,': Vivien Hodgson (I.E.T.) REF: VH/GES 
TO: DATE: 19 May 1977 
I \'Iou1d like to thank very much all those people who have completed and 
returned the Research Methods Questionnaire that I sent you all a couple 
of weeks ago. I very much appreciate your assistance. 
I vlOul d ' 1 ike to get a hi gh response rate for those ques ti onna ires, 
and was therefore hoping that I can persuade those people who have not YEt 
completed them to do so now. 
So if you ha,ven't yet completed your questionnaire 3 I would be very grateful 
if you could find the time to do it. 
Thanks again for all the assistance I have already received . 
.-. ....... -.... 
U N I V E R SIT Y o F SUR R E Y 
INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
FRON: Vivien Hodgson ref: VH/GES 
TO: date: 14 June 1977 
M E M 0 RAN 0 U M 
=================== 
I would like to remind any of you who haven't returned the Research 
riethods Questionnaire that I sent you a fe\"1 1t!eeks .:lSO, that it ;s 
still not too late to do so. 
If you could find the til7le to complete and rcturi1 it br2fore the end 
of tenn I l/Joul d be very grateful. 
Thanks, 
1. 
2. 
3. 
I: : 
4. 
5, 
6. 
7. 
8. 
~f>PE:..N C\)C. R 
(\1\ ) 
r.if~I ;'!)'l fi.nd that the c~ur~:~' in t8n~1 2 
(l; (:(:\: 210pcd cohcr(~l1 Ll~: (;j) ,'.)"ll-:~ '.;:.1· bJ~t y? 
Diu yO~l find the COtn':~C: }~·;;~Lc::.. > .. l i:l ~8:"'El 2 
(1) int~resting (~~) b,-)l.' ~:1i~? 
Do you consid.ei..~ that the cO~U'sc was 
Tutor: 
(1) adequately illt.:.st.r8.ted in e:~2.rr:.p 185 2.cd appli Cut iOllS 
(5) in adequateiy i llustratcd ? 
~------------~ 
- --~---
r--- ... 
rInclude your own work in con~ection with the problem sheets and 
rccolnnlE:nccd rcauing]. 
\Vhh:h tQpic areas in particular needed lnorc npplic:1.tiollS: 
· ..................................... ", ............................... . 
Did you find deri vaticns :lTIG proofs in the lectures 
(1) we tl explained (5) poorly exptaincd? 
For this course, would VOLl have preferred to 
, ... 
A. 
D. 
c. 
h3. ve wcddy tutoriu t s and no scnlill::lrS 
keep the presc:1t ba lance 
have weekly tutoria.l sand fortnibl-:.tly ~('m:n~rs 
. Did yrJU find the tutorials 
(l) l"'-"Oc::t llnl')["l \':»:1 \',"lsl-.. e of Lnlo').· II ~.l'--"L ., ~.... -
Please Sily~ \1lhj': •••••.•.••••••• II ••••••••••••••••••••• 
• .' • • • • • • • • .. • • II • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• ~ • 
\Verc the sC111iuars 
(1) useful 
P 'l (l ') .~. £'l (' 'I • r ,,,1'1 to • -''''\.~\...- .... "l,.) / • .I ... ,' • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... , ........ . 
\Vould ycu ha':c Lked. l110rc cm.ph:lsis Oll how to use 
Enter A, 0, or C 
I~f),~ 39,~ 
I I 
'----~ 
I --, 
: 'lv .\.-.) 
. C_ , I 1-' , 
! 
I 
9 I 1 t 1 11 t '· (Tr"I'- Ollt r,r';"J Cr"l,'~::;e? • Vllat wore t.1C !':.10S va ~:';:1;J ClHflgS yo~t oJ" ,-'1 t •• , " .... ~ ~ • 
• • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • •• C • II , ............. , .................. , 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • t • • • • • • • • • 
· .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . 
,. - -
-r 
... - -
In tbe table below, [or cJch topic please circle: It.~Lt~r(s) for an:: 0: t::c 
St~:ti3:.:·:~~i\tS A to E which yuu ~grc:;e v:ith. 
'A. It has Lecn or pl'ob~1JLy v.iii be] helpful. ill other cot.;r::;CR. 
,9. :t \'(as interesting in itsetf. 
C. 
D. 
E 
• 
a was alrcadv f~l1nilbl.' to 111C 'l'\.lld \"",'C' b.p;l'· (' l' 
'" )  < • ..... ~,.' . 0 n u ': 0·.1. II l' ~ 
• ...J • a. ,} • 
I should have liked 1110re time on this. 
Less tinlc should ha V8 bcen speut on lhi s • 
.. 
TO[1:c Areas Circle responses; c.f:. A@C@ ~ I I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
En3r~:)' resources and demand 
Newton's Laws 
Force I work, kinetic and pote!1ti.~J energy 
Torque, angular acce ter~tion, mOlnCl1t of incrtb 
Angular n101TICntum and kinetic c!,18rzy of l'r;~~LtiGn 
NuclcJ.r Power 
Vlin.dlnills 
Khletic theory of gas(~s 
;) lir - l.; 
ABC D E 
b I '1 j 
ABC D }~ 
Ie - '7 .:2 .2-
.~ .. D C D E 
- 1I 3 /) -
A neD I; 
2 I=<. __ -:';' J 
ABC 1) [ 
- i..?- - I.. I 
ABC D =: 
13~~' -::-
ABC D E 
~------~--------------~--------------------------------'I~-----'~~--~---r- I  ry S :2 -:.. i 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Theory cf heat transfer by cO:1Juction ;-tOct cc.r:';ectiO:"l:j· '3\' JeD r: i. 
L· -; _ 3-
Bl~ci~-ho:iy r::td~0.tioi1, Stefan's ic..'N, C1Ili:,si'.-:LY /1. D C D L I 
5112), I 
Calculation of hC::lt transfer and iTlSL~b.tion ABC D ~ I 
I _________________________________________ ~I~~~~~~I· 
t- 2 jJ - ;c'-
~ ABC D I 
! 13. Solar heat collection 
I 
11. L()'~,:''\r '1"'" f/l'\J.'~rll-\·'\l'S ...... .. J.~j._v (,. l..1U \I ........ A.. U\, .. 
15. I 
,-------------------------------------~-.------+-~~-~----~, t- £" ., u l; " 
A D C D ~. 1 G. Via va ph0n0111CGa 
,- } , , c· 
, -.... 
,. -
J'" -; -s ,-..A 
r' 
. I ;\ D CD.. i 
. ______ --------J 
~-----------------------------,----------------------.--------------
19. 
the coun::r:::? I ) I ('\ 'I (~., C'., v \,,11; ,.·11 ' ~{l ,..J'-' "·\,.tJ ." .. \. • 
- - - . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . , ... 
. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 
APPENDIX B 
AnALYSING INSTP.UCTIONS FOR STUDENTS' THOUGHTS 
~~~========~-
. 
£\0 ~\ ~,;,.\:n ~ .3:~\- Nc..~ \0-"5 jor SLIlr-\ent.,s, \" "(\ ~ U, ~ 'c.\,; _: I 
'-' 
'T" ~ ~T ~ 1 s 0 -= s t '). c. en t s ' 
- . 
e:c.,..,erl e~c e -:he releiJ~~ce of 
-
I believe ~her'3 ~,rs the fo:1.1owin:?:: eigb.t 1e722.::: 2.t , ., t ~ :;'.' ~ 1 C 11 ~ , : C p""'" ~ ~ '" ~ V" .. _ L .. _ ..... ..). _ __ 
rslsv2nce of the lecture cQntent. 
of e2.ch of the l8ve1s is 
1 3xtrinsic,from other nerson's )e~ec~ive - seneral 
2 Extrinsic} fro~ other nerson's pers~ective-specific. 
3 Extrinsic} from student's pers~ective - General 
4 ~xtrinsicJ fran st'u.dent' s perpecti ve - s!:>ecific 
5 Vicarious through lecturer's lJercei "led intrinsic ~:-'ltC?~e~t 
6 Vicarious thro1)S'h lecturer's ill~r2.tions of intri~sic i~~pre~t. 
7 
-
' ..... : 
Intrinsic 
I-I-' '-''; nlJr1n.::.. ...... C 
general 
• ..p • 
s"()eCl~lC. 
Backgro'l1...11.d imf 0 rTIc-:t i on 
~~e course being considered 18 2~ socic.~ 
12 continua~lv assessed on the basis of six (or for certain st~~~~~s 
tJ 
=- i v e) "Ole c e s 0 f c 0 ur e This course ~ork i~ 
the exercises/the "'Jro-iects 
. '" 
pi 
{ 
Levels of students' exnerience of the relev8nce of lectuY'P 
1. Extrinsic: other nersons' ~erspective. 
, 
The content is regarded from the point of view of 2chievi~~ fo~e 
desired result end how the student thinks the other ~erson (e9. t-
lecturer) would exuect or want this result to be achievec. mh l. e 
only reason for taking note of the material therefore is in ter~~ 
of extrinsic deT.ands 2.nd hov: the ~tudent thinks the :-:1ateYial 
relates to these c1emB.nds in terms of how he feels the lectL~.rer 
would expect them to be fulfilled. lc" C.H\~ c>\~ ... ~~rSc " ) 
This experience of the lecture content can be at either G 6enera~ 
or a sp~cific level: 
Gener21: ~~, The student simply recognises the me.terials 'Ootenti2.~ 
i::rnort8.~ce without rela.tin.; it to c.IlY s"Oecific e:,:~:,::':--.~j,c 
de::mand. 
For eX8l:l'Dle: "vou exuect what the lecturer writes on t~e b~2Y'~ .. 
you eet that do~n. 
T":!.e 
extriTl2ic 
Well in such thinas she talks a lot of sound sense, I mean its all good co~non 
sense but I suppo~e you need to revise common sense for the questions she h': 11 se: 
~n the exam ................... Its obviously going t~ be.differe~t, even so sh~ ~. 
wants you to write it in the exam 80 its as well to wrIte It dO\m In her notes, ::,0 
you remember to do it in the exam. 
, 
2. Extrinsic: student's perspective. 
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I'o r exa:nn 1 e : relates it to speci:~'ic 2t'J.C:;-i~ 
h2.ve done ~"ou eeL sort of see the theo,.. .. · 
- , r:'J i:l; 
into n._ract~~e mo~e .l.~ •• •••••• "'!"I ,...1)'" e c:: .; +- """0 - . ~ t 
__ C"c__ ..... _ v >_1 re J..r-. v e r'? s -
ing so I listen more." 
4. Intrinsic ex~erience of relevance. 
This is where the stuo.ent ca.."1. see the relevance of t!:te content in 
8. we.y mee.ningful to themselves. That is the T!l2terie.l he's 20~e 
sort of mee.ning and ree~li ty to their wa~T of thinking and the~" 
are able to relate the content to this. This takes in their 
overall vle.w CL'1'1d W?~y of thinking e.bout the subject in £:ener8l. 
Again this can be at either a general or a snecific level. 
General: The student recognises the intrinsic relevance of the 
content but does not at that time actively consider the 
exact implications of this imfo~ation to his reality. 
For exa.~ple: "I tmderstood it and I found the content interesting 
so I didn't stray, my mind didn't wender" 
Specific: The stuc_ent actively relates the content to their O~Nn 
understanding and framework of thinking, during the lecture. 
For exa.-rnnle: nYeaJl, at this point, chiefly because it Vias about 
children and readinG and schools, which I 8m 'Os.rt-
iC1).larly interested in, I had plenty of thou:2'htf' 
f Th Y reinforced whe..rt she v!af' o mv OVVIl........ e· 
.. 
co ""~7'1.. n"" " t-' C''-c,''i ;::, • 
..., 
I have not appreciably al terec the descriptior.s cf the c.:':::srEor.:. 
levels. Hov!ever, the follov.'ing points mic;ht assist ycu: 
1) General v Specific: 
When its specific it is directly related tc some piecs cf cc.ntent. 
or the student~ framework of thinking. i.e. they (in the case 
of intrinsic) are trying to fit in the content or relate the 
content to theIT.selves in some way or (in the case of extrinsic) 
their perception of the extrinsic demands upon them. 
General is more in terms of their general approach, a way of 
thinking ~d acting without reference to a speci=ic instance 
where they are doing what they are expressing. 
2) Vicarious experience can stimulate and facilitate intrinsic eX[-E::riencs. 
If the student simply (as in the example given) finds their 
interest etc., stimulated by e.g. a description of a particular 
study then its vicarious. If the student goes further and relates 
the study to their o~n experience or ideas etc., it is then 
intrinsic. 
Hope this helps. 
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Appendix C 
Applied Physic~_ and Energy~timu1a~e9 Re~a11~tl~1 ts 
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U N I V E R SIT Y 0 F SUR R E Y 
Institute for Educational Technology 
HEn 0 RAN 0 U ti 
============================ 
" 
FRat,,: Vivien Hodgson (I.E.T.) REF: VH/GES 
TO: DATE: 19 May 1977 
I \'Iould like to thank very much all those people who have completed and 
returned the Research Methods Questionnaire that I sent you all a couple 
of weeks ago. I very much appreciate your assistance. 
I would' like to get a high response rate for those questionnaires, 
and was therefore hoping that I can persuade those people who have not yet 
completed them to do so now. 
So if you haven't yet completed your questionnaire 3 I would be very grateful 
if you could find the time to do it. 
Thanks again for all the assistance I have already received . 
.., ......... ... 
U N I V E R SIT Y o F 5 U R R E Y 
INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
FROf.1: Vivien Hodgson ref: VH/GES 
TO: date: 14 June 1977 
M E M 0 RAN DUM 
=================== 
I would like to remind any of you who haven't returned the Research 
f,-,jethods Questionnai re that I sent you a feN ,,!eeks aso ~ that it is 
still not too late to do so. 
If you could find the tif71e to complete and return it bl~fore the end 
of tenn I VJoul d be very grateful. 
Thanks, 
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In the table! below, for c~ch topic please circle: l'2lt!;r(s) for any of t!1C 
st~:tl)!!:C:li~ts A to E which yuu agrc)c \'.'ith. 
A. 
·B. 
c. 
D. 
E 
It has been or pl'ob:1.bty \vi il be he lp[ui in otho1' COUl.' ~.;c s. 
:t was illtcrc:::tin!bT in it~otf 
...... '-' 4. 
a w~s already f~l1nilial.' to 1110, and \t.'~-d:: buil!: on usefully. 
I should have likeu n10re time on this. '. 
. Less HIne shoul.d have been socut on thi s 
. . 
'I' . A o(1:c reas Circle rc sponscs: c. g. 
1. En8rgy resources and demand 
2. Newton's Laws 
3. Fol'co, work, kinetic and potentJ.~l cncrgy 
4. Torque, angular acceler~tion, n'tOlnenl of ilicrtia 
5, 
6. NucieJ.r Power 
;). Ii;- - i;; 
ABC D E 
b I CJ 
ABC 
k. - '7 
A D C 
J -:; 
D L 
:2. .2. 
D E 
- JI 3 ;1 -
A D C D E 
~----------------------------------------------------------r-------------'----
7. 
8. 
9. 
Hydroelectric ity 
VlindIllills 
Kinetic theory of g8.ses 
2 1:<. 2. -:;- I 
ABC D E 
- 1:L - G f 
ABC D E 
-; 3 (, ::; ~~ 
ABC D E 
~------~----------------------~-----------------------------~-----------------
'7 <!; :2 -:',j. i 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Theory of heat transfer by co:y.luction ~n~l cC·I:\ectio:1 
Bl:tcl~~bod.y radb.tion, Stefan '0 In.'.v, clni:,si': it)' 
Calculation of heat transfer and insub_tion 
A D C D E 
L-j2 .:, 3 
I .. 13 C D E 
5" " 2 ABC 
L)l 
D ~ I ~--------------------------------------------~--------------~~2~~j~J------,C-'------~ 
13. Solar heat collection 
, 
14. Lc~}:~:.;s anu f/nmnb:l's 
IS. Heat [JLlDlpS 
ABCD= i 
-, i I ....... .~-
A D C D :-= 
'1 4- L,.. ,- -
A D CD': 
I ~ ___________________________________________ ~ _________ '____ ~ ________________ ~1 
b ., u l, -
16. 
17. 
l~ . 
\Vn. vo ph0n0111CG:1 
Plic~ 02 lccLrk ity, bioco.I~ver~;i.o:l 
A D C D E 
2 }II D) -
,+- -;.:5 -:) .. 
;\ D C D E 
~--------------------------.----.-------------------------------------------------. 
the COtll'f:(;? I )lA',e l ' (""IJ ",hic"ll' '-..:("l.J....... ..' \.t J \' .. 1.. • 
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